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ABSTRACT 
This report presents a self-calibrating watershed model for 
predicting the effect of channel improvements on downstream floods. 
The model is called MOPSET because it is a modified version of OPSET 
developed several years ago at the University of Kentucky. OPSET is 
a computerized procedure for determining an optimum set of parameter 
values by matching synthesized flows with recorded flows. Major 
modifications include the replacement of the modified Muskingum 
method of channel routing by a kinematic finite difference method, 
the division of the watershed into a number of segments, and the 
inclusion of a storage routing procedure to take care of any reservoirs 
or flood control structures located in the watershed. The computer 
_program is well documented and can be used not only as a flood 
predicting model but also as a general model for hydrologic simulations. 
The model was applied to three different watersheds in Kentucky. 
It was found that the optimum set of parameter values obtained 
automatically by the model was not unique and might not yield the 
most desirable solution. For this reason, new features were added 
so that the user can exercise his judgment in selecting the most 
desirable parameter values. 
The synthesized flows obtained from these watersheds are 
presented and compared with the recorded flows. The effects of 
channel improvements, flood control structures, and routing procedures 
on the synthesized flows are discussed. 
KEY WORDS: Channel improvement*; computer programs*; downstream floods; 
finite difference method; flood routing*; hydrographs; model studies*; 
multiple segments; parameter optimization; rainfall-runoff relationships; 
s treamfl ow*. 
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As stated in the original proposal, the purpose of this study was 
to determine the effect of channel improvements on downstream floods 
through the use of a computer program called the Kentucky Watershed 
Model with OPSET, a self-calibrating version of the Standford Watershed 
Model. OPSET is a computerized optimization procedure developed at the 
University of Kentucky [Liou, 1970] to determine an optimum set of 
parameter values by matching synthesized flows with recorded flows. 
The model was applied to twenty watersheds in Kentucky, and the parameter 
values selected by the model were correlated with the measurable physical 
characteristics of the watersheds [Ross, 1970]. 
Although OPSET is useful in determining the general effects of 
watershed changes on stream flows, it is not adequate for predicting 
the effect of channel improvements on downstream floods because the 
actual channel cross sections, which may vary continually in a 
watershed, were not considered. The model used a time-area histogram 
and a modified Muskingum method for flood routing, which was not 
reflective of channel changes. Therefore, a major effort was directed 
in this study to develop a kinematic method of channel routing, in 
which the actual channel cross sections were taken into account. 
As any changes in channel cross sections are reflected directly in the 
routed hydrographs, this modified version of OPSET, hereafter referred 
to as MOPSET, can be used for determining the effect of channel 
improvements on downstream floods. 
In addition to the channel routing, other changes have been made 
to increase the versatility of MOPSET not only as a flood predicting 
model but also as a general model for hydrologic simulations. 
In this report, only MOPSET will be presented. A modified 
version of the Kentucky Watershed Model, which provides more options 
but requires more experience to calibrate manually, will be described 
by Gaynor in his master's thesis. 
CHAPTER I I 
REVIEW OF OPSET 
2.1 History 
Due to the prolific interest in the ecologic and economic 
aspects of watershed use, a flood of new hydrologic models programmed 
in digital electronic computers have appeared in recent years. One 
of the pioneering works is the Stanford Watershed Model developed by 
Crawford and Linsley [1966]. In spite of its great potential as a design 
tool, the Stanford Watershed Model has the limitations that the program 
was written in a seldom used language (BALGOL) and that the numerous 
imput parameters are difficult to calibrate to achieve satisfactory 
results. At the University of Kentucky, James [1970] translated the model 
into Fortran IV and called his translated, revised and expanded version 
the Kentucky Watershed Model (KWM). At the same time, a self-calibrating 
watershed model, based on the KWM, was developed [Liou, 1970]. This 
model was named OPSET because its objective was to determine the optimum 
set of parameter values for the watershed. 
An outstanding feature in OPSET as well as in KWM is the use of 
mnemonic names for all variables. With a computer program as bulky 
as OPSET, the use of mnemonics greatly helps the reader in understanding 
the program. The same feature is preserved in MOPSET, and a dictionary 
of all variables is presented in Appendix B. 
In the following sections, the limitations of OPSET and the 
changes made in MOPSET are described. Readers not familiar with OPSET 
should refer to the report by Liou [1970]. 
2.2 Watershed Segmentation 
One drawback of OPSET is that it does not allow watershed segmentation. 
Precipitation is assumed to be uniform, channel routing is performed 
for the watershed as a whole, and output is only available at the 
mouth of the watershed. All these severely limit its applicability only 
to small watersheds. When applying the Kentucky Watershed Model in 
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conjunction with a sediment model to a large watershed, David and 
Beer [1975] indicated that it was impossible to obtain representative 
hourly overland flow and pointed toward the need for watershed segmentation, 
which was not provided for in the Kentucky Watershed Model. 
The use of only one segment in OPSET is probably due to the 
conception that a self-calibrating model is impractical for a multisegment 
basin. Linsley et al [1975] have indicated that if all segments have 
different parameters, the number of iterations increases exponentially 
as the number of segments and the computer time becomes too great. 
However, the segmentation of watershed is made possible in MOPSET 
because of the assumption that the parameter values at different 
segments be varied but kept at constant ratios. In the optimization 
process, the seven land phase parameters are specified as base values 
for the entire watershed. The individual segment values are read in 
as ratios to the base values. For a given set of base values, the 
individual values for each segment are computed from the given ratios, 
and a year of flow as well as the various moisture storages in each 
segment is simulated. The moisture storages are weighted by areas to 
calcualte the average moisture storage of the entire watershed, thus 
allowing MOPSET to print the same moisture summary as OPSET. 
The assumption of constant ratios in parameter values among 
different segments is a step forward in extending the applicability 
of the model to a large watershed. The base values of these land 
phase parameters are difficult to estimate, but the parameter ratios 
between two widely different segments can usually be estimated with 
more certainty. Gross [1970] related these parameter values to the 
measurable physical characteristics of the watershed, and his results 
can be used as a guide in determining these ratios. 
The use of multiple segments in a watershed requires the independent 
calculation of both the direct runoff and the base flow in each segment 
and thus increases greatly the computer time. As only the monthly 
flows are matched in the optimizing_procedure, it may be more 
economical to consider the watershed as a single segment by using the 
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weighted parameter values at the outset. Therefore, an option is 
provided in MOPSET such that either single or multiple segments can 
be used for optimization purposes. If a single segment is specified, 
the optimum set of parameter values is determined by considering the 
watershed as one segment, but the channel routing is performed on the 
basis of multiple segments. 
2.3 Parameter Optimization 
In OPSET, each computer run consists of three trips. Trip l 
optimizes the seven land phase parameters, trip 2 optimizes the four 
channel routing parameters, and trip 3 is the final run using the 
optimum set of parameters. Because the actual channel dimensions are 
specified in MOPSET, the optimization of channel parameters is no 
longer necessary, and only two trips are needed. The procedures for 
determining the two recession constants and optimizing the seven land 
phase parameters remain the same. 
A major difficulty in the use of the Stanford or the Kentucky 
Watershed Model is the determination of the seven land phase parameters. 
The effects of these parameters on monthly flow are not clearly 
defined and may be highly overlapped. Consequently, satisfactory 
matching between synthesized and recorded monthly flows can be achieved 
by different combinations of these parameters. Based on the preset 
initial parameter values, OPSET will adjust the parameters according 
to a set of empirical rules until the sum of squares for the monthly 
deviation i.ndex is a minimum. However, the solution is not unique in 
that a different set of parameter values will be obtained if different 
initial values are assumed. It has also been found that the solution 
does not converge and may oscillate back and forth, and that the set of 
parameter values for the minimum sum of squares may not yield the 
most satisfactory solution. For these reasons, MOPSET was made more 
flexible by incorporating new features such that the user can assume 
any initial values, specify the number of adjustment cycles desired, 
and inspect the results before final selection of the parameter values 
being made. 
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In OPSET, the adjustment of LZC, SUZC, ETLF, BUZC, and SIAC is 
based on the monthly flow deviation index, MFDI, defined as 
MFDI = TMSTF + 20 -l (when TMSTF > TMRTF) ( l ) TMRTF + 20 
MFDI = l- TMRTF + 20 (when TMSTF < TMRTF) (2) TMSTF + 20 
in which TMSTF is the synthesized monthly total flow volume and TMRTF is 
the recorded monthly total flow volume, both in Sfd. When the synthesized 
monthly flow volume exceeds the recorded, Eq. l is used, and the index 
is positive. When the synthesized monthly total is smaller, Eq. 2 
is used, and the index is negative. The indices of a few arbitrarily 
selected months are used for adjusting each of the above parameters. 
For example, LZC is related to the overland flow months; SUZC to the two 
months between April and November with the greatest rainfall plus 
August and September, if they are base flow months; ETLF to summer 
months when the precipitation exceeds 2 in.; BUZC to either the three 
months of September, October and December or the three months of 
June, July and August, depending on the value of BUZC; and SIAC to 
either the first three summer months, when the rainfall is less than 
the potential evapotranspiration, or the first three winter months, 
when the rainfall is greater than the potential evapotranspiration, 
depending on the value of SIAC. If the adjustments based on the 
empirical rules cannot yield resasonable parameter values, alternate 
procedures will be evoked. These adjustment rules were developed from 
the sensitivity study of a few watersheds and may not work well in 
other watersheds. The adjustment of BMIR and BIVF was based on the 
matching between synthesized and recorded base flow and i nterfl ow 
during the first three days of each recession sequence. 
Although the same optimization procedures are incorporated in 
MOPSET and both trips can be executed in the same computer run, it 
is suggested that the two trips be run separately for the following 
two reasons: 
l. The automatic parameter-determination routines may not yield 
the most desirable solution. If found unsatisfactory, a new set of 
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initial parameter values should be assumed and each adjustment cycle 
inspected, so that the best set of parameter values can be selected. 
2. One year of data is usually not enough for parameter determinations. 
Several years of records should be used and the results averaged to 
obtain the optimum set of parameters to be used for trip 2. 
2.4 Channel Routing 
In OPSET, each watershed is assumed to have only one segment, or 
one reach. By the use of a time-area histogram, it is possible to 
route the flow down a channel consisting of several reaches or branches. 
However, this method of routing is not only inaccurate but also 
difficult to perform, especially for large watersheds where a great 
number of branches exist. 
In MOPSET, the watershed is divided into a number of segments. 
Each segment has one reach. The overland flow, interflow, and base 
flow from each segment are simulated and used as lateral flow 
distributed uniformly over the reach. Starting from the first day, 
the flow is routed from the uppermost reach to the lowest reach by a 
finite difference method. At the end of each day, the data for each 
reach are saved until all reaches have been routed for the same day. 
The procedure is then repeated for the next day, using the data stored 
in the previous day. Details of channel routing will be presented in 
Chapter II I. 
2.5 Storage Routing 
Due to the numerous dams, weirs, and other hydraulic structures 
in Kentucky, it became evident that a storage routing routine would 
increase the power of the model. Therefore, a new subroutine STORRT 
was added. Only one structure may be routed for any one reach, and it 
must be located at the end of the reach. The subroutine takes the 
periodic flow, which has been channel routed, and adjusts it for the 
effects of storage and evaporation. This subroutine will be discussed 
in Chapter IV. 
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2.6 Orographic Influence 
OPSET assumes that all rainfalls occur uniformly over the entire 
watershed. This assumption is probably quite reasonable for a small 
watershed but not for a large watershed. The model requires one 
recording precipitation gage and allows one storage gage to be used with 
a weighting factor for the purpose of adjusting the precipitation. 
In MOPSET, each segment can have its own rainfall pattern by estimating 
the precipitation from a given recording gage and any one storage 
gage representative of the segment. Thus, every segment may utilize 
a different storage gage. The capability for allowing the change in 
location and reading time of storage gages is preserved. The 
subroutine PRECHK, which was used in OPSET for checking precipitation-
streamflow anomalies and adjusting precipitation where necessary, 
are also used in MOPSET when the number of watershed travel hours, 
NWSTH, is less than 12. the dated recording gage precipitation 
multipliers, DRGPM, of all segments are weighted by areas to obtain 
an average DRGPM to be used as an imput to PRECHK. 
Since snowmelt is relatively insignificant in Kentucky, the 
snowmelt subroutine and all related calculations were removed from 




3.1 Governing Equations 
The two equations used for channel routing 
equation and the discharge-flow area relation. 
continuity can be expressed as 
aA + aQ _ 
at ax-q 
are the continuity 
The equation of 
in which A= flow area; Q = discharge; q = rate of inflow per unit 
(3) 
length of channel; t = time; and x = downslope distance along the channel. 
Note that both A and Q vary with x and t, and that in a given segment q 
is a function oft independent of x. 
In general, the discharge can be expressed as a power function of the 
flow cross-sectional area, hereafter called end area, or 
(4) 
in which a and mare coefficients whose values depend on the shape and 
roughness of the channel. 
3.2 Linear Routing 
Schaake [1971] suggests the use of a finite difference equation 
which converges to Eq. 3 as the step size decreases. Substituting 
Eq. 4 into Eq. 3 and assuming a and mas constants independent of x 
~+ amAm-1 aA = q (5) 
at ax 
In the finite difference method, both t and x are divided into finite 
increments, 6t and 6x. In MOPSET, 6x may vary from reach to reach but 6t 
is the same for all reaches (either 15 min or l hr). 
The requirement that a and m be constant over the distance x 
implies that each reach can only have one set of a and m, or one 
discharge-end area rating curve. This severely limits the applicability 
of the model because actual channels may consist of a large number of 
different cross sections within a reach. For this reason, each reach is 
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further divided into a number of finite sections, each with a different 
length and a different set of a and m. The finite section is then 
further divided equally into one or more finite differences. The routing 
procedure described here is applied to one finite section. 
Tenns in Eq. 5 can be expressed in the following finite difference 
fonns: 
aA = A(x + llx, t + llt) - A ( x + llX, t) 
at llt ( 6) 
aA A(x + llx, t + llt) - A(x, t + llt) 
'ilX i\X 
( 7) 
Am-1 [A(x, t + llt) + A(x ) m-1 = + i\X • t ] 
2 
(8) 
q = q(t + ~t) + q{t) (9) 
Substituting Eqs. 6 through 9 into Eq. 5 
A(x + llx, t + llt) = {g(t + llt) + g(t) + A(x + llx, t) 
2 i\ t 
+ am A(x, t + llt) [A{x, t + llt) + A(x + llx, t)]m-ll 
i\X 2 
( ) ( ) m- l I {-1 + am [A x, t + llt + A x + i\X, t J l 
i\ t i\X 2 
( l O) 
The solution obtained from Eq. 10 is called linear because all terms on 
the right hand side are known, and no iterations are needed. At the 
initial time, or t = 0, all end areas are assumed to be zero. The 
. 11 Am- l solution is approximate due to the use of Eq. 8. Theoret,ca y, 
should depend also on A(x+llx, t+llt), but its inclusion will make the 
equation nonlinear and more difficult to solve. The linear solution is 
quite satisfactory .for relatively flat channel slopes. When greater 
accuracy is desired, or channel slopes are steep and flow_;; change rapidly, 
a nonlinear iterative method, as described in the next section, may be 
used. 
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Eq. 10 can be used directly to determine the end area at each 
finite difference point. The end area at the first, or the most upstream, 
point in a finite section can be determined from Eq. 4 based on the 
inflow from the previous finite section. Repeated applications of 
Eq. 8 down the stream will give the end area at the last, or the most 
downstream, point of the finite section. Knowing the end area, the 
discharge from the finite section can be determined from Eq. 4. 
3.3 Nonlinear Routing 
The nonlinear procedure was developed by Li et al. [1975]. 
The finite difference form of Eq. 3 can be represented by 
A(x + 6x, t + 6t) - A(x + 6x, t) + Q(x + 6x, t + 6t) - Q(x, t + 6t) 
6t 6x 
From Eq. 4 
= g(t + 6t) + g(t) 
2 
Q(x + 6x, t + 6t) = a[A(x + 6x, t + 6t)Jm 
Q{x, t + 6t) = a[A(x, t + 6t)Jm 
Note that the same a and mare used in Eqs. 12 and 13. Substituting 
Eqs. 12 and 13 into Eq. 11 yields 
A(x + 6x, t + 6t) + a[A(x + 6x, t + 6t)Jm = ~; · A(x + 6x, t) 
( 11 ) 
{ l 2) 
( 13) 
+ a[A(x, t + 6t)Jm + 6x[g(t + 6~) + g(t)] (14) 
The right side of Eq. 14 consists of known quantities and can be represented 
by 
Q = ~; · A(x + 6x, t) + a[A(x, t + 6t)]m + 6X[g(t + 6t~ + g(tlJ (15) 
Letting r = A(x + 6x, t + 6t) and e = 6X/6t, Eq. 14 can be written as 
m f(r) =er+ ar = Q 
The Taylor series expansion of f(r) is 
(16) 
f(r) = f(rk) + (r - rk) f' (/) + }(r -/) 2 f"(/) + . .. . . (17) 
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where rk is the value of rat the kth iteration, and f'(rk) and 
f"(l) are the first and second derivatives off(/). Neglecting all 
higher order terms, it is possible to find a solution rk+l such that 
f(/+l) = f(/) + (/+l - /) f' (/) + }(rk+l - /) 2 f"(/) = il (18) 
Eq. 18 is a quadratic equation in terms of (rk+l_ rk) and the solution is 
where 
f(rk) =erk+ a(rk)m 
f'(rk) = 0 + am(rk)m-1 
f" (rk) = am(m-1) (/)m-2 
Eq. 19 is used to determine the value of rat (k+l)th iteration from 
that at kth iteration. The process is repeated until 






During the iteration, il is a constant and need not be changed. By 
using the linear solution as the first approximation, the procedure 
converges very rapidly, usually within three iterations. The iterative 
. 8 
scheme is quite stable until il approaches zero. However, when il < 10- , 
the end area is set to zero and the nonlinear procedure is bypassed for 
that particular point. 
3.4 Direct Method for Determining Routing Parameters 
In the linear or nonlinear channel routing, a prior knowledge of 
the two routing parameters, a and m, is needed for each finite section. 
The values of these parameters can be determined from Manning's formula, or 
2 l 
Q =· l . 49 AR3 52 n 
(24) 
in which n = roughness coefficient; S = slope of channel; and R = hydraulic 
radius= Area/wetted perimeter. For a rectangular cross section of width, 
B, with the depth of water much smaller than B, 
R = A/B (25) 
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Substituting Eq. 25 into 24 and comparing with Eq. 4 
l 
1.4952 a = 2 
n8
3 
m = l. 67 
(26) 
(27) 
Eqs. 26 and 27 can be used for rectangular cross sections when the water 
is shallow. For a triangular cross section with a width, w, at a depth of 
one ft, as shown in Figure la, the flow area for a depth, H, is 
l 2 A= 2 wH 
or 
Hff 
If the side slopes are very flat, the wetted 
wH, and the hydraulic radius becomes 
From Eqs. 29 and 30 
R~ 
perimeter is equal to 
Substituting Eq. 31 into 24 and comparing with Eq. 4 
l 
l. 4952 a = l 
n(2w)3 
m = 1.33 
Eq. 32 can be used for determining the value of a from a topographic 
map, as shown in Figure l. 
Figure lb is an exploded view of a contour map with a contour 







distance between A and 8, the cross section of the channel can be determined, 
as shown in Figure la. Since w = 0/6C, from Eq. 32 
12 
D 
~-· __ W_H ~ ] •c -~-----~r1 , l ft. 




(b) PLAN VIEW 









Eqs. 26, 27, 33, and 34 are useful for determining a and m when the 
flow volume is small. When the flow volume is large, the channel cross 
section becomes more irregular, and Eq. 4 may be valid only over a 
limited range. Consequently, the discharge-end area method as described 
below should be used instead. 
3.5 Discharge - End Area Method for Determining Routing Parameters 
In this method, channel characteristics are represented by the 
discharge-end area relationship. This relationship at a particular 
cross section can be obtained from the water surfa_ce profile computer 
programs, such as the WSP2 program by the Soil Conservation Service 
[1976] and the HEC-2 program by the Corps of Engineers [1973]. Figure 2 
shows a plot of log Q versus log A for a cross section in the North 
Fork Nolin River Watershed, as obtained from the WSP2 program. 
If Eq. 4 is valid, the plot should result in a straight line. 
However, Figure 2 shows that the data do not lie on a straight line 
but can be approximated by three straight lines1 each having a different 
a and m, where a is the vertical intercept at A= l sq ft and mis the 
slope of the straight line. Therefore, instead of one set of a and m, 
three sets must be specified together with the values of A separating 
each set. After the end area at each finite difference point has been 
determined from channel routing, the average end area is computed, and 
the proper set of a and m selected. If the average end area indicates that 
a and m should be changed from one set to the other, the average of the 
two sets will be used to prevent a sudden change and the resulting 
oscillations. 
The above procedure requires the plotting of log Q versus log A 
and the determination of several sets of a and m for each finite section. 
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Figure 2. Determination of a and m from Discharge· End 
Area Relationships 
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needed for preparing the input data. To save the data preparation time, 
a subroutine ROUTAB was developed for determining~ and m directly from 





4.1 Main Program 
The structure of MOPSET follows essentially that of OPSET except 
that a reach loop is imbedded between the day loop and the hour loop for 
the purpose of segmenting the watershed. It was attempted to make the 
model somewhat more modular in an effort to facilitate understanding. 
The channel routing and several related procedures were placed in sub-
routines, thus shortening the main program. Figure 3 is a simplified 
flow chart showing the general structure of the model. 
The purpose of the flow chart is to show the several major loops in 
operation. Some of the detailed procedures, which are important for the 
control of the program but are not shown in the flow chart, will be 
described as follows. 
l. Although the flow chart shows trips l and 2 to be run at the 
same time, it is more desirable to run trip l first and inspect the data 
before proceeding to trip 2. 
2. The gaged reach is not necessarily to be located at the mouth of 
the watershed. In trip l, the synthesized flow is computed from the 
first reach to the gaged reach; but in trip 2, it is to the last reach. 
3. Within the hour loop is a period loop. In trip l, the period 
isl hour for the coarse adjustment cycle and 20 min for the fine adjust-
ment cycle. In trip 2, the period is 15 min. 
4. Since the optimization procedure requires a comparison between 
the synthesized and the recorded daily and monthly flows, flows are 
summed from the first reach to the gaged reach at the end of each day 
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5. An option is provided that during trip l the parameters used for 
different reaches are weighted over the areas, so the whole watershed is 
considered as one reach. This procedure may save considerable computer 
time without affecting significantly the accuracy of the results. 
6. For the purpose of channel routing, each reach is divided into 
one or more finite sections. The lateral inflow per unit length of 
channel is the same for all finite sections in the same reach and equals 
to the total flow divided by the channel length in the reach. The 
outflow from different reaches can be added to form the inflow to the 
downstream reach. In other words, hydrographs can be added only at the 
junction of reach but not at the junction of finite sections in the 
same reach. 
7. MOPSET used the same moisture accounting process as in the 
Stanford Watershed Model. The process was described by Crawford and 
Linsley [1966], Balk [1968], Ross [1970]; and Ricca [1972]. The simula-
tion procedures involving the seven land phase parameters are shown in 
Figure 4 as a flow chart. In actual simulations, each procedure can 
have several alternatives depending on the outcome of the results. 
However, these alternatives are not shown in the flow chart. The 
variables related directly to the land phase parameters are followed by 
a bracket in which the relevant parameters are shown. 
4.2 Subroutines 
Summary of Subroutines 
MOPSET consists of a total of 18 subroutines, 4 of which were newly 
developed while the remaining 14 were borrowed from OPSET. Those borrowed 
from OPSET (including DAYNXT, DAYOUT, DAYSUM, EVPDAY, PRECHK, PREPRD, RECESS, 
SET2RC, SETlRC, SETBIV, SETBMI, SETFDI, SETFVP, and SETRBF) were described 
by Liou [1970] and will not be discussed here. Only the four new 
subroutines (including ROUTAB, RTGPAR, CHROUT, and STORRT) will be 
described. Table 1 is a summary of the subroutines used. 
All subroutines are made self contained in that the input parameters 
are transferred from the main program to the subroutine by arguments. 
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PRECIPITATION INITIALIZATION OF STORAGES 
PEP=FHPP '-' PRH UZS, IFS, LZS. GWS 
J. 
INTERCEPTION 
VIN CR = FHPP * VINTMR 
" PRECIPITATION PASSING INTERCEPTION' EVAPORATION 
PPI = PEP - VINCR FROM TJPPER ZONE 
AMNET= AMNET +PET 
f 
PRECIPITATION EXCESS UPPER ZONE STORAGE 
BEFORE INFILTRATION - UZS = UZS + VINCR* PEBI= PPI * FRM [SUZC, BUZC] TPLR + PPI - PEBI 
J. 
ADDITION OF OVERLAND FLOW IUZS - UZS - PET t-
UNROUTED STORAGE 
PEBI = PEBI + OFUS ; OFUS = PEAI - OFR 
J. ' PRECIPITATION EXCESS AFTER INFILTRATION 
PEAI = PEBI * PEBI /(2. 0 * CMIR [EMIR, SIA CJ,., CIVM [BIVF]) 
+ 
WATER ENTERING INTERFLOW H INTERFLOW STORAGE 
STORAGE WI=PEBI/(2. O*CMIR IFS = IFS + WEIFS ,:, FPERA 
[BMIR, SIAC]) 
WEIFS = WI - PEAI 
SYNTHESIZED PERIOD INTERFLOW 
SPIF = IFS ,:, IFRL I IFS - IFS - SPIF I 
J 
DIRECT INFILTRATION TO LOWER ZONE 
PLZS =(PEBI -WI) * FMR [LZC] LZS = LZS + PLZS 
~ 
DIRECT INFILTRATION TO GROUNDWATER 
STORAGE PGW =(l-FMR) * (PEBI - WI)* GWS GWS + PGW 
(l-SUBWF) * FPERAI 
r1-LZS= LZS + PLzsri 
DELAYED INFILTRATION TO LZS EVAPOTRANSPIRA TION 
UZINLZ=O. 003 *BMIR * UZC FROM LOWER .ZONE 
'" UZINFX [LZq *'' 3 SET =PET '-' (l-PET/( 2. 0 * 
PLZS = UZINLZ ,; FMR [LZCJ ETLF ,, LZSR)) 
AMNET = AMNET + SET 
LZS = LZS - SETl-1 
DELAYED INFILTRATION TO GWS I 
PGW = (l-FMR) * UZINLZ * (l-SUBWF) '-' FPERA 
I ,GWS GWS+PGW I 
CURRENT BASE FLOWI 
CBF = GWS * BFRL , ,GWS - GWS - CBFI 
Figure 4. Flow Chart for Moisture Accounting Procedures 
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Determines next day of the year 
Sums daily values for monthly and yearly total 
Prints out daily values in tabular form 
Determines dated pan evaporation totals 
. Checks precipitation-streamflow anomalies 
Divides hourly precipitation over 15 minute periods 




Establishes recession sequences 
Sets 2 recession constants 
Sets 1 recession constant 






Sets new values of flow volume parameters 
Sets values of flow deviation indices 
Sets new values of basic maximum infiltration rate 
Sets interflow and base flow at recession beginning 
Sets new value of basic interflow volume factor 





Establishes routing table 
Determines routing parameters for each time period 
Performs channel routing through each finite section 
Performs storage routing through each structure 
TABLE 2.RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AVERAGE END AREA 
AND ROUTING PARAMETERS 
END 
AREA 26.7 57.4 95. 6 165. 0 259.0 384. 0 551. 0 754.0 1020.0 
sq. ft 
a 0.46 0.42 0.79 21. 2 6.40 l. 58 l. 89 o. 21 o. 77 
m l. 45 l. 47 l. 32 0.63 0.85 l. 09 l. 06 l. 41 l. 21 
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This arrangement not only makes the subroutines more easily under-
standable but also facilitates the modification of cne program, if needed. 
The user may like to replace some of the arguments by common statements 
in order to save the computer time. 
Subroutine ROUTAB 
This subroutine is called when the discharge-end area rating curve 
is read in for channel routing. A straight line is passed through every 
two successive points on the rating curve in logarithmic scales. The 
values of a and m, which are the vertical intercept and the slope, 
respectively, are computed and assigned to the average end area. 
Table 2 shows the relationship between the average end area and the 
values of a and m for the data shown in Figure 2. There are a total of 
10 data points, or nine sets of a and m. It can be seen that a and m do 
not change gradually but may jump back and forth. This is particularly 
true if any data point is erroneously out of line. Therefore, data on 
discharges and end areas should be carefully checked. Otherwise, the 
resulting hydrograph may oscillate up and down, and inaccurate results 
may be obtained. In view of the fact that channel routing is quite 
expensive, it is preferable to plot log Q versus log A and determine the 
several sets of a and mas input, thus any irregularity in the discharge-
end area ,rating curve can be detected. Although subroutine ROUTAB was 
used for all three watersheds presented herein, it was found that the 
hydrographs sometimes oscillated up and down: These oscillations were 
completely eliminated when the several sets of a and m were determined 
from the logarithmic plot. 
The subroutine consists of the following arguments: 
DISCH (1000) - Values of discharges in the rating curve. Theoreti-
cally, the dimension required is only NP+ l, where NP is the number of 
points on the rating curve. However, a large dimension of 1000 is used 
because DISCH is also employed in subroutine STORRT, which requires a 
larger dimension. DISCH may be destroyed after the routing table is 
generated. 
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DAREA (150,50) - Values of end areas in the rating curve. The 
first subscript indicates the maximum number of finite sections, each 
with a different rating curve, and the second subscript indicates the 
maximum number of points on the rating curve. The original values of 
DAREA are destroyed and replaced with the average end anea of two 
successive points on the rating curve. 
KRKFS - Counter for finite section number. The number starts from 
the most upstream finite section of the first reach and ends at the most 
downstream finite section of the last reach. 
NP - Number of points in the rating curve. 
ALPH (150, 50) and EXPT (150, 50) - Values of a and m respectively. 
ALPH (KRKFS, 1) and EXPT (KRKFS, 1) are reserved exclusively for storing 
a and m for use in low volume flows, as will be described in subroutine 
RTGPAR. If these values are not read in, they are initialized as zero. 
The first point in the routing table is represented by ALPH (KRKFS, 2) 
and EXPT (KRKFS, 2). 
Subroutine RTGPAR 
This subroutine is called to determine the routing parameters, a and 
m, to be used at a given time increment. The average end area for a 
finite section during the previous time increment is computed, and the 
corresponding a and mare selected. 
If several sets of a, m and the limiting end area are read in directly, 
the subroutine will compute the average end area for the finite section, 
check the average end area with the limiting areas, and determine the 
set of a and m to be used. 
If the discharge-end area relationship is specified for a finite 
section, subroutine ROUTAB should be called first to generate a routing 
table, as shown in Table 2. If the average area for a finite section is 
smaller than the smallest end area in the routing table, a and m corres-
ponding to the smallest area will be used. If the average end area is 
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greater than the largest area, a and m corresponding to the largest area 
will be used. A straight line interpolation is used for determining a 
and m when the average end area falls between two successive areas in the 
table. 
In view of the fact that the discharge-end area rating curve 
obtained from the water surface profile is mostly based on high volume 
flows and may not be applicable to low volume flows, an option is 
provided that the user can specify a and m when the average end area is 
smaller than the first point on the rating curve. If the average end 
area is greater than the first point on the rating curve but less than 
the first point in the routing table, a straight line interpolation is 
used for determining a and m. 
The subroutine has the following arguments: 
XAREA (150, 21) - End area at each finite difference point. The 
first subscript indicates the maximum number of finite sections and the 
second subscript indicates the maximum number of finite difference points 
in a finite section. This is an input parameter for computing the 
average end area. 
KFS - Counter for finite section number in each reach. 
KRKFS - Counter for finite section number in the entire watershed. 
ALPH (150, 50), EXPT (150, 50), and DAREA (150, 50) - Values in the 
routing table obtained by calling subroutine ROUTAB. 
ALPHA and EXPM - a and m used for channel routing, which are the 
output of the subroutine. 
NOFD (150) - Number of finite difference division in each finite 
section. 
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NSC (150) - Number of slope changes in the rating curve. If the 
three sets of a and mare read in directly, NSC = 3. If all data 
points on the rating curve are read in, NSC = 0. 
Subroutine CHROUT 
The procdeures for channel routing, both linear and nonlinear as 
described in Chapter III, are programmed in this subroutine. In 
searching for the best routing method, the convex method used in the 
TR-20 program by the Soil Conservation Service [1965] was considered. 
However, it was ruled to be impractical and insufficient for use in 
MOPSET because no satisfactory method could be found for calculating 
the routing coefficient, nor did the procedure lend itself well to the 
moisture accounting by daily looping. The convex method requires that 
the entire rainfall hydrograph be known prior to routing; whereas 
MOPSET treats each periodic rainfall as it occurs in the simulation. 
The subroutine has the following arguments: 
XAREA (150,21) - End area at each finite difference point, which 
is the output desired. 
ROLFl (15) and ROLF2 (15) - Local inflow per linear ft of channel 
during the previous and the current time intervals, respectively. 
The subscript indicates the maximum number of reaches. ROLFl and ROLF2 
are computed by dividing the sum of direct runoff and base flow in 
each reach with the length of channel in that reach. 
DELTAT - Routing time interval, or 6t. 
DELTAX - Finite difference length, or 6X. 
ALPHA and EXPM - routing parameters a and m. 
N - Number of finite difference points. 
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KR - Counter for reach number. 
KFS - Counter for finite section number in each reach. 
INLR - Index for linear or nonlinear routing, 0 for linear routing 
and l for nonlinear routing. 
Subroutine STORRT 
This subroutine is used to account for the storage effect of any 
structure encountered in the watershed. It is used at the end of a reach 
with the simulated outflow from the reach as the inflow to the structure. 
The procedure is similar to that used in the TR-20 program by the Soil 
Conservation Service [1964, 1965]. The TR-20 program is concerned mainly 
with high volume flows, so the water in the structure is assumed to be 
full and the effect of evaporation on water level is neglected. Since 
MOPSET is designed to simulate flows throughout the year, the water in 
the structure at the beginning of the year is not necessarily to be full. 
By specifying the initial storage of the structure and considering the 
effect of evaporation, the storage and outflow can be simulated. 
The basic equation for storage routing can be written as 
in which 
t,; 02 = 
t2 - tl. 
I = inflow at time 
l 
outflow at t 2; s1 = 




; r2 = inflow at time t 2; o1 = outflow at 
storage at t 1; s2 = storage at t 2; and 6t = 
known quantities is designated as 
(36) 
The term involving unknown qualities is designated as 
(37) 
Note that c5 = c4 and Eq. 37 is a linear function of o2 and s2. o2 and 
s2 are also related by the discharge-storage rating curve for the structure. 
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Therefore, the required values of o2 and s2 occur at the intersection of 
Eq. 37 and the rating curve, as indicated in Figure 5. 
To find the intersection, the subroutine selects two "bracketing" 
points on the rating curve. These bracketing points are located by 
substituting two corresponding values of discharge and storage near the 
beginning of the rating curve into Eq. 37 and obtaining c5. If c5 < c4, 
the next set of discharge and storage is used and the same comparison is 
made between c5 and c4• This is repeated until c5 > c4, thus the 
bracketing points are those which cause a change in sign for c5 - c4. 
A straight line is passed through these two bracketing points and its 
intersection with Eq. 37 yields the unknown o2 and s2. 
s
2 
obtained at the end of one time period will be used as s1 at the 
beginning of the next time period. Due to the effect of evaporation, s2 
must be reduced before being used for s1. The volume of water evaporated 
can be computed from the daily potential evaporation and the elevation-
storage rating curve. The elevation and storage at the two bracketing 
points is used to convert the evaporation in in. to the storage in cu ft. 
If there is no outflow, or the structure is not filled, the slope of the 
line connecting the first two points on the elevation-storage rating 
curve is used for the conversion. 
The subroutine has the following arguments: 
TFCFS - Total inflow, r2, at t 2. 
KR - Reach number. 
DELTAT - Time increment, ~t. 
ELEV (1000), DISCH (1000) and STORAG (1000) - Values of elevation, 
discharge and storage in the structure rating curve. The subscript 
indicates the maximum number of points in the rating curves for all struc-
tures in the watershed. For example, if there are twenty structures, 






NOTE: THE POINTS ON THE 
CURVE REPRESENT ENTRIES 
IN THE ELEVATION - DIS-




Figure 5. Solution of Storage Equation 
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IFST - Storage location of the first element in the rating curve. 
ILST - Storage location of the last element in the rating curve. 
INLST (15) - Inflow, r1, at t 1. The subscript indicates the total 
number of reaches. 
OUTLST (15) - Outflow, o2, at t 2. 02 is used as o1 at the next 
time period: 
STOLST (15) - Storage, S2, at t 2• s2 is used as s1 at the next 
time period. 




5.1 Storage Requirement 
The computer program was written in Fortran IV for an IBM 370 
computer, model 165, which is used presently by the University of 
Kentucky. Because of the huge storage capacity of the computer, liberal 
storage locations were assigned to various variables. As a result, the 
program in its present form requires a storage of 360K. The user can 
reduce the required storage by following the suggestions described below: 
1. If the total number of reaches is less than 15, the dimension 
of all variables having a subscript of 15 can be reduced to the number 
of reaches actually used. 
2. If the number of data points in the discharge-end area rating 
curves is less than 50, all variables having a subscript of 50 can be 
reduced to a number equal to the number of data points plus one. 
3. The dimension of ELEV (1000), DISCH (1000) and STORAG (1000) in 
the structure rating curves can be reduced to a number which is equal to 
the number of structures multiplied by the maximum number of data points 
in a rating curve. 
4. If the maximum number of finite difference points in a finite 
section is fewer than 21, the second subscript in XAREA (150, 21) and 
EDAREA (150, 21) can be reduced to the number of points actually used. 
5. If the total number of finite sections in the entire watershed 
is less than 150, the dimension of all variables having a subscript of 
150 can be reduced to the number of finite sections actually used. 
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5.2 Data Preparation 
Source of Information 
MOPSET requires the same climatological and streamflow data as used 
in OPSET. Both Ross [1970] and Ricca [1974] suggest that a representative 
three to five year's record be available for calibration. Stream gage 
data and climatological data are published annually by the U.S. Geological 
Survey and the U.S. Weather Bureau respectively. Since the amount of 
required data is quite large, it is suggested that computer tapes con-
taining these data be acquired so that the required data can be punched 
from the tapes. 
Physical data of the watershed may be determined from topographic 
maps, aerial photos, and field surveys. The soil maps published by the 
Soil Conservation Service, which consist of soil boundaries superimposed 
on aeri,al photographs, are particularly useful. The available source of 
information and the procedures for obtaining physical data are discussed 
by Ross [1970]. 
Segmentation of Watershed 
The first step in using MOPSET is to locate the stream gage on a 
topographic map and delineate the boundary of the watershed. The watershed 
is then divided into a number of reaches. The use of more reaches can 
approximate the watershed more closely but requires more computer times. 
Therefore, accuracy must be weighed carefully against economy in deter-
mining the number of reaches to be used. 
The reaches are numbered from upstream to downstream, as shown in 
Figure 6. A basic principle in numbering is that the number of a reach 
must be greater than the number of the reaches, or branches, above it. 
Each reach is then divided into a number of finite sections, depending on 
the number of channel cross sections available. Each finite section is 
divided into a number of finite differences. 
For more accurate results, it is desirable to consider each branch 






Figure 6. Numbering of Reaches 
TABLE 3. ESTIMATES OF ETLF AND BUZC 
Watershed Cover Slope ETLF BUZC 
s o. 10 o. 2 
Fallow M o. 15 0.4 
F 0.20 o. 7 
s o. 13 0.8 
Cropland M o. 18 1. 1 
F 0.23 1. 6 
s 0. 15 0.9 
Pasture M 0.20 1. 3 
F o. 25 2.0 
s 0.25 1. 3 
Woods M 0.30 1. 7 
F 0.35 2. 6 
TABLE 4. ESTIMATES OF SIAC BY PERCENT OF WOODED AREA 
Percent of·Wooded Area 
0 - 20 
21 - 40 
41 - 60 







branches be combined together and the channel in the largest branch be 
used for routing. 
Determination of OFSL and OFSS 
Two parameters most difficult to determine for each reach are the 
overland flow surface length, OFSL, and the overland flow surface slope, 
OFSS. Procedures were developed to measure these two parameters directly 
from a topographic map. By measuring with a chartometer the length of all 
discernible streams, as indicated by blue lines or V-shape contours, OFSL 
can be computed by 
area of the reach 
OFSL = 2x total length of streams in the reach (33 ) 
DeWiest [1965] suggests a method for determining OFSS. A grid 
consisting of two sets of perpendicular lines is drawn on a transparent 
paper and superimposed on the topographic map. By measuring the length 
of each line within the boundary of the reach and counting the number of 
intersections with the contour lines, OFSS along each line can be determined 
by 
OFSS = Number of intersections x_contour interval 
length of l 1ne 
The average of OFSS over the two sets of perpendicular lines gives 
the overland flow surface slope for the whole reach. 
Estimation of parameter ratios. 
(39) 
When the watershed is divided into a number of reaches, it is 
necessary to specify the ratios of the seven land phase parameters to a 
set of base values. If the parameters for a given reach are used as the 
base values, all ratios for that reach will be assigned unity. The 
following information can be used to estimate the seven ratios. 
1. LlC is related to the available water capacity, AWC, by 
LZC =' -0. 7016 + l. 2404 AWC. (40) 
The available water capacity of Kentucky soils are tabulated in Appendix D. 
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2. BMIR is related to the penneability of A-horizon, PA' by 
BMIR = 2.3595 PA. (41) 
The permeability of Kentucky soils are also tabulated in Appendix D. 
Eqs. 40 and 41 were developed by Ross [1970]. 
3. In the absence of more reliable infonnation, use of a ratio of 
l for SUZC. 
4. ETLF is related to the watershed cover and the overland flow 
surface slope and can be estimated from Table 3. In the table, S indi-, 
cates steep slope with OFSS > 0.2, M indicates moderate slope with OFSS 
between 0.05 and 0.2, and F indicates flat slope with OFSS < 0.05. 
5. BUZC is also related to watershed cover and OFSS and can be 
estimated from Table 3. 
6. SIAC is related to the percent of wooded area and can be 
estimated from Table 4. 
7. Use a ratio of l for BIVF due to the lack of more reliable 
infonnation. 
Although the estimated parameter values based on the above infonna-
tion are quite crude and may not agree with the values determined from 
MOPSET, their use as a guide for determining the parameter ratios among 
different reaches will greatly facilitate the application of the model. 
5.3 Required Input 
Each input parameter will be explained in the order as it appears 
in the computer program. 
Number of Cases and Title Card 
NSYT - Total number of station years included in a computer run. 
Several years of data, not necessarily to be consecutive, may be run for 
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trip l, so the optimum set of parameter values for each year can be 
determined and averaged. NSYT can also be used to indicate the total 
number of cases to be run, as long .as all necessary data are read in 
for each case. 
TITLE(20) - Title card with any number of characters punched in 
one card. 
Control Options 
Seven control options are used to control the program. 
CONOPT(l) = O if daily evaporation values are to be read, l if 
evaporation data is in 10-day totals, and 2 if annual total evaporation 
is to be read. 
CONOPT(2) = 0 if channel routing is to be done every 15 min, 
1 if channel routing is to be done hourly. 
CONOPT(3) = 0 if channel routing is linear, l if channel routing 
is nonlinear. 
CONOPT(4) = O if initial parameter values are preset and not to 
be read, l if initial parameters are to be read. These parameters 
may be obtained from a previous run and used for trip _2 or the continuation 
of trip 1. They may also be any initial values arbitrarily assigned 
by the user. 
CONOPT(5) = O if ALPH and EXPT for low volume flows are not to 
be read, and 1 if ALPH and EXPT for low volume flows are to be read. 
CONOPT(6) = O if more than one reach is used for trip l, and 1 
if only one reach is used for trip l. In the latter case, the parameters 
are averaged over all the reaches above the gage and used for trip l. 
CONOPT(7) = O if the fine adjustment cycle stops automatically 
when the sum of squares becomes greater. After checking the results, 
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if it is desired to run a few more fine adjustment cycles, assign 
CONOPT(4) to one and CONOPT(7) to the number of cycles desired. 
Other Control Data 
MNRC - Minimum number of rough cycles. Ross [1970] suggested the 
use of 12 rough cycles as the minimum. However, it was found that in 
many cases the use of fewer cycles would yield the same results. It is 
therefore suggested that 6 be used for MNRC. If the results are not 
satisfactory, the user can always rerun the program for a few more 
rough cycles, starting from the sixth cycle. 
NFTR - Number of first trip to be run. Assign 1 if trip 1 is to 
be run, 2 if only trip 2 is to be run. 
NLTR - Number of last trip to be run. Assign 1 if only trip 1 
is to be run, and 2 if trip 2 is to be run. 
NDCR - Day number for terminating channel routing. The day begins 
at 274. For example, assign 275 if only the first day of flow is to be 
routed, 305 if the first month of fl ow is to be routed, and any number 
greater than 366 if the entire year of flow is to be routed. The program 
will stop whenever DAY= NDCR. This feature is useful in cases where it 
is not necessary to obtain the hydrographs for the entire year. 
NR - Total number of reaches. 
NGR - Identifying number of the gaged reach. The stream gage can 
be located at the end of any reach, not necessarily to be at the mouth 
of the watershed. 
NFS(KR) - Total number of finite sections in each reach, where KR 
ranges from 1 to NR. 
NUBR(KR) - Total number of upstream branches above reach KR, or the 
number of hydrographs to be added. Assign O for the most upstream 
reach or reaches, to which inflow is zero. 
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IUH(KR, N) - Identifying number of upstream reaches, where KR 
ranges from l to NR and N from l to NUBR(KR). !UH is skipped if 
NUBR = 0. 
NWSTH - Number of watershed travel hours, which can be estimated by 
NWSTH = 0. 0001 3 [L/ /sl O · l7 ( 42) 
in which l = the horizontal length in ft from the most distant point in 
the watershed to the stream gage, and S = the slope in ft per ft between 
these two points calculated by dividing the difference in elevation by L· 
NOUT - Total number of reaches whose outflow is to be printed. 
IROUT(I) - Reaches whose outflow is to be presented, where I 
ranges from l to NOUT. 
RMPF - Requested minimum peak flow to be printed. If the flow at 
each routing time increment is desired, set RMPF to 0.0. 
Channel Cross Sections 
The channel cross section is represented either by a discharge-end 
area rating curve or sets of a and m. If NLTR = l, no data on channel 
cross sections are read. 
NP - Number of points in a channel rating curve. Assign 2 if a 
and mare read and a rating curve is not used. 
NSC(KRKFS) - Number of slope changes in a rating curve, applicable 
only when a and mare to be read. Assign O if discharge and end area 
are to be read. KRKFS is an index for finite section. 
NOFD(KRKFS) - Total number of finite difference divisions for the 
finite section identified as KRKFS. For short finite section, use l 
for NOFD. 
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FSLTH(KRKFS) - Length of finite section. 
DISCH(!) and DAREA(KRKFS,I) - Values of discharge and end area in 
a rating curve, where I ranges from l to NP. These values are read 
only when NP r 2. 
ALPH(KRKFS, 1) and EXPT(KRKFS, 1) - Values of a and m for low volume 
flows. These values are read only when NP r 2 and CONOPT(5) = l. 
ALPH(KRKFS, I), EXPT(KRKFS, I), DAREA(KRKFS, I) - Values of a, m, and 
the limiting end area, where I ranges from l to NSC(KRKFS). Assign a 
large value for DAREA when I= NSC(KRKFS). 
Hydraulic Structures 
The hydraulic structures can be numbered in any order so long as 
.the data are referred to the reach in which the structure is located. 
If NLTR = 1, no data on structures are read. 
NSTR - Total number of structures. Assign O if there is no 
structure in the watershed. If NSTR = 0, no structure data are needed. 
NELV - Number of points, or elevations, in a structure rating curve. 
ELEV(IE), DISCH(IE), and STORAG(IE) - Values of elevation, 
discharge, and storage in a rating curve, where IE is the storage location 
computed automatically by the program. Discharge for the first point 
in each rating curve is always 0. 
IRSTR(KS) Reach number in which the structure is located, where 
KS ranges from l to NSTR. 
INLST(KR), OUTLST(KR), STOLST(KR) - Initial values of inflow, outflow, 
and storage, where KR ranges fron l to NR. If the initial storage is 
less than the storage of the first point in the rating curve, OUTLST(KR) 
should be assigned 0. 
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Reach Parameters 
RCHLTH(I) - Reach length, where I ranges from one to NR. The reach 
length can be measured in the field or from the topographic map by a 
chartometer. 
SAREA(I) - Area of each segment, or reach. This can be measured 
from the topographic map by a planimeter. 
OFSS(I) - Overland flow surface slope. 
OFMN(I) - Overland flow Manning's coefficient, n. Table 5 gives 
the values for various types of surfaces [Chow, 1959]. 
OFSL(I) - Overland flow surface length. 
OFMNIS(I) - Overland flow Manning's n for impervious surfaces. 
FIMPA(I) Fraction of area being impervious. 
FWTRA(I) - Fraction of area being water. 
RLZC(I), RBMIR(I), RSUZC(I), RETLF(I), RBUZC(I), RSIAC(I), and 
RBIVF(I) - Ratios of the seven land phase parameters to their respective 
base values. Methods for estimating these ratios are described in 
Section 5.2. 
RGPMB(I) - Basic recording gage precipitation multiplier. If only 
a recording precipitation gage is used, RGPBM is the ratio of the 
average annual rainfall over the watershed to the annual rainfall recorded 
at the gage. If a storage gage is used in conjunction with the recording 
gage, RGPMB should be set to 1.0. 
GWETF - Groundwater evapotranspiration factor, which is assumed 
to be constant for the entire watershed. 
DIV - Division into basin, which is assumed to be constant for the 
entire watershed. 
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Cemented Rubble Masonry 
Pasture (short grass) 
Pasture (high grass) 
Cultivated Area (row crops) 
Cultivated Area (field crops) 
Scattered Brush, Heavy Weeds 
Liglt Brush and Trees (winter) 
Liglt Brush and Trees (summer) 
Dense Brush (winter) 




















TABLE 6. INTERCEPTION VALUES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF COVER 
Watershed Cover 
Grassland 
Moderate Forest Cover 






VINMRA(I) - Maximum rate of vegetative interception. This value 
can be estimated by Table 6 [Crawford and Linsley, 1966]. 
SUBWFA(I) - Surface water flow out of basin. This parameter allows 
the user to account for any known subsurface loss such as sinkhole 
drainage. 
Climatological Data 
YRl - The 2 digit integer specifying the first year of the water 
year. 
YR2 - The 2 digit integer specifying the second year of the water 
year. YR2 is also used to determine whether the year has 366 days. 
DPET(KRD) - Daily potential evapotranspiration, where KRD ranges from 
274 to 365 and then from one to 273. If YR2 is a leap year, February 29 
is read last as day 366. If CONOPT(l) = 0, daily values of OPET are 
read. If CONOPT(l} = l, average evapotranspirations for each ten day 
period are read and the program assigns the same value to the remaining 
nine days. If CONOPT(l) = 2, EPAET and MNRD are read. 
EPCM - Evaporation pan coefficient. This coefficient is read if 
CONOPT(l) = 0 or 1 to account for the difference between pan and lake 
evaporations. 
EPAET and MNRD - Estimated potential annual evapotranspiration and 
mean number of ra"iny days, respectively. These two parameters are used 
in conjunction with subroutine EVPDAY to estimate the evaporation for 
each day of the year. 
DRSF(DAY) - Daily recorded flow, where DAY ranges the same as KRD 
in DPET(KRD). 
NSG - Total number of storage gages used. Each reach can have its 
own storage gage. If NSG = 0, all data related to storage gages are 
omitted. 
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NSGRD - Number of storage gage rainfall days. 
ISGM (KG) - Index of storage gage movement during the year, where 
KG ranges from 1 to NSG. Assign 1 if the gage was moved, and O if 
not moved. 
SGRT (KG) - Hour of day (24 hour clock) at which the storage gage 
was read. 
SGRT2 (KG) - The new hour at which the storage gage was read. 
This parameter is read only if the storage gage was moved during the year. 
SGMD (KG) - Storage gage moving day. This parameter is read only if 
the storage gage was moved during the year. 
ISGRO - Storage gage rainfall day. 
DRSGP (KG, ISGRO) - Daily recorded storage gage precipitation, where 
ISGRO ranges from l to NSGRD, . 
ISGA (KR) - Identity of the storage gage to be used for reach KR, 
where KR ranges from l to NR, 
WSG (KR) - Storage gage weighting factor to be used for reach KR. This 
factor can be determined by dividing the distance between the centroid 
of the reach and the recording gage by the sum of the two distances, 
one from the centroid to the recording gage and the other from the 
centroid to the storage gage. 
WSG2 (KR) - New storage gage weighting factor. This parameter 
read only if the storage gage was moved during the year. 
IWBG - 4 digit index number of Weather Bureau recording gage, 
All reaches must use the same recording gage. 
YEAR - Last two-digits of current year. 
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is 
MONTH - Current month, two digits. 
DATE - Day of the month. 
CN - 1 for A.M., 2 for P.M. 
DRHP DAY, HOUR) - Daily recorded hourly precipitation for calendar 
day, DAY, and 24 hour clock time, HOUR. 
Continuation of Trip l 
Trip l can be continued at any adjustment cycle by simply reading in 
the following parameters, the values of which have been printed out in the 
previous run. 
LZC, BMIR, SUZC, ETLF, BUZC, SIAC, BIVF - base values of the seven 
land phase parameters. 
LZS - Initial value of lower zone storage. In MOPSET, it is assumed 
that the initial upper zone storage is always zero, and that the initial 
lower zone storage and the initial groundwater storage are the same for 
all reaches. 
KRC - Counter of current adjustment cycle. 
KBRC - Counter of rough cycles since best one. When CONOPT(7) = O 
and KBRC = 2, the program shifts from the rough to the fine adjustment 
cycle. 
SSSQM - Current smallest estimate of the sum of squares of monthly 
flow deviations. 
FTX - Fall trouble index. Initial value is 1.0. When the sum of 
the monthly deviation indices for November and December is greater than 
2 , FTX is set to 0.9. When the sum is less than -2, FTX is set to 1.1. 
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LRC - Logical variable set TRUE for rough adjustment cycle. 
LLZC, LBUZC, LBMIR, and LETLF - Logical variably set TRUE when 
exercising substitute approach for evaluating LZC, BUZC, BMIR, and ETLF, 
respectively. Initially, these variables are set FALSE. 
Input of the above variables also allows the user to change the 
initial parameter values or the optimization procedures. For example, 
KRC can be set to l, LRC to FALSE, and CONOPT(?) to the number of 
adjustment cycles desired. The user can then inspect the results of 
each fine adjustment cycle and select the land phase parameters which give 
the best results. 
Separate Run for Trip 2 
Because trip 2, which involves channel routing, is quite expensive, 
it is preferable to inspect the results of trip l and then read in the 
following parameters for trip 2. 
LZC, BMIR, SUZC, ETLF, BUZC, SIAC, BIVF - Base values of the seven. 
land phase parameters obtained from trip l. 
LZS - Initial value of lower zone storage. 
IFRC and BFRC - Interflow and base flow recession constants determined 
from trip l. 
5.4 PRINTED OUTPUT 
General Description 
All input data, except climatological information, are printed so 
they can be checked for correctness. The climatological data are not 
printed because they are too voluminous. In fact, they can be read or 
punched from computer tapes, and the possibility for errors is minimum. 
A table of recorded flows is printed showing the daily flow in cfs 
and the monthly and annual totals in sfd. Information in the table 
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can be compared with the synthesized flow to ascertain how satisfactory 
a match exists. 
Trip 1 
In trip 1, data related to the two recession constants are printed 
once, but those related to the optimization procedures are printed 
during each adjustment cycle. The following recession data are printed: 
1. Flow sequences used to estimate recession constants. 
2. BFRC and IFRC for each sequence. 
3. Sequence not used for determining the average BFRC and IFRC 
because of their unreasonable values. 
4. Number of base flow days and number of interflow days. 
5. Amount of base flow, interflow and total flow at the first day 
of each recession sequence. 
6. Rejected value of IFRC if it is smaller than 0.3. 
The following optimization data are printed for each cycle: 
1. Values of seven land phase parameters and two recession constants 
used for simulations. 
2. Initial moisture storages, LZS and GWS. 
3. Data used for continuation run, if needed, including KRC, KBRC, 
SSSQM, FTX, LRC, LLZC, LBUZC, LBMIR, and LETLF. 
4. Summary table showing the monthly total in inches of overland 
flow, interflow, base flow, stream evaporation, precipitation, evapotran-
spiration, and the various storages and indices at the end of each month. 
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5. Monthly synthesized flows and annual total in sfd and the annual 
moisture balance error. 
6. Monthly flow deviation indices, MFDI, and the sum of squares, 
SSQM. 
7. New values of LZC, SUZC, ETLF, BUZC, and SIAC to be used for 
the next cycle and the index months upon which the new values are based. 
8. New values of BMIR and BIVF to be used for the next cycle and a 
listing of synthesized and recorded base flow and interflow during the first 
three days of recession sequence. 
Trip 2 
In trip 2, the following data are printed: 
1. Seven land phase parameters and two recession constants to be 
used for trip 2. 
2. Initial moisture storages, LZS and GWS. 
3. Hourly flows, maximum flow, and daily average of those days 
when the flow at any time exceeds RMPF. 
4. Daily flows and monthly total at the end of each month. 
5. Table of synthesized flows at the end of the year showing the 
daily flow in cfs and the monthly and annual totals in sfd. 
6. Summary table showing the monthly total in inches of overland 
flow, interflow, base flow, stream evaporation, precipitation, evapotran-
spiration, and the various storages and indices at the end of each month. 
7. Monthly synthesized flows and annual total in sfd and the annual 
moisture balance error. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DATA AND RESULTS 
To illustrate the application of MOPSET, three watersheds of widely 
different characteristics were selected for analyses. They are the South 
Fork Beargrass Creek Watershed, the Floyds Fork Watershed, and the North 
Fork Nolin River Watershed. Due to the exhaust of the computer fund, 
each watershed was analyzed only for one year. Any error or inaccuracy in 
the recorded precipitation or streamflow data in that year will certainly 
affect the performance of the model. Therefore, the limited data presented 
in this chapter should not be used as a criterion to judge the adequacy of 
the model. However, this study did indicate that MOPSET could be applied 
to complex watersheds with variable channel characteristics. Further 
refinements are needed as more experience is gained in the application 
of the modei. 
6.1 South Fork Beargrass Creek Watershed 
General Information 
This watershed lies in the eastern portion of Louisville in Jefferson 
County. The U.S. Geological Survey has maintained a stream gaging 
station at Trevilian Way intermittently since 1939. The watershed has a 
drainage area of 17.2 sq mi. The downstream valley has very steep walls, 
the upstream section is hilly, and the majority of the basin is flat 
to gently rolling. The land use is primarily residential with some small 
vegetable farms. Much of the land is being held idle in anticipation 
of future urban development. A few sinkholes, ponds, and small wooded 
areas are scattered throughout the basin. The basin is transversed by 
numerous 4-lane state and interstate highways, city streets, and county 
roads. The soils in the watershed belong mostly to the Crider-Corydon 
association with level to sloping soils on broad ridges and steep, 
shallow soils over limestone on hillsides. 
The watershed is located in the Louisville East and the Jeffersontown 
quadrangles of the 7.5 minute topographic map published in 1971 by the 
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U.S. Geological Survey. The map has a contour interval of 10 ft in 
rolling terrain and 5 ft in flat urban areas. Based on the topography 
indicated in the map, the watershed was divided into three reaches. 
Figure 7 shows a plan view of the the watershed. The reason that three 
reaches were used is because there are two major branches at the upstream. 
It is possible to combine the two upstream reaches and assume that all 
water in reach 2 be uniformly distributed along the stream in reach l; 
however, this will result in a less accurate simulation. On the topographic 
map, each reach was measured for drainage area by a planimeter and for 
channel length by a chartometer. The overland flow surface length, OFSL, 
and the overland flow surface slope, OFSS, were determined by the method 
described in section 5.2 The percentage of urban area was measured, and the 
impervious area was assumed to be one-fifth of the urban area. 
The soil survey maps of Jefferson County was issued in 1966 by the 
Soil Conservation Service [1966]. These maps, which indicate the boundary 
between different soils superimposed on aerial photographs, are very useful 
for determining the parameter ratios described in section 5.2. The area 
in each reach occupied by each major soil series was estimated. LZC 
and BMIR were computed for each series by Eqs. 40 and 41 and weighted 
over the area to obtain those for the reach. The areas in each reach 
covered by fallow, cropland, pasture and woods were estimated from the 
aerial photographs. By averaging the values listed in Table 3 for each 
watershed cover, ETLF and BUZC were also determined. SIAC was estimated 
from Table 4. The parameters for each reach were weighted by areas to 
obtain the base values. A division of the reach values by the base 
values provided the parameter ratios to be used as input. 
The Louisville District of the Corps of Engineers has made an 
extensive study on the water surface profile in this watershed by the 
use of HEC-2 computer program. The profile was determined from the gage 
station up the stream through reaches 3 and 1, and no profile was run for 
reach 2. A total of 92 cross sections were used in reach l and 42 in 
reach 3. The output of the program included the discharge and end area for 
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0 5000 ft. 
some spaced as close as 5 ft apart, is neither economical nor necessary 
for MOPSET, in view of the many uncertainties involved in flood simulations. 
Therefore, the number of cross sections, one representing each finite 
section, was reduced to ten in reach 1 and five in reach 3. Each finite 
section consisted of only one finite difference division, i.e. the finite 
section was not further divided into finite differences. The discharge-end 
area rating curve for each cross section was the weighted average. of all 
curves within the finite section. It will be shown that the use of fewer 
cross sections does not affect significantly the routed hydrograph. The 
a and m were detennined at a number of points in reach 2 by the method 
described in section 3.4 and then averaged. Only one finite section was 
used in reach 2, which was divided into five finite differences. The a and m 
for low volume flows in reaches and 3 were determined by the same method. 
The climatological data for the 1971 water year was selected because 
they corresponded well with the information in the maps. One recording 
gage (No. 4954 at Louisville afrport) and one storage gage (No. 0155 at 
Anchorage) were used. All the input data for this watershed are presented 
in Appendix C. The data shows that trips 1 and 2 are run at the same time. 
In reality, they were performed at two separate computer runs. 
Comparison Between Synthesized and Recorded Flows 
The synthesized flows presented herein were obtained by MOPSET, using 
the preset initial values for the land phase parameters. The sum of squares, 
SSQM, during the rough adjustment cycle was successively 166.466, 39.737, 
9.434, 8.443, 9.061 and 9.538. Since the number of rough cycles had 
reached six, which was the minimum number specified, and since the SSQM had 
become greater twice, the program shifted to the fine adjustment cycle using 
the parameter values of the 4th rough cycle, which had the mi.nimum SSQM. 
The SSQM during the fine adjustment cycle was successively 13.079, 12.517, 
and 12.605, Consequently, the program would shift to trip 2 using the para-
meter values of the 2nd fine cycle, should NLTR be set to 2. 
Table 7 shows the optimized parameter values during the three 
fine adjustment cycles. Due to the insignificant amount of interflow, 
BIVF was set to O. It can be seen that the parameter values 
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TABLE 7, PARAMETER VALUES DURING FINE ADJUSTMENT 
CYCLES FOR SOUTH FORK BEARGRASS CREEK WATERSHED 
CYCLE LZC EMIR suzc ETLF BUZC SIAC ANNUAL 
NO. sfd 
l 2.0000 8.2726 0.3000 0.0507 0.2864 o. 1125 9775.5 
2 3,9530 5.2540 o. 1500 0.0568 0.2586 0,0562 10691. 1 
3 7.7819 3. 83 79 0.2019 o. 1136 o. 3393 0.0519 9598.9 
TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND SYNTHESIZED PEAKS 
FOR SOUTH FORK BEARGRASS CREEK WATERSHED 
RECORDED PEAK SYNTHESIZED PEAK 
DATE TIME CFS DATE TIME CFS 
12-22 0245 854 12-22 0200 491 
2-22 0245 1, 740 2-22 0100 3,168 
5-6 1515 828 5-6 1100 910 
5-25 0115 918 5-24 2400 1,886 
6-15 1445 776 6-15 2100 1,896 
6-21 1630 1,000 6-21 1500 718 
7-18 2030 2,930 7-18 1700 4,263 
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had not converged when the program shifted to trip 2. It was 
suspected that this difficulty was due to the small number of rough 
cycles specified. However, after changing MNRC to 12, the same 
results were obtained because the SSQM at the fourth cycle was still 
the smallest, even though twelve rough cycles were run. The inability 
to converge certainly posed a serious problem in determining which 
set of parameter values were to be used. For example, cycle 2 had 
a SSQM of 12.517, which was not too much different from the 12.605 
in cycle 3, then why should the optimum set of parameters be based on 
cycle 2 but not on cycle 3. In fact, the synthesized annual flow 
was 10,691 sfd in cycle 2 and 9,599 sfd in cycle 3; while the 
recorded flow was ~260 sfd, which checked more closely with cycle 3 
than with cycle 2. Should the slight difference in SSQM outweigh the 
large difference in annual flow? It is therefore recommended that the 
optimum set of parameter values be based not on the SSQM alone. A 
major contribution of MOPSET is its ability to generate a variety of 
adjustment cycles, each with a different set of parameter values. 
It is up to the user to inspect the data and determine which set of 
parameter values are to be used for trip 2. 
Figure 8 gives a comparison between synthesized and recorded 
monthly flows. Unless noted otherwise, all the flows presented in 
this report are referred to those at the gaging station, which is 
located at the mouth of the watershed. The synthesized flow was 
obtained from trip l, using the parameter values of the second fine 
adjustment cycle. Also shown in the figure is the monthly precipitation 
and evapotranspiration. It can be seen that in some months the 
synthesized flow is greater than the recorded flow, while in other 
months the reverse is true. Even though the match is not considered 
very good, both flows have the same general trend and respond well 
with the climatological data. The figure also shows that the 
synthesized monthly flow before routing is not too much different from 
that after routing. The former used a 20 min loop and considered the 
watershed as one reach, while the latter used a 15 min loop and 
divided the watershed into three reaches. The channel routing was 
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Figure 9 shows a comparison between the synthesized and 
recorded daily flows during February and July in 1971, the two months 
with the largest precipitation and runoff. The synthesized flow 
was obtained from trip 2, in which channel routing was performed. 
As can be seen, both flows check quite well. The computer time for 
trip l was 16 sec, and that for trip 2 with one year of channel routing 
was 60 sec, excluding the compiling time. 
Table 8 gives a comparison of recorded and synthesized peak 
flows. Although the synthesized peaks are mostly much greater than 
the recorded peaks, the timings of both peaks are nearly the same. 
Effect of Routing Procedures 
Figure 10 shows the effect of number of cross sections used in 
channel routing on the synthesized hourly flow at the end of reaches 
1 and 3. The solid curves represent the result of channel routing 
by the use of 16 finite sections, as shown in Figure 7, while the 
dashed curves use 135 finite sections. It can be seen that the 
results are not significantly different. The computer time for one 
month of channel routing was 6 sec for the former but 31 sec for the 
latter. 
Figure 11 presents a comparison among three different routing 
procedures, viz. linear routing with 1 hour time increments, 
linear routing with 15 min time increments, and nonlinear routing with 
15 min time increments. It can be seen that there is very little 
difference between l hr and 15 min routings, and that the nonlinear 
routing checks very well with the linear routing at all times except· 
at the peak. The computer time for one month of channel routing is 
6 sec for the linear 1 hr routing, 17 sec for the linear 15 min 
routing, and 38 sec for the 'nonlinear 15 min routing. In view of the 
good agreement between l hr and 15 min routings and the large increase in 
computer times for the nonlinear routing, only the linear 1 hr routing 
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6.2 Floyds Fork Watershed 
General Information 
This watershed lies in a four county area, including Jefferson, 
Shelby, Oldham, and Henry, with a drainage area of 138 sq mi. The 
U.S. Geological Survey has maintained a stream gaging station in the 
vicinity of Fisherville since 1944. The area is more hilly with an 
average overland flow surface slope of 6.1 percent, compared to 
the 2.1 percent for the Beargrass Creek. Figure 12 shows a plan view 
of the watershed. The gaging station is located at the mouth of 
the watershed. 
Very little information is known about the watershed other than 
the 7.5 min topographic maps issued by the U.S. Geological Survey. 
The watershed is located in the following quadrangles: Jeffersontown, 
Fisherville, Crestwood, La Grange, Simpsonville, Ballardsville, 
Smithfield, Eminence, and New Castle. The maps have a contour 
interval of 10 ft. The watershed was divided into 5 reaches. The 
drainage area, OFSL, OFSS, and the channel length of each reach were 
measured from the map. 
The Loui svi 11 e District of the Corps of Engineers has run a water 
surface profile by the HEC-2 program in the Jefferson County area, 
which covers the entire reach 5 and the major part of reach 3. 
The discharge-end area rating curves of 37 cross sections obtained from 
the HEC-2 program were used in this study. The values of a and m 
for reaches l, 2,. and 4 as well as those. for low volume flows in reaches 
3 and 5 were measured from the topographic map as described in section 
3.4. Due to the lack of information, the parameter ratios were 
assigned unity for.each reach. 
The rainfall data were obtained from one recording gage 
(NO. 4954 at Louisville airport) and two storage gages (NO. 4595 
at La Grange and NO. 7324 at Shelbyville). Gage 4595 was used 
for reaches l, 2 and 3, while gage 7324 was used for reaches 
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estimated potential annual evapotranspiration, EPAET, of 35.2 in. 
and a mean annual number of rainy days, MNRD, of 120 days were used 
for generating the daily potential evapotranspiration. 
Comparison Between Synthesized and Recorded Flows 
Trip l was run using the preset initial parameter values. The 
sum of squares, SSQM, during the rough adjustment cycle was successively 
100.867, 12.755, 91.478, 9.528, 109.673, 8.165, 75.673, 8.161, 118.628, 
8.140, 142.357, and 8.229. Because the minimum SSQM occurred at the 
10th rough cycle and the result was worsened twice, the program then 
shifted to the fine adjustment cycle using the parameter values of 
the 10th rough cycle. The SSQM for the first fine cycle was 9.228, 
and that for the second cycle was 133.488. As the SSQM had become 
greater, the program stopped at the second cycle. This is undesirable 
because more cycles are needed to obtain better parameter values. 
It was found that the oscillation in SSQM was caused by the cyclic 
change in the values of SUZC, ETLF and SIAC. For example, the 
adjustment of SUZC was based on FSUZC, which is the sum of the monthly 
flow deviation indices of November, July, August and September. If 
FSUZC was positive, SUZC was increased by multiplying with (1 + FSUZC) 
to decrease the flow of the index months. If FSUZC was negative, 
SUZC was decreased by dividing with (l - FSUZC). To prevent too much 
of a change, the absolute value of FSUZC was limited to a maximum of 
1.0. If FSUZC exceeded 1.0, it was set equal to 1 .O; if it was 
less than -1.0, it was set equal to -1.0. The sum of monthly flow 
deviation indices during the rough adjustment cycle was successively 
-11.777, +2.33, -13.302, + 0.768, -15.170, +0.388, -11.353, +l.882, 
-15.31, +l.766, -17.492, and +l.777, and the corresponding SUZC was 
1.300, 0.650, 1.300, 0.650, 1.149, 0.575, 0.797, 0.399, 0.797, 0.399, 
0.797 and 0.399. The same phenomenon also persisted in the adjustment 
of ETLF and SIAC. This ocsillation was due to the large values of the 
monthly flow deviation indices. It is not known if the very large 
indices were the results of 
1958 water year were used. 
occur, other initial values 
computer fund, this was not 
inaccurate data, because only data of the 
It is suggested that, when ocsillations 
be tried. However, due to the limit of the 




used to obtain 
shows a comparison between the synthesized and recorded 
The parameters of the first fine adjustment cycle was 
the synthesized flow. It can be seen that there is 
a large difference between the synthesized and recorded flows for the 
month of November. The large amount of precipitation in November 
does not seem commensurate with the recorded flow. This may indicate 
that the precipitation recorded at the gages was not representative 
of what actually fell in the watershed. Due to this data difficulty, 
MOPSET would over adjust, thus resulting in larger monthly flow 
deyiation indices and a greater sum of squares. 
Figure 14 shows a comparison between the synthesized and recorded 
daily flows from January through April. Because the synthesized 
monthly flow during this period was smaller than the recorded flow, 
the synthesized daily flow was also smaller. Nevertheless, the general 
shape of the two hydrographs was quite similar. The maximum length 
of finite difference divisions used for channel routing was 10,000 ft. 
It was found that the result was not too much different when the 
maximum length was reduced to 5,000 ft. 
Effects of Channel Improvements 
The values of a and m for reaches l, 2 and 4 were determined 
from the topographic map by assuming the channel as triangular with 
m=l.33. It will be interesting to find the effect of channel improvements 
on downstream floods by increasing the value of m for these reaches to 
1.67, which is the case for a rectangular cross section. In both 
cases, the same values of a (i.e. 0.35 for reach l, 0.44 for reach 2, 
and 0.52 for reach 4) were used. 
Figure 15 shows the effect of channel improvements on the 
synthesized hydrograph at the mouth of the watershed. It can be 
seen that channel improvements increase the hydrograph peak and cause 
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6.3 North Fork Nolin River Watershed 
General Information 
Figure 16 shows a plan view of the North Fork Nolin River Watershed 
located in Larue County. Two stream gaging stations have been maintained 
in this watershed. One gage, located at Hodgenville, has been 
recorded since 1941 and the other gage, located on McDougal Creek 
·at the end of reach 1, has been recorded since 1953. In this study, 
only the gage at Hodgenville was employed for the optimization 
purpose. The watershed has a drainage area of 36.4 sq mi and is 
located in the Hodgenville, Magnolia, Hibernia, Howardstown and 
Nelsonville quadrangles of the 15 min topographic map with a contour 
interval of 20 ft. This watershed was selected because the Soil 
Conservation Service [1972) has made a study of this watershed and 
many of their data can be used as input to test the capability of 
MOPSET. 
The watershed was divided into 15 reaches. Each reach was 
divided into one or more finite sections, as can be seen from Figure 16. 
Each finite section was divided into one or more finite differences. 
The maximum length of a finite difference division was about 5,000 ft. 
Each finite section had either a discharge-end area rating curve 
obtained from the WSP-2 computer program or a set of a and m measured 
from the topographic map. The total number of finite sections for the 
entire watershed was 38, of which 30 involved the use of discharge-end 
area rating curves. Because all the rating curves started from a 
small discharge, CONOPT(5) was set to 0, and no input of a and m 
for low volume flows was needed. Based on the information of soil 
type and watershed cover, the parameter ratios for each reach were 
estimated. 
Also shown in Figure 16 is the location of six proposed flood 
control structures, The reason that these structures were included 
was due to the fact that their elevation-discharge-storage rating curves 
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Figure l6, North Fork Nolin River Watershed 
of including these structures were to check the capability of MOPSET in 
handling real data and also to illustrate the effect of structures 
on routed hydrographs. 
The analyses were made for the 1965 water year. The rainfall 
data were obtained from a recording gage (NO. 3929 at Hodgenville), 
and no storage gage was used. The daily potential evapotranspiration 
was estimated by assuming 36 in. for EPAET and 116 days for MNRD. 
Comparison Between Synthesized and Recorded Flows 
Trip 1 was run using the preset initial parameter values. The 
SSQM during the rough adjustment cycle was successively 65.383, 
4.134, 3.245, 3.278, 4.465, and 3.689, and that during the fine 
adjustment cycle was 1.706 and 3.288. A SSQM of 1.706 was much 
smaller than that obtained for the two previous watersheds. However, 
a closer inspection of the data revealed that the optimization 
procedure yielded a BMIR of 15.667 in./hr. As a result, more than 
three-fourths of the total flow was composed of the base flow, and 
the synthesized daily flow during the peak day was much less than 
the recorded flow. This further substantiates the previous contention 
that the optimum set of parameter values should not be based solely 
on SSQM. A number of fine adjustment cycles should be run and the 
best set of parameter values selected, even though the resulting 
SSQM may not be a minimum. 
Figure 17 shows a comparison between the synthesized monthly 
flow obtained from trip 1 and the recorded flow. Two sets of parameter 
values were used. Synthesized flow NO. 1 was the result given by the 
first fine adjustment cycle with a SSQM of 1.706. Because BMIR 
was considered too large, the program was rerun by setting LBMIR 
to TRUE, so the alternate procedure for adjusting BMIR was evoked. 
The values of BMIR was reduced 10 percent each time, and synthesized 
flow NO. 2 was the result given by the 9th fine adjustment cycle 
with a SSMQ of 4.343. The parameter values used for these two 
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Table 9. Even though flow NO. 2 has a larger SSQM, it checks better 
with the recorded flow not only in monthly variations but also in the 
total annual runoff. The recorded annual flow volume is 15,070 sfd, 
compared to 14,616 sfd for flow NO. 2 and 13,823 for flow NO. l. 
Figure 18 shows a comparison between the synthesized and recorded 
daily flows. The synthesized flow was obtained from trip 2 without 
the six structures. It can be seen that synthesized flow NO. 1 with 
a large BMIR does not match the recorded flow. The match is improved 
if synthesized flow NO. 2 with a much smaller BMIR is used. The 
large difference between the recorded and synthesized flows during 
December 11 and 12 may be the result of data errors, because it 
does not appear that the volume of recorded flow should be that large 
compared to the volume of precipitation. In order to compensate 
for any data difficulty, several years of data should be used. 
Effect of Hydraulic Structures 
Figure 19 shows the effect of flood control structures on daily 
flows. The location of the six structures are shown in Figure 16. 
It was arbitrarily assumed that the storages of all structures were 
only half full on October 1. To increase the flow peaks, synthesized 
flow NO. 3, having the parameter values listed in Table 9, were used. 
It can be seen that these structures have a significant effect in 
reducing the flow during peak days. The large difference of flow 
on December 4 was due to the fact that some of the structures were 
not completely filled. For example, the outflow from structure NO. 1, 
which has a storage capacity of 670 ac ft, started at 2 am, December 4, 
while the outflow from structure NO. 6 with a capacity of 401 ac ft 
did not start until 11 am on the same day. The significant difference 
in total flow during December was caused by this storage effect as 
well as the evaporation of water .from the structure. 
Figure 20 shows the effect of these six structures on the flood 
hydrograph. The structures decrease considerably the flood peak 
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the effectiveness of using flood control structures to reduce downstream 
floods. 
TABLE 9. PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMULATION OF NORTH FORK 
NOLIN RIVER WATERSHED 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It is well known that the improvement of stream channels by 
straightening, lining, leveeing, or clearing and snagging generally 
increases the downstream peak flows. However, because of the 
unpredictable nature of hydrologic events, the effects of these 
improvements on downstream floods have not been evaluated quantitatively. 
The pur:-pqse'of this research was to modify OPSET, a self-calibrating 
version of the Kentucky Watershed Model, and make it more suitable 
for evaluating the effect of channel improvements on downstream 
floods. This modified version of OPSET, which is given the name 
MOPSET, includes the following major changes: 
l. A kinematic method of channel routing based on a finite 
difference scheme was used in place of the modified Muskingum method. 
2. The watershed was divided into a number of segments, each 
subjected to different watershed characteristics and rainfall patterns. 
3. The optimization of the seven land phase parameter values 
was a~hieved by assuming that the values in each segment bear fixed 
ratios to a set of base values, thus only the seven base values were 
optimized. 
4. New options were provided that the user can specify the 
initial parameter values to be used for optimization and the number 
of rough or fine adjustment cycles desired, and that computations can 
be continued for additional cycles by simply reading in the data 
obtained from the previous cycle. 
5. A storage routing subroutine was incorporated so that the 
model can be applied to large watersheds in which a number of reservoirs 
or flood control structures are located. ,, 
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Procedures were developed for determining the routing parameters, 
a and m, either from a topographic map or from a discharge-end area 
rating curve. Methods were presented for estimating the parameter 
ratios to be used as input to the model. The program was well 
documented, together with a dictionary which defines every variable 
used in the main program as well as the subroutines. 
The program was applied to three different watersheds, viz. the 
South Fork Beargrass Creek, the Floyds Fork, and the North Fork 
Nolin River. An inspection of the results obtained from these 
watersheds leads to the following conclusions: 
1. The synthesized daily and monthly flows obtained from MOPSET 
checked favorably with the recorded flows in a qualitative sense. 
The large discrepancy in flow peaks at Floyd Fork Watershed was 
attributed to data errors because the recorded rainfall was simply 
not commensurate with the recorded streamflow. Therefore, several· 
years of data must be used for calibration in order to balance the 
effects of positive and negative errors. 
2. The adjustment rules used in MOPSET for optimizing the 
seven land phase parameter values were exactly the same as those in 
OPSET. It was found that the solution was not unique, because a 
slight difference in the assumed initial values yielded a set of 
optimized parameter values which were completely different. Furthennore, 
the parameters did not converge, and the values obtained from one 
adjustment cycle were quite different from the next cycle. This posed 
a serious problem in determining which cycle of values should 
be considered as optimum. It was also found that the cycle which 
resulted in a minimum sum of squares for the monthly flow deviation 
index might not give the most desirable solution. In the Nolin 
River Watershed, the optimum set of parameter values based on the 
minimum sum of squares produced such a large base flow and a small 
overland flow that the synthesized daily flow could not match the 
recorded peak. It is therefore suggested that the optimum set of 
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parameter values be based not on the minimum sum of squares but on a 
visual comparison between the synthesized and recorded flows. A 
major contribution of MOPSET is its ability to generate a variety of 
adjustment cycles, each with a different set of parameter values. 
It is up to the user to inspect the data and select the values to 
be used. 
3. The use of one segment with an average set of parameter 
values weighted by ilreas and a 20 min looping yielded about the same 
monthly flow as when multiple segments and 15 min looping were used. 
Because most of the land phase parameters are optimized on the basis 
of the monthly flow, it is suggested that the entire watershed be 
considered as one segment in trip l but multiple segments in trip 2. 
4. For the Beargrass Creek with a time of concentration of 4 hr, 
there existed very little difference in the simulated hydrograph 
-whether a time increment of l hr or 15 min be used for channel routing. 
In view of the large amount of computer time required for nonlinear 
routing, it is suggested that linear and 1 hr routing be used unless 
local conditions indicate otherwise. 
5. The finite difference method used in MOPSET for channel 
routing is unconditionally stable. Each finite difference division 
can be of any length. For the Floyds Fork Watershed, the results 
obtained from a maximum finite difference division of 10,000 ft 
were not too much different from those of 5,000 ft. 
6. The computer time required for channel routing increases 
with the number of cross sections. The use of a large number of 
cross sections is unwarranted, because the results from the Beargrass 
Creek indicated that fewer C'ross sections could yield approximately 
the same results. 
7. The values of a and m increase with the degree of channel 
improvements. Results from the Floyds Fork showed that channel 
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improvements increased the hydrograph peak downstream and caused the 
peak flow to occur earlier. 
8. The use of flood control structures or reservoirs is an 
effective means of reducing downstream floods. 
In this research, much emphasis was placed on the development 
of MOPSET. It is believed that if MOPSET is adequate to simulate 
stream flows, it can certainly be used to evaluate the effect of channel 
improvements on downstream floods, because the actual channel characteristics 
are employed in flood routing. Due to budget limitations and the 
exhaust of the computer fund, MOPSET has not been applied to watersheds 
where channel improvements have been documented. It is hoped that the 
publication of this report will promote its use, so that MOPSET can 
be constantly improved and updated to serve as an enviable tool 
for hydrologic simulations. 
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APPENDIX A 
LlSTJN~ OF MOPSfT 
-- -- -- -------- -----·----·-------------- ------------------------------- ------------- ··- -- --------·--------
c MOPSET-- A MODIFIED VERSION OF OPSET. WHICH rs A SELF-CALIBRATING MAlNQC,Ql 
C KENTUCKY ~ATERSHEO MODEL WITH CAPABILITY OF ESTIMATING AN OPTH',UM MAINfl002 
C SET OF WATERSHED PARAMETERS,UPDAlED DECEMBER }Q76 MAIN0003 
DIMENSION ADBF(151,AD1F(l51,ALPH(I50,50),AMAF(I51,AMIFl151, MAIN0004 
. f -,.-MNEi(i51~-A-MSE-f15) ;ARHff fsi;co-NOPTT71 ,CVW!NA fi51~-0ARFA-( 15-(J; 50)' MA iNSOO", 
2 _DJ S!:_H (J_OQ_O I tDPET( 366), QRGPM l_l 5_I_3t>.l>J,ORHP I 366 ,_?.4J..!__R~ ~_EJJ66 )_, _ MAJ~l)CI_06 
3 DRS GP I 5,366) ,DSSF(366) ,EDAREA( 150,21) ,EMGWSI 12) ,l'MIFSI 12 I, MAlNOC,07 
4 EMLZS(l21,EMSlAMll2l,EMUZCll~J,EMUZSl12l,FPCM(12l,EODF(l51, MAINOOOB 
5 EQDFISl15l,EXPT(l50,50),FJMPA(l51,FWTRAl151,GAFL(3661,GWSA(J51, HAlNG009 
6 HYDSTO(l50,96),IFSA(l51,lFSTl151,ILSTl151,lNLSTl151,lROUTl151, MAl'.0010 
7IRSTR 1151 ,1SGA!l51 ,ISGMI 5 I ,lUHll 5,51 ,L2SAl1'5-I ,Mfn(v(fjj ,MEOWYI 12 I ,M-Al;4001J 
8 NOFDl1501,NUBR(l51,0FMN(l5),UFMNISII51,0FRFl15),0FRFIS(l51, MA1NUOJ2 
9 OFSLl151,0FSS(l51,0FUSl15),0FUSIS(151,0U1LSTl151,PALPHA(l~GI MAJNOOJ3 
, DIMENSION P~XPM(l501,RB1VFl15),RBMJR(l51,RRUZCl151,RCHLTH(151, MATNODI~ 
------ 1 RETLF( 15 I ,RGPMllsf;-RGP~lb( 15 l~RHF(l5)~flL7CI 151, ---- MAJIJC015 
2 ROLF11151,ROLF2fl51,RSBBFl20l,RSBOf201,RS!lIFf20l,R_SIAC(l51, MAI'Vi016 
3 RSUZC(151,SAREAl15l,SBFRS13,LOl,SGMD(5l,SGRTl5l,SGRT2(5), MAl~CGl7 
4SlFRS13,201,STOLST(151,STDRAG(lOOOl,SUBWFAll5l,THSFl241,TJTLEl2G),MAI~OOle 
5 T MB F I l 2 I , TM I F 112 I t T MN ET I 1 2 I , l MO F I 1 2 I , T ~PF T ( 1 2 I , TM PRE C ( 12 I t MA I NO O 1 9 
6 TMRTH12l,TMSEl121,TMSTF(l21,TMSTFIC_l_?l,TPLPl15l,UZSAl151, ~1AIN0020 
7 VlNCRl151,VINMRA(l51,VWlNA(l51, WCFSAl1~1,WSG!l51,WSG21151, MAIN0021 
B XAREA(l50,211,XMPFTl12) MAINU022 
DIMENSION ADRGPMl3661,CWCFSA(l51,DRGPMll366),fLEVl10001,FPERAll51,MAIN0023 
1 FSLTHl1501,NFS(l51,NFSEPRl151,NSCl150) _ MAJN0024 
REAL JFPRC,IFRC,lFRL,JFS,IFSA,INLST,LZC,LZCl,LZRX,LZS,LZSA,LZSR, MAIN0025 
1 MNRO MAIN0026 
LOGICAL LBMlR,LBUZC,LETLF,LLZC,LNPR,LRC,LSTR,SAVE MAIN00~7 
INTEGER CN, CONOPT, DATE, DAY, OPY, EHSGD, HOUR, HPF_,_ HRL, PDAY, MAIN002E 
0:, 
0 
1 PRO, RHPD, RHPH, RSBD, SGMD, SGRT, -~GRT~, TRIP, YEAR, YRl, MAIN0029 
2 YR2 MAJN0030 
INTEGER DPRD MAIN0031 
DATA MEDCY/0,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334/ MA1N0032 
DATA MEDWY/304,334,365,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273/ MAIN0033 
C --SPfl'.TFY-NUMBER--OF-STATION-YEARS INCLUDED IN COMPUTER RUN MAI"I0034 ----- -
NSYC=O MAl•W0?5 
READf5~TOTNSYT --MAIN0036--
10 FORMA1(16l51 MAIN0037 
20 NSYC= NSYC+l MAIN0038 
SMF=O.O MAIN0039 
t ASS-UME T5-MINU'fE-ROUTlNG TIME lNTERVAL ------ - --MAT"I0040-
DELT.AT=900. MAJNOC4J 
- ----- ---------NPPH=4·----------- ---- --MAIN0042 -
C READ TITLE TO COMPUTER RUN MAIN0043 
READ 15,301 TITLE MAIN0044 
30 FORMAT(20A41 MAIN0045 
- ---- -- - wRifEl6-,40IITITLEIKTAl,KlA=l,201 - --- - - ---- - MAI"/0046 -
40 FORMATllHl, 25X,20A41 MAIN0047 
. c READ tONTROL- OPTiotts• -- . . ... ---- -------- -- - . --- - - --------- - - - - .. - - - - -MAiN004b 
READ15,101 ICONOPTIIl,I=l,71 MAIN0049 
lF(CONOPTI 21 .NE. 11 GO 10 50 MAIN0050 -----
C USE ONE HOUR ROUTING TlME INTERVAL WHEN SPFCIFTED MAIN0051 
DELT A1=3600o - - MAlf\JOO'i2 
NPPH=l MAJN0053 
C READ TR JP NUMBER AND CONTROL DATA FOR RfACH AND- CHANNEC- MAfN0054 --
50 READ15,10JMNRC,NF1R,Nl1R,NDCR MAIN0055 
READl5,10) NR,NGR,INFSIKRl,KR=l,NRI MAJN0056 
WRITE16,60ICCONOPTCIJ,1=1,71,MNRC,NFTR,NLTR,NR,NGR MAIN0057 
bO FORM AT I 5X, l OHCONOPT I 1 )=, Ii-,5X, lbHtbNOPT I 2 J=, I?, 5X, i.OH(CJNbfi"'f f:3 f=, l 2MAI N005 8 
l ,5X,10HCONOPT(4l=,12,5X,10HCONOPTl51=,I2,5X, 10HCONOP1161=,12, MAJN0059 
2 5X, lOHCONOPT I 71 =, 12 ,/, lOX, 5HMNRC= ,12, lox, 5HNFTR= ;·i 2 ;1ox, 5HNL TR:.- MA IN0060 
3 12,12X,3HNRs,I2,11X,4HNGR•,12J MAIN006l 
C READ NUMBER OF BRANCHES IN UPSTREAM REACHES MAJN0062 
REAOl5,101 INUBRIKRl,KR=l,NRI MAIN0063 
0:, ,_. 
DO 80 KR•l,NR MA1N0064 
-· ·-··--·· ·-NB=NUBR IKR I . . . MA IN0065-
IF INB .LE.O) GO TO 80 MA1N0066 
C READ IDENTIFYING NUMBER OF UPSTREAM RE.ACHES MA1N0067 
READl5,10) IIUHIKR,Nl,N=l,NB) "1AIN006e 
--wRITE 16'/"fo1KR, 11ul-iTKR,N1 ,N,.1,NaJ · -------··------ --·ilA1Noo-69-
10 FOF\MATJ5X,_25HUP~1R_Et.'1_ f\EA_C.HES Of REACHtI'.3.!.!.!if:!_fll_E __ ~s FOLLCw: ,5~~) f'1AlNCi070 __ _ 
80 CONTINUE MA1N0071 
~~_A_Q__NUMBER OF WAlERSHEO lRt._'!'~L HQIJl!S AND OUTPUT REACHES MAJN00'72 
REA015,10) NWSTH,NOUT MAIN0073 
READ15,10) IJROUTIIl,I=l,NOUTI "1AJN0074 
RE..o.oii,;iioTRMPF ____ --- --- - · · - ·-· - - - M-A1Nco15 
90 FORMATIBFl0.21 MJJN007~ 
wRiTEI 6-;Too I NWSfH~NOUl, 1 IROUl iT,-, f;il ;Ncff.iT_f_ - - --------- - MA1N0077 
100 FORMATl5X,6HNWSTH=,I5,5X,5HNOUT•,I2,55H RFACHES AT WHICH FLOW IS ~AlN0078 
110 BE PRINTED ARE AS FOLLOW:,5151 i"A!N0079 
KNF~_=O _ __ __ _ ___ _ _ _ _ ... MA JNOOBO 
C SKIP READING CHANNEL ANO STRUCTURE PARAMETEPS IF TRIP 2 IS NOT RUN MAINOOBl 
IFINLTR .NE. 21 GO TO 290 MAINOOB? 
C READ CHANNEL PARAMETERS ~AlN00~3 
00 230 KR•l,NR _ i"AINOOP4 
_____ Nc..F=-s='e=-Pc..R=-1 KR I =K NFS !" A IN O O 8 5 
NFSKR = NFSIKRI MA!NOObh 
WRITEl6,ll0lKR,NFSIKRI MAINOOb7 
110 FORMATl/,5X,9HREACH N0.,13,4H HAS,I3,16H FJ~JTF SECllONSI MAINOObe 





C REAO CONTROL DATA FOR EACH FINITE SECTION MAING094 
READl5,120INP,NSCIKRKFSl,NOFDIKRKFS),FSLTHIKRKFS) MAINOoq5 
120 FORMATl3I5,Fl0.4) MAIN0096 
WRITE16,130)KFS,NP,NSCIKRKFSl,NOFDIKRKFS),FSLTHIKRKFSI MAIN0097 




--DAREAIKRKFS,NP+ll=O.O ------- --- --- -,ffINOlOC __ _ 
IFINP .EQ. 2) GO TO 180 MAIN0101 
C READ DISCHARGE-ENO AREA CURVE FOR EACH FINITE SFCTION MAJl\jC}02 
READl5,140IIDISCHIIl,DAREAIKRKFS,tl,J=1,NPI MAIN0103 
---140-FORMATtBFl0.21 - - ~AlNOl04 
IFICONOPT(5).EQ.l) READl5,190IALPHIKRKFS,11,EXPTIKRKFS,ll MAil\/0105 
- -- - bfSC-HTNP+ll=O.O - - -- - MAll\/0106 -
WRITE{6,150) MAJl\jQ}07 
150 FORMAT (5X,41HDISCHARGE ANO END AREA RELATIONSHIPS ARE:) MAJNOlO~ 
WRlTEl6,160)(DISCHlll,DAREAtKRKFS,Il,I=l,NPI MAll\/0109 
160 FORMATl8Fl5.ZI - - - - -- -- - - - -MAJNOilb 
WRITEl6,1701ALPH(KRKFS,ll,EXPTIKRKFS,l) MAlNOlll 
170 FORMA115X,25HFOR LOW FLOW VOLUME,ALPH=~Fl0.3,5X,5HEXPT:,Fl0.31 - MAINC:112 
C GENfRATE DAREA VS ALPH AND DAREA VS EXPT FROM DISCHARGE AREA CUPVF MA1N0113 
JF(Nl.TR.fQ.21 CALL ROUTA8(01SCH,DAREA,KRKFS,NP,ALPH,EXPTI MAIN0114 
GO TO 220 MA1N0115 
180 NSCS=NSC llfRi<.F_S_f -- - - - -- MA IND 116 
C. IF DISCHARGE-END AREA CURVI: IS NOT A\/AILABLE,READ ALPH AND EXPT MAJN0117 
READ15,190IIALPHIKRKFS, I l ,EXPT-IKRKFS,I l ,OAPFAIKRKFS~Il, J~l ,l\jSC~ I MAl'IOl 18 
190 FORMATl3F10.31 MAJl\/0119 
------DAREAIKRKFS,NSCS+l l=O.O ----- MAll\10120 
WRlTECb,200INSCS MAINC121 
200- FORMATl5X,27HALPH,EXPT,ANO DAREA FOR THE,T2,-1EH SLOPE CHAGf:~ ARE:'1AlN0122 
11 MA1N0123 
- WRITE 16 ,2101 IALPHIKRKFS,I I ,EXPT(KRKFS;l I ,OAPF.A(KR'<{S, I 1;f~l ,NS(S I MAl'Jfll24 
210 FOKMAT(3(5X,Fl0.211 MA1N0125 
IF INSCCKRKFS).Ll;I) GO TO 220 MAJN0126 
PALPHA(KRKFSI = ALPH(KRKFS,11 MAJN0127 
PEXPMIKRKFSI = EXPTIKRKFS,11 MA!N0128 
220 CONTINUE MAIN0129 
230 CONTINUE MAil\/0130 
C READ STRUCTURE PARAMETERS MAJN0131 
REA015,10) NSTR MAlN0132 
C SKIP READING STRUCTURE DATA IF NONE EXISTS MAJN0133 
ffi 
--
lFINSlR.EQ.O) GO 10 290 MAIN0134 
.. . lFIELD•lOOO/NSTR ---------------------~IN0135 ___ .... 
DU 280 KS=l!NSlR MA!N0136 
READ15,10) NELV MAIN0137 
lff_=<LK_~::1!.!I F!ELD+.!_____ _____ _ _ M_AIN_Ol_}!l_ __ 
IEL=lEF+NELV-1 MAIN0139 
C READ ElfVATlON-DJSC:HARGE--STQRAGE CURVE AND_ LOC~"fJQ_l'J__Qf'_ STRLJCJURES MAJN(jl40 
READl5,240)(ELEV(IEl,DISCHIIEl,STORAGIIEl,lF=IFF,JELl MAIN0141 
___ 240 FORMATl9F8.2) MAIN0142 
READ15,10) IRSTRIKSI MAIN0143 
KR=IRSTllJKSJ_ _ ____________ ....... ___ _ MAI•~0144: 
C READ INITIAL CONDlTJONS OF SlRUCTURE MAIN0145 
READl5,140) INLSllKRl,OUTLST(KRl,STOLSTIKRI MAIN0146 
wR iii: ii> ,2501 Ks, KR ,NE L v, 1NLsT <KR, ;ouiL s1 !KR, , sroLs TI KR, MA!No. ,.:, 
250 FORMATl/,5X,13HS!RUCTURE N0.,12,30H IS LOCATED AT BOTTOM OF REACH,MAlN0148 
1 J3,/,5X,5HNELV=,I3,5X,6HINLST=,Fl0.2,5X,7HOUTLST=,Fl0.2,5X,7HSTOLMAINOl49 
2ST=,Fl0.2) __ . ____ .. MAI"10150 
WRlTElo,260) MAIN0151 
260 FORMAT(5X,50HELEVATIUN DISCHARGE: AND STORAGE PEL __ AT_IONSHl?S ARE: l MAlt-i0152 
WRITE(o,240) (ELEV(IE),DJSCH(lEl,STORAG(IFl,lE=JEF,IEL) rAIN0153 
IFST(KRl•IEF MAIND154 
ILST(KRl=IEL --- ------- MAINOl55. 
DO 270 lE=IEF,lEL MAl"J0156 
270 STORAGI IEl=435bO.•STOF-AGIIEl MA!"J0157 
STOLSTIKRl•43560.•STOLSTIKRl MAIN015t 
280 CONTINUE MAINC1159 
C RtAO REACH PARAMETERS MAlNOl60 
290 READl5 1 300l (RCHLTHIIl,SAREA(ll,OFSS(Il,OFMN(ll,OFSL(ll, MA1Nul6l 
lOFMNlS(ll,FlMPAIIl,FWlRA(Il,l•l,NRl MAl'l0162 
300 FORMA1(8Fl0.4l MAINC163 
WRITE16,310l MAINC164 
310 FORM Al(/, 5X, 3HNO. ,9X ,6HRCHL TH, lOX, 5HSARE A, JI X ,4HOFSS, 11 X, 4HOFl'I~,, MA HID 165 






320 FORMAl(bX,12,8F15.41 MAJN0169 
- --- --- REAOl5,330l fRLZCIIl,RBMIRlll,RSUZCfll,RETLFIIl,R3UZCfll,RSIACIJl,MAIN0170 
lRBIVFfll,l=l,NRI MAIN0171 
330 FORMATl7Fl0.31 MAIN0172 
WR1TE16,340l MAIN0173 
340 FORMAlT/, 5X, 3HNO., 11 X ,4HRLZC, lOX, 5HRBM IR, lOX, 5HRSUZC, lOX, 5H-RET l F, MAI Nul 74 
l lOX,5HRBUZC,lOX,5HRSlAC,lOX,5HRBIVFl MAIN0175 
WRl TE f (>;350 rr:t,RLiC iIT;R~BMiRiif;Rsuztr 11, RETLF(fj; R-Bffic r1,;---- -MA-fNO 176 
lRSIACfll,RBIVFIIl,l=l,NRI MAIN0177 
350 FORMATlbX,12,7Fl5.31_ MAJN017P 
C SET INITIAL CONDITIONS MAlNOl79 
SGRTlll-=O~O .. . --- . . . . MAINOieo 
IFT = l MAINOl!l 
LRC = .TRUE. - -- - MAINOle2 
LLZC = .FALSE. MAIN0183 
LBUZC • .FALSE. MAIN01B4 
LBMIR_• .FALSE. MAJNOIE5 
LETLF = .FALSE. - --- ---- - --- ----- ----- MAINO! E6 
LNPR = .FALSE. MAIN01E7 
IFICONOPT12l .EQ.OILNPR=.TRUE. MAI"IOlf:8 
ICYC •0 MA lNO 1 F.9 
KRC = l --- -------------- MA1N0190 ----- - -
KBRC = 0 MA1N0191 
KFFC = 0 MAIN0192 
SSSQM • 950.0 MA!N0193 
C REAO OTHER PARAMETERS MAJN0194 
READ15,90) IRGPMBfll,1•1,NRl MAIN0195 
REA015,90) GWETF,OIV MAIN0196 
READ(5,901 fVINMRAfll,SUBWFAlll,l=l,NR) MAIN0197 
WRITElb,3bOIRMPF,GWETF,DlV MAlNOl9e 
360 FORMAT I/ ,5X, 5HRHPF=, FIO. 2, 5X 1 bHGWETF=, F 10 .2, c:x ,41-IOIV= ,F 10. 2.1 MAINO 199 
WRITEfb,3701 MA1"10200 
370 fORHATl/,5X,3HNO.,lOX,5HRGPMB ,9X,6HVJNMPA,QX,6HSUBWFAI MAIN0201 
WR1TEf6,380lfl,RGPMBIIl,VlNMRAfll,SUBWFAII),I=l,NRI MAIN0202 
360 FORMAT(bX,12,3Fl5.21 MAIN0203 
0:, 
c,, 
C CALCULATE CONSTANTS 
··------- ----AREA=O.O 
VWIN =o.o 






00 430 KR=l,NR 
AREA =-AREA+SARE A ( KR_I ___ _ 
FPERA(KRl=l.O-FlMPA(KRl-FWTRA(KR) 
______ I=-.cFIFPERA(KRl.GT.0.011 GO TO 390 
TPLRIKRl=lOO.O 
_ f:_PER_~ I K_R_ )_:cO • _Ql ~-- __ 
GO TO 400 
MAIN0207 
_______ MA PW208 ____ _ 
MAIN0209 












WCFS=WCfS~WCf'_SA (l<R l 
CWCFSAIKRl=-WCFSAIKR) 
CVWINAIKRl=VWINAIKRl 








DO 410 l•l,N MAIN0225 
CWCFSAIKRl=CWCFSAIKR l+CWCFSAI lUHIKR,I l l MAIN02?6 
CVWINA(KR l=CVWINA(KR )+CVWINAIIUHIKR, Ill MAIN0227 
410 CONTINUE _MAIN022& 




SSRT = SQRTIOFSSIKR)I MAIN0233 
OFRFIKR) ~ 1020~0*SSRT/IOFMNIKRl*OFSLIKRl) MAI!\10234 
OFRFISIKRI = 1020.0*SSRT/IUFMNISIKRl*OFSLIKR)l MAIN0235 
EQOFIKRI = 0.00982*(IOFMNIKRl*OFSLIKR)/SSRTl**0.6) MAl!\10236 
EQOFISIKRI = 0.00982*110FMNISIKRl*OFSLIKRl/SSRTl**0.61 MAIN0237 





. (. -STORE PARAMETERS OF REACH l FOR 
NGRl=NGR 
MA!N0239 
USE IN TRIP 2 . .. . -- MA1N0240 
MAINC•241 
IF (NGR .EQ. 1 .OR. 
NRl=NR 






SARE A 1 =SAREA I 11 
FIMPAl=FlMPA( l l 
FWTRAl=FWTRAlll 
TPLR l=TPLR( 11 





EQOF l =EQDF 111 
EQDi=Il=EQOFfSlli. 
RLZCl=RLZCI 11 
RBMIRl=RBMlR I 11 
RSUZCl=RSUZCll I 
RElLFl=RETLF(ll 





































OFRF ( l l =O.O 
OFRFJS(ll=O.O 









- ---- - RS-lACll l=O.O MAJNC279 __ _ 
RBIVFlllzO.O MAIN0280 
- - - - VINMRAll l=O.O - - -- - - - -- MA1N021'1 
SUBWFAlll=O.O MAING?S2 --~~--
FPERAlll•O.O MAIN0283 
DO 450 KR=2,NGR MAJN0284 
-FIMPAll l"FlMPACl )+FlMPAIKRl*SAREAIKR l - MAINu2£<5 
FWTRAlll•FWTRAll)+FWTRAIKR)*SAREAIKR) MAIN0286 




EQDFISI 1i::EQDF-isl11+EODFis1i<:R_i_•SAREAIKRT- - -- -- --- - ----- -MATN029i 
RLZClll•RLZCll)+RLZCIKRl*SAREAIKRI MAlN0292 
RBMlRlll•RBMiRlll+RB~iRIKRl*SAREAIKRI --- MAIN0293 
RSUZC 11 l =RSUZC 111 + RSUZt I KR I_ *SARE A I KR l MA l NO 2 94 

















-- -RBMlRlll•IRBMlRlll+RBMlRl*SAREA(lll/GARFA MAIN0310 
RSUZClll=IRSUZCI ll+RSUZCl•SAREAI l I I/GAP.EA MAHJ0311 
RETLFtll•(RETLFTTI+RElLfl*SAREA( 1) I/GARE A MAIN0312 
RBUZC(ll•IRBUZClll+RBUZCl*SAREA(l))/GAREA MAIN0313 
RSi"AtliT=IRSIAITCT+RSTAC.T•SAREAI l I I /GARE A ------ -----~----MAIN03i"4 
RBlVF(l)•IRBIVFlll+RBIVFl•SAREA(l))/GAREA MAINC315 
VINlfRAI l l=IVINMRAC ll+VINMRl•SAREAll I )/GARE A - -- -- - MAIN03lb -
SUBWFA(ll=ISUB~FAlll+SUliWFl*SAREAll)l/GARFA MAIN0317 
FPERAlll•IFPERA(l)+FP[RAl*SAREA(ll)/GAREA MAIN031B 
C READ WATER YEAR MAIN0319 
4t>O REA015~101 YR1,YR2 - -- -- ---- - - - MAIN0320 
DPY • 365 MAIN0321 
IFIMfii:HYR2,41 .EQ. 01 DPY = 366 - - - -- - - - MAINC32? 
C READ EVAPORATION DATA 
IF(CONOPT( 11 .NE. ll GO TO 500 
Rf AD 15,470) I DP El I KRO 1, KRD=274, 365, l O I, f DPFT f KPD), KRD=l, 273, l O I 470 FORMAT( 1CF5.21 ----- - - - --- --- -- --- - - -- - - - - --
DO 490 IDAY2 = 1 1 9 
DO 480 IDAYl • 274,360;10 
DAY= IDAYl + IOAY2 
-----,.-80DPETIDAYI = OPETIIDAYT1 
DO 490 IDAYl • 1,273,10 
DAY= lDAYl + 1DAY2 
IFIDAY .GT. 2731 GO TO 490 
DPET!DAY) = DPETIIDAYll 
't90 CONT lNUE 
OPET I 366) 
OPET1365l 
OPET(364) 
GO TO 510 
• DPET(591 
= DPETi 363 I 
• DPET(363) 
500 IFICONOPTC 11 .EQ. 21 GO TO 530 
DAY"' 274 
READ(5,470) (DPET(~RDl,KRD=274,365);foPETIKRDl,KRD=l,273) 
























510 READ15,4701 EPCM MAJN0344 
-----------00--520-DAY = 1,DPY -----------~AiNC·345-
520 E:PAET: E:PAET + DPE:TIOAY) MAIN0346 
1F(EPCMl61 .NE. l.01 EPAET = 0.7*EPAET MAIN0347 
GO TO 540 MAJN034e 
---530-REAt,--PI,90~PAE1 ,MNRD -~--- MAIN0349 ____ _ 
E:MAET • EPAET*l365o0 + MNROl/4C4.0 MA1N0350 
CALL EVPDAYIDPET,EMAET) . ... - - - . MAIN0:351 ------- -
C REA9 DAILY FLOW DATA MAlf\10352 
540 ORSF(366): 0.0 MAINC353 
DAY=274 MAIN0354 
-- READ( 5,550) (DRSFIIJAY) ,DAY•274,3651,IDRSF ff'IAV) ,OAV=l ,2731 .. . MA1N03'55 
550 FORMATIJOFB.2) _ _ _ ____ _______ _________ _ _ ______________ 1'1AlN0356 ___ _ 
IFIDPY.E:0.366) READl5,5501 DRSFl366) MAIN0357 
lFIDIV .ro • .9.0, GO TO 580 MAI"I0358 
DO 570 DAY• l,DPY MAIN0359 
!f_lPR~flOAY) .GT,. JllYI _GO TO 560 _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ --~-!<JN9-~!>9 __ 
DRSFIOAYI: 0,0 MAINC36l 
GO TO_ 570 __ MAIN0_?62 
560 CR SF I DAY) = ORSFIOAY) - OJV MAlf\10363 
__ ___,5c__70 C!)NTJNUE: _ ____ MAIN03h4 
C SUM DAILY FLOW AND PRINT FLOW TABLE MAil\!0365 
580 CALL DAYSUMIORSF,MEDCY,DPY,RATFV,TMPTFI MAlf\10366 
WR1TE16,590) MAl"103h7 
590 FORMAT(lH0,42X,'RECORDED FLOWS') MA1N0368 
CALL OAYOUTIDRSF,MEDWY,OPYI MAIN0369 
WRITE16•6001 ITMRTFIKWOl,_KWD • 1,121,RATFV MAlN0370 
600 FORMAT(6X,•TOTAL 1 ,2X,12F8ol,2X,Fl0,1,2X,3HSFOI MAIN0371 
C INITIALIZE PRECIPITlON DATA ARRAYS MAIN0372 
00 620 OAY•l,366 MAJ"10373 
00 610 KR•l,NR MAIN0374 
610 DRGPM(KR,DAY)=RGPMBIKRI MAIN0375 
DO 620 HOUR•l,24 MAIN0376 
620 ORHPIDAY,HOUR)=O.O MAIN0377 
C READ NUMBER OF STORAGE GAGES MAIN037A 
co 
0 
READCS,101 NSG MAIN0379 
---C .. SKIP READING STORAGE GAGE DATA IF NO STORAGE GAGE JS USED MAIN0380 
IFCNSG.EQ.01 GO TO 710 MAIN0381 
DO 660 KG=l,NSG MAIN0382 
DO 630 DAY=l,366 MAIN0383 
-·--- 630-DRSGPCKG,DAYl=O.O -- --- --- . "'AlN0384 ---- -
C READ DATA FOR STORAGE GAGES MAIN0385 
-·- ----- --READ15,101 NSGRD,ISGMCKGl,SGRTCKG) . . . . . . MAIN0386 
lFCISGMCKG).EQ.O) GO TO 640 MAIN0387 
READl5,10) SGRT2CKGl,SGMOCKGI MAIN0388 
640 REAOCS,650) IISGRD,DRSGPCKG,lSbRDl,KRD=l,NSGRDI MAIN0389 
650 FORMATC51J.5,F7~21). . ·-- . --·· . . -- MAIN0390 
660 CONTINUE MAIN0391 
WR1TEC6,670) ---- . . - - . . . MAIN0392 
670 FORMATl/,5X,9HREACH NU.,5X,16HSTORAGE GAGE N0.,5X,16HWEIGHTING FACMAINCJQ3 
*TORI . - MAIN0394 
C READ STORAGE GAGE NUMBER FOR EACH REACH AND ITS WEIGHTING FACTOR MAJN0395 
oo-too-Idi;;;r;NR · -- -- - -- - -- · --· ---- · -- -- · MAh,0396 
READC5,6BO) ISGACKRl,WSGIKRI MAI~C397 
.. 080 FORMATC 15,Fl0.21_ ... - MAl'~039B 
WRITEl6,690IKR,ISGACKRl,WSGCKRI MAIN0399 
690 FORMATl12X,I2,19X.I2,13X,F8.21 MAl'l040U~- -
JFCISGMCISGACKRII.EQ.01 GO lU 700 MAIN04Dl 
READl5~5501 WSG2CKRI MA1N0402 
700 CONTINUE MAIN0403 
C READ RECORDl~G RAIN GAGE HOURLY TOTALS MAIN~404 
710 READIS,720) lWBG,YEAR,MONTH,DATE,CN MAIN0405 
720 FCJRMATTl5,I4,14,I4,I31 MAHW406 
C LAST CARD OF HOURLY PRECIPlTAlION HAS YEAR 98 MAIN0407 
IFIYEAR oGE. 98) GO TO 750 MAiNb408 
HRF = 12*1CN-l) + l MAIN0409 
HRL : 12*1CN-1 I + 12 MAIN0.410 
DAY: MEDCYIMONTHI + DATE MAIN0411 
REAOCS,7301 IDRHPCOAY,HOURl,HUUR=HRF,HRLI MAIN0412 
730 FORMATl1X,12F6.21 MAIN0413 
- ----·-·-- ·--·· --------- --· - -·--· 
lFCDPY .NE. 366 .OR. MONTH .NE. 2 .OR. DATF .NF. 29) GL TU 710 MAINL414 
DO 740 HOUR =- HRF,HRL . .. . - . ··-·· ----r-'AIN04-15 
DRHPl366,HOUR) =- DRHP160,HOLlRI MAIN0416 
740 DRHPl60,HOUR) = O.O MAIN0417 
GO 10710 . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . MAI'J0"+18 
CALCULATE PREClPlTAllON WE:.lGHTll\lG f-ACTORS - --- - ---· ·--.,-AlNCl4l4 c 
750 _ lFCNSG.E'Q.OL_GO TO 83_0 M~IN04 4u_ 
DO 820 KR=l,NR ~A1Nu421 
_ KG=I_SGAIK.B_L_ ___ MAIN0422~_ 
DAY= 274 MAIN0423 
PDAY _= 274 ·--· _ MAl'H!',24 
RDPT • 0.0 MAJN0425 
760 JF(ISGtf_lt<,_GI.NE.11 GO TO _770 _ -··- ··-·--·· MA)'J0.42h 
lF(SGMD(KG).NE.DAYI GO TO 710 MAIN0427 
----~-=W=SGIKRl=WSGZIKR) MAlN.0~4~2=8~--
SGRT(KGl=SGRTZIKGl MAIN04?9 
770 EHSGD•SGRT(KG) MAl'J0430 
IFISGRT(KG).EO.O)EHSGD=24 MAIN04Jl 
CD 
~ EHSGDF = EHSGD MAl~L432 
DO 810 HOUR• 1,24 MAIN0433 
_____ RDPT __ = _ RDPT + DR HP ( 0A'G}10UR I -·----··------·-----·--·-- __ . ---·· ··-·-·- _________ . _____ MAJ JH\434 ·-
IF (HOUR .NE. EHSGDI GO TU 810 MAHH.143~, 
IF IRDPT .LE. 0.01 GO TU 780 MAl'l043h 
IFISGRTIKGI.E0.01 PDAY•DAY MAIN0431 
DRGPM (KR, PDAY I =l ORSGP ( KG,DAV I *WSLI KR I +RDPT* I l. 0-WSG I KR I ) ) I MAl 11G43 & 
l RDPT MAJrlC439 
C REDUCE DATED POTENTJ~L EVAPORATION TO ONF HALF FOP RAINY DAYS _ MAIN0440 
lF(CONOPTlll .NE. 0 .AND. KR .fQ. 11 DPFTIPDAVl•0.5*DPEl(PDAVl MAIN0~4l 
lF(SGRTIKG).NE.O)PDAY•DAY MA1N0442 
ROPT = o.O MAIN0443 
GO TO 810 MAIN0444 
780 IF(DRSGP(KG,DAY).LE.o.o) GO 10 800 MAIN0445 
IF(KR.NE.NRI GO TO 800 ___ _ _____ .. MA!NQ<t46 
DD 790 KHOUR = 1,EHSGD MAl'l0447 




li10 CONTINUE.... - - . -
CALL DAYNXTIOAY,DPYI 
IFIOAY.NE.2741 GO TO 760 
820 CONTINUE 
C STORE DRGPlf OF-REACH 
830 IF INGR.EO.l .OR. 
l GO TO 850 
l hJR u sf: Irf TRIP 2 - - -- - .. --
NF TR. EQ. 2 .UR. NLTR.EO.l .nR. CONOPllbl.EC.Ol 
MAH!OL,49 









DO 840 DAY=l,366 
- 640 ORGPMlCOAYl.~=~O.c,.R=G~P-~M~l~l-,~OAY) . 
·------~----MAI 'JG'-• 5 7 ___ .... 
850 lFINFlR.EQ.2 .OR. CONUPTl4).EQ.ll GO TO 860 
C SET INITIAL VALUES UF FLOW VOLUME PARAMETERS TO RF OPT!Mll~D 
LZC = 12.0 
BMIR = 1.2 
suzc = 1.3 
ETLF = 0.25 
BUZC = 1.so 
SlAC = 0.90 
BIVF: 0.90 
860 lFINFlR .EQ. 21 GO 10 900 
IFICONOPTl41.EQ.OI GO TO &80 












C ESTIMATE BASE AND JNTERFLOW RECESSION CONSTANTS 






MA l 'J0<t6 3 
MA IIIG464 








~1A I N04 7 3 
MA I'.04 74 
MA!N0475 










------ ---·------- -- ----- ··-·---------------
lfllFRC_.GE._0.3t GO TO 900 __ _ 
WRITElb,8901 IFRC 
890 FORM A T_l_/ 10_2(-'----"--R_EJ EC 1 E O I FR_C_.,__._,_ F~41 
IFRC = 0.1 
__ BIVF '"'_o.o_____________ ______ ______________ _ __ _ 
_ _____ MA l"I04!l4 __ _ 
MAlN0485 
MA 1N04flt,_ 
C READ FLOW VOLUME PARAMETERS AND RECESSION CONSTANTS IF ONLY TRIP? 
MAlN048? 
_ MAFJ04ee .. 
ISMAI!~,jt,89 
C RUN _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
900 IFINFTR.GE.21 READl5,910) LZC,bM1R,SUZC,FTLF,BU7C,SlAC,BlVr', 
_____ lLZS,_J.FRC,BFRC ________ _ 
910 FORMATl9F8.4l 
C COMPUTE AVERAGE DRGPM FOR ALL REACHES ABOVE THf GAGE 
D09200AY=l,3bb··· -- - ---
ADRGPMI DAY I =O.O _ 
DO 920 KR=l,NGR 
920 ADRGPMIOAY)=AORGPM(DAY)+DRGPMIKR,DAYl*SARFAIKRI/GAREA 
C ADJUST RAINFALL ANOMALIES 
M AJ"JQ_4 9() _ 




MA l ~10495 
M A}_ci 0_4 96 
T'AlN049? 
'1Al"J0498 
930 l F (NW S TH.LT .121 CALL PREC hK I ADRGPM,Q~_Hp, DR S_F ,.!'. VWI NA I "JGR) , SGR l I l _l , 
MAPJ0499 
MA.1'10500 
MAt:~0501 l NWSTHI 
BfHRC = BFRC**ll.0/24.0) 
BFRL = -ALOGIBFHRC) 
TRIP = NFTR ________ _ ----·------------·--------------
KHYO = 1 
C INITlALIZE: DAILY HYDROGRAPH FOR UUlFLOW FROM Ei.CH FJ"llTE SECTlCiN 
IFITRIP .E~. 11 GO TO 970 
DO 9b0 KR=l,NR 
NFSKR=NFS I KR I 
DO 960 KFS=l,NFSKR 
KRKFS=NFSEPRCKR)+KFS 
00 940 DPRO=l,9b 
940 HYDSTOIKRKFSoDPRD)=O.O 
C lNlllALIZE ENO AREAS Of CHANNEL CROSS SECTIONS 
N=NOFOCKRKFS )+1 
DO 950 NX=l,_N 
950 EDAREAIKRKFS,NX)=o.o 
9b0 CONT lNUE 
MAl"J0502 
MA1'~05(>3 

















------·--·--··· -- - --- --·-· ·- -- -------- ---- ------------- ·-· ·-·- ··- ·----·-·--·- --·----- -·- -----·· -- -·--·--·-----· -----··---- ·-···--·-----
C POINT OF RETURN FOR NEW TRIP MAlNC·519 
-- 910 lF tKRc---;cE. 5)Ff:X = :i~O -----------------------·-------------- --- --·. ----- -------·····-·-- -- ------------·--MA1N0520 
C RESTORE DATA OF REACH l FOR USE- IN TRIP 2 MA1111052l 
IF (NGRl.EQ.l .OR. NFTR.·E-Q.2 .OR. TRJP.fO.J .OR. CONOPTl6).E0.01 MA 11',u 5 2 2 
l GO TO 990 
NR=NRl 
NGR=NGRl ----- ··---- ---- -
VWlN A 11 I =VWJNA l 
WCFSA(l)=WCFSAl 
VWINAll )=VWINAl 
CVWI NA 11) =CVWINl 
- VlNMRAfi I =ViNMRI. 
SUBWFA(ll=SUBWFl 
FPER A-fl.I =FPERAl 
SAREA(ll=SAREA_c.:::._l ___ _ 
FIMPA fl )=-FIMP-Al 
FWTR A ( l I =FWTRA 1 




--- OFRF 11 I =OFRF 1 ·--·----
OFRF 1 SI l I =OFRF 11 
EQDFll )=EQDFl 
tQDFISI 1 l=EQDFll 
RLZC I l l=RLZCl 
RSUZClll=RSUZCl 
RETLFCll=RETLFl 
RBUZ CI 1 J=RBUZC. l 
RSJACll )=RSIACl 
RBlVFll )=RBlVFl 
DO 980 DAY=l,366 
980 ORGPMll,DAY)=ORGPMl(DAY) 
990 ICYC.= IC.YC+l 
lFITRJP.EQ.2 .OR. CONOPT(bl.EQ.O) GO TO 1000 



































SARE A 111 =GARE A------------------------------------- ______ _ 
NR=l 










----· --·-· -··· - ···--
1000 DO 1010 0AY=l,3bb 
1010 GAFLIOAYl=O~·~O'---
KbRC=KBRC+l 








lFIDPY .EQ. 3bb) MEDWYl51 = 3bb 
C SET TIME INCREMENT FOR SIMULATION 
_____ PPH _= 1.0 _______________ _ 
!Fl.NOT. LRCl PPH"' 3.0 
IFITRIP .NE. ll PPH = 4.0 
lPPH = PPH 
FHPP = 1.0/PPH 
IFPRC = IFRC**IFHPP/24.0l 
IFRL = -ALOGCIFPRCI 
C INITIALIZE PARAMETERS 
HOURL=O 
HSE,. O.O 
PE:AI :: O.O 
SPIF "' O.O 



















_ M·AlNL57<, ________ _ 
MAJNf!':>7'5 
MAHJ0':>76 














·--- - ----- --- -· - -----~--- ----------···-- --- ---···· ----·~- ----~----
OfUSJSCKRl=O.O MAIN0589 
------ --- - AMIF C KR I =-6--;o-··----- -~ - ---------- --------- - - ---- - --- -- MA I iit0590 
AMNElCKRl=O.O MAIN0591 
AMBFCKRI = O.O MA1N0592 
AMSE-CKRI = O.O MAIN0593 
·1020 CONTINUE- -- - - - MAlN0594 
AMPET = O.O MAJN0595 
AMPREC-:: o.6. - - --- ---- --- - - -- --- - ------ ---- - MAl•fo59t, 
DO 1030 MONTH=l,12 MAlN05Q7 
TMPRECIMONlHI = O.O ~AIN0598 
TMBFIMONTHI: O.O MAIN0599 
TMIF (MONTH) = o~o -- - - - -- --- -- ------- -- MAINOl>OO 
TMSEIMONTHI = O.O MAIN0601 
TMPET"(MoNlHI .. o.o ---- ---------- ------------ ---- -- MAi'I0602 
TMNEllMONlHI = O.O MAIN0603 
1030 CONTINUE - ~AINOf,04 
KRS • 1 MAIN0605 
- i<.DRS = 400 - --- ----- --- - ------ - - - -- MAIN0606 
UZS • 0.0 MAIN0607 
IFS• O.O MAlN0608 
- JFINFTR .EQ. 21 GO TO 1060 ~AlNOh09 
------------- lFCKRC-.NE·.- 11 GO 10 1040 - MAlt10610 
C ADJUST BEGINNING YEAR LOWER ZON~ STORAGE ~AIN06ll 
~YLZS • 6.00 MAIN0612 
1FCCONOPTl41 .EQ. 01 LZS-BYLZS MAIN0613 
GO TO 1060 MAIN0614 
1040 IFCICYC .EQ. 11 GO TO 1060 MAIN0615 
lf(EMLZSClll .LT.-LZSI LZS= EMLZSllll MA1N0616 
LZS • LZS*LZC/PLZC MAIN0617 
lFCLLZCI LZS • LZC - CLZC-LZSl*ISATFV/RATFVI MAJN061~ 
IFIABSCFTX - 1.01 .LT. 0.021 GO TO 1050 MAING6l9 
LZS:: FTX*BBYLZS*LZC/6LZC MAIN0620 
IFILRC .AND. LZC-LZS .LT. 2.01 LZC z LZS + 2.0 MA1N062l 
1050 IFITRIP .EQ. 2 .OR. KFFC .EQ. 11 LZS = BBYLZS MAJN062? 
KFFC "' 0 MAIN0623 
"' _, 
·-----·------- -------------·----
C DETERMINE BEGINNING YEAR GROUNDwATER STORAGF MAI~C~24 1060 bctfs_F_=_o~o5ilMRTFfil ·--·------- - - .. -- - -- ----- . -- ---- MA1Nb625 
1FIDRSFC274) .LT. 0.05*TMRTFCl)) OCTlBF = ORSFl27'!1 MAI!\i(,t,Jt, 
IFCDRSFC27b) .LT. DCT1BF*BFRC**21 OCTlBF : ORSF(27bl/BFRC**2 MAIN0627 
BYGWS : OCTlBF/IWCFS*BFRL*SQRTIBFRC)) MAIN062£-
GWS • BYGWS . .. .. . .. . . MA1N6b29 
llYLZS = 1,zs.. _ --- -- _ . -- _ _ . MAl'l(,630 
WR IT E lb, 1070) TR 1 P ,L ZC, BMl R, SUZC ,ETLF, BU2'C, SI ~.C, !H VF, [>FPC, l FPC Ml\ lNOf<?· 1 
l 070 __ FORMAT I lHl , 3.~~-'_!Rl A_L __ fl,,UN _NUl'\Bf.~"_!.!3/5X, 'PAR AMF TER VALUE~ 1 I 1 uX, MA l M16 3? ____ . 
l 5HLZC =,3X,FH.4,2X,bHBMIR =,2X,F8.4,2X,bHSU2'f =,2X,FB.4,2X, ~IAJ~IOf.33 





2 6HETLF =.,2X,F8.4,2X,bHflll_Z<; •,2_X,F_S.4,2_~,_6HSI_AC •,2X,FB._4/10X, 
3 bHBIVF =,2X,F8.4,2X,bHBFRC =,2X,FB.4,2X,6H!FRC =,?X,FC.41 
WRITElb,1080) LZS,GWS 
ioeo FORMAT(/5X,'1NITIAL MOISTURE- SlORAGES, LiS ;_.-,-F9.4,5X, 1 GW$ =', 
l F9.41 
lf(TRIP .EQ. l) WRIT~(b,1090) KRC,KERC,SS!OM,FlX,LRC,LLLL,L~ULL, 
---------"---.. ---.--MAIN c·,~ ,~ .. ::,~· 9~" --
l LBMIR,LETLF -· __ _ 
1090 FORMAT(5X,'DA1A US[O FOR CONllNUAlJON RUN: KRC • 1 ,I5,5X,'~bRC •', 
2 15,5X,'SSSQM = 1 ,Fl0.3,5X,'FlX • 1 ,Fl0.3,5X,'LRC • 1 ,L3,/,3f,X, 
3 1 LLZC =',L3,6X, 1 LBUZL =',L3,lX,'LBM!R =',L3,!0X,'LETLF •',L3) 
'1 A I IJC·t,40 
MAH:Ol,41 
'1 A PW 1, 4 2 
MA I N<,1,4 3 
"' __ " ___ ,_ AElX. = __ .24. O*E:PAEl /36_5 .o _____ ·--.. - _ ·---- -·---·--··--·-----------·--"· MA PJCit.44 "-.... ·.--.. 
AE:X9b = l.2*A~TX MAl'10h45 
AEX90 • 0.3*AE1X MAl~Ol4h 
PAEX90•AEX90 MA1N0b47 
PAEX96•AEX96 MAJtJlllAE 
SIAM = lo2**SIAC '1Alt,l•649 
DO 1100 KR•l ,NR MA HJOt,50 
UZSAIKRl=UZS ·------- "IAl'IOl,51 
LZSAIKRI • LZS MA!N0h5? 
GWSA I KR I =GWS MA 1 NOi, 53 
VlNCR t KR I •FHPP*V INMR A I KR I MA JN(ll,54 
OFUSCKR) • O.O MAJNOh55 
OFUSISIKR) • O.O MAlNOh5~ 
1100 CONTINUE MAlNOh57 
MONTH = 1 "1Al"J0658 
(!) 
0:, 
···-···---·--- ---- . -'"·---------- -· ---··---- -- - ---
MOAY = 273 





1110-FORMATI03X,blHOPT1MlZATlON OF MODE:L INPUT PARAMETERS. b~.s.ro C'N WATF:MAIN0662 
MA1N0663 lR YEAk 19,12,lH-,121 
WRITEft.,1:f2cif-- -
---------···-·--···-· -·-·-·-·-··- ·--·-·-·-- ---- -- --------------·- ---------·--···------------
1120 FORMATl8H OCTOBER) 
C BEGlN DAYLClbP ... -·. 
1130 DAY= 274 
. --- LOAY=DAY 
1140 NNJ=l 
c CHECK THI s1>Ec1i=1Eo oAv -NUMBER Allio oftTRMINF iF TRIP 2 S.ticiuu, sroP 
IF (TRIP .EO. 2 .ANO. DAY .EQ. NDCRI GO TO 2460 KR=O ... . .. ···-····· - - - -- -·- ---------·--
c BEGIN REACH LOO~ 
1150 KR=-KR+l 
IFITRIP .EO. 11 GO TO 1200 
C CHECK WHETHER FLOW Al REACH IS TO Bt PRTNTfD 
SAVE=.FALSE. 

















DO 1160 l=l,NUUT 
J=I 
··-·- --- -- JF-IKR.EQ.lROUTll llGO lll 1170 . . - . . .. . MAJ"Jr\6f'O 
1160 CONTINUE MAIN06Bl 
GO 10 1180 ~AJNC,662 
1170 SAVE=.TRUE. MAl~06B3 
KOUT=J MAINu684 
C CHECK WHETHER A STRUCTURE EXISTS AT THE BOTTOM OF ~FACH MAIN06E5 
1180 LSTR=.FALSE. - MAIN06f\6 
lFINSTR.EQ.01 GO TO 1200 MAIN06e7 
00 1190 I=l,NSTR ~AIN0688 
JFIKR.NE.IRSTRIIII GO TO 1190 MAIN06e9 
LSTR=.TRUE. MAIN0690 
GO TO 1200 MAIN069l 
1190 CONTINUE MAING692 
1200 CONTINUE MAIN0693 
'"' '"' 
C COMPUTE FLOW VOLUME PARAMETERS FOR EACH PFACH BASED ON GIVEN RATIOS MA1N0694 --- -- SUBWF=SUBWFAIKRI . . . .. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . - ---MAlN0695 
MAIN0696 LZC=RLZC(KRl*LZCl 
BMIR=RBMIRIKRl*BMIRl 
SUZC=RSUZC IKR >•SUZCl ___________________________ _ 
ETLF=RETLFIKRl•ETLFl 
BUZ<.: =RBJJ_Zl: ( K_R I *BlJZC. l 
SI AC =RS 1 AC (KR) *SI AC l 
________ B IVF ::RB lVF (KR) •B IVF 1 _____________ _ 
AEX90=PAEX90 
Al:X96=>PAEX9ti_ __ 
IFITRIP .EQ. 21 GO TO 1210 
-----····- - -- . 
MAI!\10697 

















If(KR.NE.11 GO TO 1210 ------
KDRS=KDRS+l 
If (KDRS. LE. 3) SBFRS (KDRS ,_KRS-lJ=:O .O _ _ 
lFIKDRSoLE.31 SIFRS(KDRS,KRS-1)= O.O 
lF(RSBDIKRS) .NE. DAY) GO TO 1210 
KORS = l MAI'\iC,71? 
__ _ ____ ____ KR S = KR S + 1 ______ . ------------- _ __ -----------· ___________ . _ '____ t', A I N (, 71 4 
SBFRSIKDRS,KRS-ll=O.O MAIN0715 
SlFRS(KDRS,KRS-1)=0.0 MAlN0716 
1210 AOlf(KR)• 0.0 MAIN0111 
ADBFIKRI = O.O _MAlNG1lP 
TDSF • O.O MAIN07JQ 
PET= DPET(OAV) MAJN0720 
lFICONOPT(l) .NE. 21 PET= PEl*EPCMIMONTH) MA1NC721 
PETU:: PET MA1N0722 
TFMAX = O.O MAl!\10723 
TOFP24=0.0 MAIN0724 
lf(TRlP .EQ. 1) GO TO 1230 MAIN0725 
{. ASSIGN CHANNEL FLOW ENO AREAS AT BEGINNING OF ~ACH DAY MA1N0726 
NFSKR=NFSIKR) MAJNC727 





N=NOFc'ffKRKFS)+l______________ --------~--- MAIN0730 
DO 1220 NX=l,N MA1N0731 
XAREAIKFS,NX)•EDAREAIKRKFS,NX) MA1N0732 
1220 CONTINUE MAIN0733 
C -BEGIN HOUR LOOP - - -- - MAIN0734 
1230 DO lblO HOUR• 1,24 MAIN0735 csF•GwsA1KR1•eFRL - --- ----------- - -------- ------------ --- - --M-,.Ti"io'i°:36 __ _ 
URHF•O.O MAIN0737 
-lflNSG.EQ.O .Al';D. URHPIDAY,tiOUR).NE.o.o .AND. PET.EQ.PFlU .AND. MAlNO"i3Fi 
1 CONOPT(l).NE.01 PET=0.5•PE1 MAIN0739 
c COMPU'i"E--HOURLY PRECIPITATiciN FOR EACH-REACt-f ____ ---- --- ------------- -MA!Noii+o 
IF(DAY .EQ. 2741 RGPMIKRI= DRGPMIKR,DAY) MAIN0741 
lF-IHClUR-.EQ.SGRl( lSGAIKR) )+l) RGPMIKRf= Dl!GPMIKR,DAY) ----- -- MA1NG742 
lf(HOUR.EQ.91 HSE = (FWTRAIKRl*PETl/12.0 MAIN0743 
lFIHOUR .EQ. 211 HSE = O.O MAINU744 
PRH• RGPM(KRl*DRHP(DAY,HOURI MAlN0745 
JFIKR.LE.NGR)AMPREC,;.:AMPRTC.+PRH*SAREATKRT" -- ------- - - --MAiN0?46 
ARHFIKRl•O.O MAIN0747 
C. 15 MlN ACCOUNTING AND ROUTING LOOP·--166 MINUTES USFD -FOR- ROUGH -MAlN074e 
C ADJUSTMENl, AND 20 MINUTES FOR FINE ADJUSTMENT TN TRIP 11 MA1N0749 
- --- DO 15~0 PRD=l,~PPH MA1N0750 
OPRD•IPPH*IHOUR-ll+PRD ~AIN0751 
P(P•FHPP*PRH MAIN0752 
PEBI = O.O __ MA1N0753 
PPI = O.O MAIN0154 
oFr = o.o MA1N0755 
OFRIS • O.O MAJN0756 
WI= O.O MAIN0757 
WEIFS = O.O MAIN0758 
C USE NONUNIFORM RAIN DlSTRIBUTlON WHEN NEEDED MAIN0759 
lf(TRIP.EQ.2.AND.LNPRI CALL PREPROIRGPMIKRJ,tiR~P,DAY,HOUR,OPY,PRb,MAlN0760 
1 PEP,PRHI MA1N07bl 
lF(PEP .GT. o.oJ GO TO 1240 MAIN0762 




·----------- -- ----------- . --------
If(IfSA(KR).GT.0.01 GO TO 1350 
lfiTiJP .E~. i> GO TO 1540 
IFCRHFIK_Rl~Gb ~Ol GO 10 1370 
·-·------- -------·-·-- ------ ---------· -·· ·------------- - ---·-·· 
_______ MAI N07b4 
MAJN07·b5 
"'AlN0766 
IFICONOPTl2) .EQ. l .AND. PRO .NE. 4) GO TO 1'540 
TFCFS=O.O 
IFiCBF .GT. HSEI TFCFS=ICbF-HSEl*WCFSAIKRI 
MA1'407b7 
____________ MAINQ.768 _ 
MAIN".l"/69 
GO TO 15_10 ___ _ ______ _ 
C RAINFALL UPPER ZONE JNTERACTlON 
1240_IF(PEP.GE.VJNCRIKRIIGO 10 1250 
UZSAIKRI • UZSAIKRl+PEP•TPLRIKRI 
_ Vl~RCK_Rl"'.V!NCRCKRI-PJP_ 
PPJ=O.O 
_p(:JH_ ':_0. 0 0 __ _ ___ _ 
----·----··- -- . ·-----·------·-· 
JFCOFUSIKR).GT.0.01 GO TO 1260 
---~GO TO 1350 
1250 PPI = PEP-VINCRIKRI 
UZSAIKRI = UZSA(t<,Rl+\llNCRIKl(IJt.TPLR(KRl 
VlNCR(KRl=O.O 
LZSR=LZSAIKRI/LZC 
UZC • SUZC*AEX90 + BUZC*EXP(-2.7*LZSRI 
_________ lFIUZC .LT. __ 0.251_ UZC = 0.25 ----------------------------





C LOWER ZONE ANO GROUNDWATER JNFILTRATlON 
1260 LZSR=LZSAIKRI/LZC 
EID= 4.0*LZSR 
lflLZSR .LE. l.01 GO TO 1270 
EID= 4.0 + 2.0•ILZSR - 1.01 
IFILZSR .LE. 2.01 GO TO 1270 
EID• ~.o 
1270 PEBI=PEBl+OFUSIKRI 
CMJR = FHPP*SIAH•BHIR/12.0**ElDI 

















~A !NO.I el 
MAJNO?es 
MA I '107 e ':I 












- --------------·· ,, ___ ,, ____ ------ --~ -----
CIVM = 81VF•2.0**LZSR MAIN0799 
lFCCiVM~LT. 1.01 CIVM = 1.0 . . . .. . MAJNOfiOO 
PEAi = PEBI•PEBI/12.0*CMIR•CIVMI MAINOeOI 
WI= PE~I•PEBI/12.0*CMIRI MAIN0!02 
IF IPEBI .GE. CMIRI WI= PEBI-o.s•CMJR MAIN0803 
IF IPEBf .GE. CMlR*CIVM) PEAl = PEBJ-0.5*CMIP*CIVM . . . M~.JN060" 
WEJFS = WI - PEAi MA1NOB05 ... ··-·-- .. -- -- . ·- -
C OVERLAND RUNOFF MAINOfOb 
IF((PEAI-OFUSIKRII.GT.0.01 GO TO 1280 MAIN0£07 
---·--e=oo- (OFUS(KRl+PEAI)/2.0 MAINOeoe 
GO TO 1290 MAIN0&09 
1280 EQD=EOD-FIKRl*I IPEAI..:oF0SfKRTl•-•<f.6T- - --- MAlNOElC• 
1290 IFl(OFUS(KRl+PEAI).GT.(2.0*EODII ECD=0.5*IOFUS(KRl+PEAII MAINO!ll 
IF(COFlJSIKR)+PE:AI).LE~o.001) c;o'i'o 1300 - - MA]"JOf,12 
OFR =FHPP*OFRFIKRl*IIIOFUSIKRl+PEAil*C.51**1.671*111.0+0.6* MAINO&l3 
---~1-, 10-FUS I KR l+PEA I)/( 2 .o•ECD 11 **3 .o , •• 1.67 I MA JNOe 14 
IFIOFR .GT. I0.75*PEAlll OFR • 0.75*PEAI MAIN0815 
1300 lFIFIMPA(KR).EQ;ci) ·i:;oTO 1330 MAIN08lt, 
(. OVERLAND RUNOFF ON IMPERVIOUS SURFACE MAlNCP.17 
PEIS=PPI+OFUSISIKRI MAINOe1e 
IFl(PEIS-OFUSISIKR)I.GT.0.01 GO TO 1310 MA!NOA19 
--------EQDI S=IOFUSISIKRl+PEISl/.2.Ci . . .. MA1NOP20 .. 
GO TO 1320 MA1N0621 
1310 EQDIS•E:COFIS(KRl*IIPEIS-OFUSISIKRl)**0•6) MAINOe22 
1320 IFIIOFUSISIKRl+PEISI.GT.12.D*EQOISIIEOD1S•0.5*10FUSISIKRJ+P~ISI MA1N0823 
IFIIOFUSlS(KRl+PEISI.LE.0.011 GO TO 1330 MA1NOP24 
OFRIS = FHPP•OFRFISIKRl*IIIOFUSlSIKRl+PEISl*0•51**1.b7l•lll.0+0.6*MA1~0825 
1 IIOFUSIS(KRl+PEISl/12.0*EQDISll**3.0l**l•671 MAINOe?b 
IFIOFRIS .GT. PEJS) OFRIS = PEIS MAIN0827 
1330 OFUSISIKRI • PEIS-OFRIS MAIN087~ 
OfUSIKRl=PEAl-OFR MAINOP2q 
IFIOFUSIKRI.GE.0.0011 GO TO 1340 MA1N0830 






OFUSIS !'KR I =O .O 
t PtRCOLATlClN TO GROUNDWATER 
--··---- - --- -·----- ·------ .... -
1340 LZRX=l~S*ABSILZSAIKRI/LZC-1.0l+l.O 
------ FMR = 11.0/11.0 + LZRXll**LZRX 
IFILZSAIKRI.LT.LZCIFMR=l.O-FMR•ILZSAIKRI/LZC) 






PLZS = FMR*I PE8I-WI I - -- - '"_: - - MAINCe39 . 
PGW = t l.O -FMRl*IPE81 - WI l*I 1.0 - St.fBWFl*FPF.RAIKRI 
Gws-A-IKR-l=GwsiiKR l+PGw- - -- -- -- - -- · - -- - -- -- -- -- -
LZSA(KRl=LZSA(KRl+PLZS 
lFSA (KR I =I FSA( KR I +WE 1-"'F-S_*_F_P_E_R_A_I_KR I 
1350 SPIF=If:!!-L*lfSAC~F\L __ 
AMIF1«Rl•AM1FIKRl+SPIF 
A!H_FJ l(,_RJ_==~Ol FJ KRJ_+_Sf> JF _ 
!FSA l'KRI :J FS-A ! KR I-SP IF 
lF!lFSA(KR I..GE.O.OOOl lGO TO 136_0,:c ___ ~------
LZSA( KR·l=LZSA-1 KR l+lF SA I KR I 
.IFSAC,KR-t=o.o - - -- - - -- --- -
1360 SPDR=FPERA(KRl*OFR+PPl*FWTRA(KRl+FJMPAIKRl•OFRJS+SPJF 
lFITRIP oEQ. 21 GO TO 13~0 
ARHFCKR)=ARHF(KRl+SPDR*WCFSA(KRI 









",A,l NC 8-4 'i 




____ _ _ __ GO TO l 540 ------------------- --------- "'IAINOPS .. ______ _ 
1370 SPDRcO.O 
C ROUTING 
1380 IFICONOPTl21 .NE. 11 GO TO 1390 
C HOURLY II.OUTING 
URHF=URHF+SPDR 
1FIPRO.NE.41GO !O !_5_40 
C SPDR MUST BE IN INCHES PER QUARTER HOUII 
SPOR "' URHF/4. 
1390 IF(NUBll(KRI.LE.01 GO TO 1410 
C IF THE CURRENT REACH IS THE FIRST REACH AFTFR A JUNCTION, THl!'I 
C ADD THE PREVIOUS JUNCTION•S HYDRO<.RAPHS TO OBTAIN INFLOW TD REACH 
NSUM=IUH1_KR_tll 
IF(NUBR(KR).EQ.11 GO TO 1410 
NB=NUBR I KR I 
MAIN01<'55 
MAH10fi5f, 















-~----- ------ ·----·---- .... -----·· 
DO 1400 NH=2,NB MAIN0869 
-- --· .. -jj:j:JUHIKR,NH) . . . . MA1NO!l7t, 
1400 HYDS TOI NFSEPR I NSUM I+ NFS I NSUM I, DPRD l =HYOSTO I NFS EPR I NSUMI +NFS tr~SUM I , MA I NOB 71 
l DPR DI +HYDSTO I NFSEPR I lH l +NFS 11 H 1, DPRO l MA 1N0872 
C CALCULATE LOCAL INFLOW PER LINEAR FT ALONG THE REACH MAIN087? 
l'+iO RCJl..F21KRl=ISPDR*4.•WCFSAIKRll/RCHLTHIKRI -- ------- . l'.AIN0874 
00 1500 KFS=l,NFSKR MAINOe75 
KRKFS=NFSE.PR (KRl+KFS- -- - . -····· -·- ·--···- . -.,AHJOE76 __ _ 
DELTAX=FSLTHIKRKFSI/NOFDIKRKFSl MA1N087l 
C DETERMINE ALPHA AND EXPM TO BE USED FOR ROUTING MAJN0~71 
CALL RTGPARIXAREA,KFS,KRKFS,ALPH,EXPT,OAREA,ALPHA,EXPM,NOFU,NSCl MAlN0!79 
l'FINSCll(RifFS) .1..E; lf GO tcf.1420 -- - -- ---- ------ . MAJN088u 
ALPHAl=ALPHA MAJ NOB BJ 
EXPM.i=EXPM- ·-···--· ··-- ------ - - - MAIN0882 
lFIPALPHAIKRKFSl .EQ. ALPHA) GO TO 1420 MA1N088~:~·---· 
~LPHA•IPALPHAIKRKFSl+ALPHAl/2.0 MAINOEE4 
EXPM= IPEXPMIKRKFSl+EXPMl/2.0 MAlNOBB~ 
i>ALPHAIKRKFSf =-ALPHAl -··· .. . --- .. ---. ----··-··-- MA!N0t,8t:, 
PEXPMIKRKFSI = EXPMl MAIN0687 
1420 lFINUBRIKRl .LE. 0 ;ANb. KFS .EQ. ll GO T~.1450 MA1N08EB 
lFIKFS .EQ. ll GO TO 1430 MA1~0Ef9 ------ NLR=KR --- MA 1,.;0e 90 _________ . 
NLS = KFS-1 MAIN089l 
GO TO 1440 MA1N089~ 
1430 NLR = NSUM MA1NC893 
NLS = NFSINSUMI MAINOe94 
1440 IFIHYDSTO(NFSEPRINLRl+NLS,DPROl/ALPHA .LE. O.) GO TO 1450 MAIN0895 
C CALCULATE XAREA AT HEAD OF REACH FRUM INFLOW HYDROGRAPH '1AIIIIO!J96 
XAREAIKFS,ll=IHYDSTOINFSEPR(NLRl+NLS,DPRDl/ALPHAl**(l./EXPMl MAIN0897 
GO TO 1460 MA1NOE98 
1450 XAREAIKFS,l)=O.O MAIN0899 
C FINITE DIFFERENCE ROUTING THROUGH STREAM REACH MA1N0900 
1460 N:NOFOIKRKFSl+l MAIN0901 
IFIEXPM .GE. O.OI GO TO 1480 MAIN0902 




1470 FORMATl5X,6HEXPM= ,El0.3,2X,13HAT REACH NO. ,12,2X,12HSEClION NO. MAIN090~ - l ':f2,-- - ---- --------------- - -- - -- - - -- - --- - - -- - ---MAi"-090 5 
GO TO 2460 MA1N090f, 
1480 CALL CHROUTIXAREA,ROLF1,ROLF2,DELTAT,DELTAX,ALPHA,EXPM,N,KR,KFS, MAIN0907 
l CONOPT(311 MAIN0908 
C - C.ALC-Ui.ATE CURRENT ROUTED OUTFLOW FROM THF RFACH - - - - - --~iAIN0909 
RHFIKRl=ALPHA*XAREAIKFS,_NJ_**tXPM __ MA1~10910 
C CALCULATE TOTAL OUTFLOW MAIN0911 




1 FCFS=RHF ( KR I+ I CbF-HSE I *WC FSA I KR I I' AIN09l 3 
IflTFCFS .!,.T. 0.01 TFCFS=O_o__Cl_ MAINC914 
GO TO 1500 MAJN0915 
HYDSTQ(~~~fS,OPRDl=RHFIKRI MAIN09l6 
CONTINUE •,AJ',C'll 7 
IF(.NOT. LSTRI GO TO 1520 '1 A I N C• 9 l f' __________ _ 
CALL STORRTITFCFS,KR,DELTAT,ELEV,DJSCH,STORAG,JFSTIKRI, MAJN09l9 
l JLSllKRl,lNLST,OUTLST,STOLST,PETI MAlN092G 
TfCFS=OUTLSl(KRI MAIN09il 
C STORE FLOW FOR INFLOW TO NEXT LOWER REACH MAIN09?? 
1520 HYDSTOINFSEPRIKRl+NFSKR,DPRDl•lFCFS MA1N0923 
C CHECK TO SEE IF DAY'S FLOWS SHOULD bE PRTNTFD ~A1N0924 
--------- -IF(TFCFS--~LE. TFMiXI GO TO 1530 . . - . - MAJN092~; 
PROF = PRO MAINC·92t. 
TDFP24 = HOUR MAJN0927 
IF(PRD .LE. 31 TDFP24 • llOFP24 - 1.01 + 0.15*PRDF MAIN092R 
TFMAX = TFCFS MA1N0929 
___ 1~5c..,30 ARHFIKRl=ARHFIKRl+TFCFS/NPPH MAJN093C 
ROLF1CKRl=ROLF21KRI MAJN0931 
1540 lFIVlNCRIKRI.LT.fHPP*VlNMRAIKRII VINCRCKRl=VTNCRIKRl+OPEllf>AYl/ MA1N0932 
l 124.0/FHPPI MA1N0933 
1550 CONTINUE MAIN0934 
C ENO OF 15 MINUTE LOOP MAIN0935 






lF(TRIP .EQ. 11 ARHF(KRl=ARHF(KR)+CBF*WCFSAIKR) 
C EVAPORATJON--FROM STREAM SURFACT- - ··--- ---·--·-
IFIHSE*WCFSAIKRI .GT. ARHFIKRI) HSE=ARHFIKR)/WCFSAIKRI 
l F (CBF.GT .HSE l ADBF I KR l=-ADE'.F ( KR l +CBF-HSE 
AMSEIKRl=AMSECKR)+HSE 
THSF I HOUR I :ARHFI KR) .. - . ..... . . . - . 
lF(TRlP .EQ. 11 THSFIHUURl=ARHFIKRI-IHSE*WCFSAIKR)l 
lFITFMAX .LE~·o.ol TFMAX = TH5FIHUURl ..... 
TOSF = TDSF + THSF(HOURI 
. C DRAINING OF UPPER ZONE STOR_A_G~E~ 
UZJNFX=IUZSAIKRI/UZCI-ILZSA(KR)/LZCI 
JF(UZINFif ~L.E. 0~01 GO TD 1560 - -
LZSR=LZSAIKRI/LZC 
UZJNLZ = o.o03*BMIR*UZC*-UZlNFX•*3•Ci 
IFIUZINLZ.GT.UZSAIKRIIUZJNLZ=UZSA(KRI 
·-------UZSAI KRl=UZSAI KR 1-uz lNLZ ---------
LZRX • l.5*ABSILZSR - 1.01 + l.O 
Fl'.R = 11.0/li-.o + L.ZRXll**LZRX 
IFILZSAIKR).Ll.LZC)FMR=l.O-FMR*LZSR 
























. -------LZSA I KR l :LZSAI KR I +PL ZS -----~- -------- ------------
GWSAIKRl=GWSAIKRl+PGW 
C 4 PM ADJUSTMENTS OF VARIOUS VALUES 
l5b0 lFIHOUR .NE. lb) GO TO lblO 
PAEX 90=-AEX90 
PAEX96=Al:X96 
AEX90-= 0.9*1AEX90 + PET) 
AEX96 = 0.9b*IAEX96 + Pfll 
IFCKR.NE.NRI GO TO 1570 
PAEX90=AEX90 
PAEX 9b=AEX96 
C INFILTRATION CORRECTION 
1!>70 SIAM : IAEX96/AETXl**SIAC. 
JFCSIAM .LT. 0.331 SIAM= 0.33 
~1J.H;O't60 
Mt> 1N096 I 














--------·--- - --- - ---·-·· ·- -,- --- -------- -- - ----- ---
IFIPEl_.EQ. _O.OI __ GO TO 1610 __ 







GO Tu 1610 




IFIPET .GE. ETLF*LZSRI GO TU 1590 
SET= PET*tl.O_ - PEl/(2.0*flLF*LZSRII, _____ _ 
GO TO 1600 




_C _END OF_HOUR LOOP ________ --------------- _________________ _ 
IFtTRlP .EQ. l) GO TO 1630 



















MA l 'H\99? 
'IA HJCJ'-'93 
-------·-.. -------- ~A1N09~_4 __ 
~A I tJ(;99:: 
C STORF END ARFA OF EACH FINITE 
OU 1620 KFS•l,NFSKR 
KRKFS•NFSEPRIKRl+KFS 
DIFFERENCE SECTION FC~ USE IN N~Xl DAY MA I NO 9•16 
MAl"Ju9<>7 
"IA 1•JCC9l< 
,_.A 1 NC!'-9'1 







DO 1620 NX•l,N 
EDAREAIKRKFS~NXl•XAREA(KFS,NXI 
1620 CONl INUE 
1630 DSSFIDAYl•TDSF/24.0 
IF(TRIP.EQ.l.AND.KR.LE.NGKI GAFL(OAY)•GAFL(nAY)+DSSFIDAYl 
IFITRJP .EQ. 1) GO TO 1730 
__ __JfJ_K_R._ll!_E.NGR)GO TO 1640 ----------------- "AlN!QOI-_,_ 
MAIN1007 
MAINlC,08 





----1640 !fl.NOT.SAVE .oR.~T~F~M-A~X.LE. RMPFI GO TO 1730 . . . . -






1650 FORMATClH/,•••• FLOW FROM REACH= 1 ,12,' 
-T .. - ·~·i=s-.-r; •c.F s, • ••, , -- --------
1 FIDA Y .EQ. 366) MDAY = 337 
DATE: MOOCOAY,MDAYI . . . 
WRITEl6,16601 DATE, ITHSFIHOUR),HOUR=l,121 






WRITEC6,1670) ITHSFCHOURl,HOUR=13,24), DSSFIOAY) 
1670- FORMAT( 1HJ,6X,2HPM,1X,6FB.1,3X,7FB. l) - -
IFITDFP24 .LT. 12.0) GO TO 1690 
-- -- TDFP 12 = TOFP24 - 12 .o ... .. . - ..... -------- ------·--·--·-
WRITEC6,16801 TFMAX, TOFP12 
16&0 FORMATC1H/,10X,8HM 7A~X~IM~U~M;c--=-,~f~B-.~l-,~2~X-,677'HC=-.~F-.~s-.-.~5~X-,4~H~T-=-t~ME=-,~3xcc--,F~5~--.2=-,2-=-ccx, 
1 4HP.M.) GO Tb 171<:i-·. .. ---- -- ------ - - - -- --------- ---- .. 
1690 WRITEl6,1700) TFMAX,TDFP24 
1700 FORMAT C Ii-ti, fox, BHMAXIMUM=, f.lj .1,2x ,6HC. F. S., a;x ,4~i"T 1M!:",-3X, F ',. 2, zx, 
1 4HA.M.I 
----rno WR1TEC6, 17201 
1720 fORMATClH/,120(•_•1/I 
1730 IFITRIP .EQ. 1 .ANO •• NOT. LRC .AN[). KOPS .Li:. 3 .AN[J. lFRC .Gl. 
1 0.1) SIFRSIKCRS,KRS-11 = SlFRSIKORS,KRS-t)+AOJFIKRl*VWlNA(KRI 
IF CTRl P • EQ. l .ANO.KDRS •LE .3) Sn FR SI KORS, KRS-1 ) =SflFR S-(K.DR S, KR $-11 • 
1 ADBflKR)*VWINACKR) 
~ONTHLY SUMMARY SlORAb~ 
lFCOAY .NE. MEDWY(MONlH) I GO TO 2080 
lflKR.GT.NGRIGO TO 1840 . 
IFCKR.NE.NGRIGO 10 1820 
IflTRIP .EQ. 11 GO TO 1810 
C PRINT SYNTHESIZED DAILY FLOW AND MONTHLY TOlAL 
IFIMONTH-1) 1740,1740,1750 
1740 MEDWYP=MEDWYl12) 
MA l 1111018 
MAJtJlOl 9 
MAT"- 1<120 


























GCJ TO 1760 
1750 MEDWYP=,4EDWVIMONTi-l=f> 
__ _MAl!IJ 1044 
MA'T!\Jt045· 
lfCMOl'iTH .EQ. 41 MEDWYP=O MA-l:'-11.046 
--IFIMONTH.EQ.51 MEDWYl51=59 MA1N1047 
1760 NOPM=MEDWYCMONTH)-MEDWYI' MA-lNI04e 
WRITE 16, 1770 I - ---- - -- - - --- -- - -- MA-Pl\04-9 
1770 FORMATl/,5X,4-9HDAILY _ SYNTHESIZED FLOWS ARE TABULATED AS FULLGWS: l MAIN1050 
WRITE(o;iiaoiii,DSSFIMEDWYP-til,i=i,NDPM) --- ------- - .MA1Nl051 
1780 FORMAT(8(15,Fl0.311 "'AlN105?. 
------- IF-IMONlH .EQ. 5 .AND. DPY .l::Q. 366) WRITE (6,1790) DSSF 1366) l'APH05:. 
1790 FORMA1"12X,3H366,Fl0.31 MAIN1054 
WRITE: (6~:iBOO)MONTH,SMF - -- - .... -- MA1"11055 
1800 FORMAT(5X,6HMONTH=,I'.3!5X,20HSUM OF MOMTHL'l'_FLnw:,_.~l_0.3) MAl"ll056 
SMF=O.O MA1Nl057 
1810 TMPET(MONTHI = AMPET MAl"ll056 
AMPET = O.O MAIN1059 





- - - TMIF(MONTH)=lMlFIMO~TH)+AMlf(KR)*SAREA(KR) 
AMIF(KRl=O.O 
lMSE(MONlHl=TMSE(MONTHl+AMSEIKRl*SAREAIKR) 
AMSE (KR) =O .o 
TMNET I MONT HI =TMNET I MONTH) +AMl';l::11 KR) *SARE A (KR) 
AMNETIKR_l~=_0_.~0~----------~-----~------~-
--~-~U~Z~C~=SUZC*AEX90+BUZC*EXP(-2.7*LZSA(KRI/LZC) 
lFIUZC .LT. 0.251 UZC = 0.25 
lFIKR.NE.l) GO TO 1830 
EMGW S (MONTH) =GWSA (KR l* SARE A I KR I 
EMUZCIMONTHl=UZC*SAREAIKRI 
EMUZS(MONTHl=UZSA(KRl*SAREA(KRI 
----~EMSI AMI MONTH l=SlAM*SAREAIKR I 
EMLZS(MONTHl=LZSA(KRl*SAREA(KRI 

















·---- ·- - ----- - -·· ------------
EMIFS IMONTHl=lFSAIKRl*SAREAIKRI MAIN1079 ·c;a·ra·1a1+0 ____ ------··- -----------· ------ ------ - ·-MAJ,iioso 
1830 El'IUZCll'IONTHl=EMUZC(MONTHl+UZC*SAREAIKRI MAI~1081 
El'IUZSIMONTHl=EMUZSIMONTH)+UZSAIKRl*SAREAIKRI MAIN10B2 
EMSlAl'lll'IONlHl=EMSIAM(MONTHl+SlAM*SAREAIKR) MA1Nl0~3 
EMLZSIMONTHl=EMLZSiMONTHl+LZSAIKKf*SAlfEAIK!f! _____ -- - ---· r,i-:i,-I'll084 
EMIFSIMONlHl=E~IFS(MONTHl+IFSAIKRl*SARFA(KRI MA1Nl005 
EMGW S ( MONTH) =EMGWS ( MUN TH I +GWSA l KR I *SARE A( KP I MA l ~ll GU, 
1840 lFlKR.NE.NRI GO 10 1150 MAIN10S7 
C-END OF Rl:ACH LOOP ---- ---·- MAlNlOU\ 
IF(MONTH .EQ. 5) MFDWYl51 = 59 MA!NlUP9 
MDAY = MEDWYiMuNTHI MAl'llO'IO 
lF(lRlP .EQ. 11 GO 10 2070 MA!Nl09l 
GO Tti ll850,1870,1B9o;19io,193u,1950,1q70,1ijq6,2bio,2030,2c~o, MAJN1C92 
l 20701,MUNlH MAJN1C92 
----uf5-U WR1TE16,l8b0) -~----- ----- r,AJNlC\94 
1860 FORMATl1H/,8HNOVEMBERI MA!Nl095 
GO TO 2070 MAINJ09h 
1870 WRITEl6,l6801 MA1Nl097 
1880 FORMATllH/,8HDl:CEMbERj MAIN109P 
CO TO 2070 MAJ ,Jl 099 
-- -- 1890--WRlTE (6, 1900 f- -
1900 FORMAT(1H/,7HJANUARYI 
GO TO 2070 
1910 WRITE16,l9201 
1920 FORMAlllH/,8HFEBRUARYI 
GO 10 2070 
r930 WRIT!: 16, 1940 I 
1940 FORMAl(lH/,5HMARCHI 
GO TO 2070 
1950 WR1Tf16,l960) 
1960 FORMA1(1H/,5HAPRILI 






"'A 1 fJ l l C 3 










,... ,... ,... 
GO _TO 207•0 __ .. __________ _ 
1990 WRl1El6,2000) 
2000 FORMAl·llH/,4HJUNEI 
GO 10 2070 
2010 WR11El6,20201 
2020 FORMAT fu-ii~4HJUL vi 
GO TO 2cno -- _ ---
2030 WRITEl6,2040) 
___ 2040 FORM All lH/ ,6HAUGUST) ____________ _ 
GO TO 2070 
2050 WRITElb,20601 
2060- FORMATfiH/,9HSEPTEMBERi . 
2070 IFIKR.EQ.NR) MONTH=MONTH+l LDAY .;DAY --- -... -- - - - --
c END OF DAY LOOP -~--
2080 IFIKR .NE. NRI GO TO 1150 
CALL DAYNXTIDAY 1 DPY) _ 
IFIDAY .NE. 2741 GO TU 1140 
DO 2090 MONTH=l,12 
TMPRECIMONTHl=TMPRECIMONTH)/GAREA 
TMBFIMONTH)=TMBF(MUNTH)/GAREA - ----·---· - ------··---··----- ---·····------------·--- ----- ---------··-·. --










IFITRIP .NE. 11 WRITE16,21001 ITITLE(KTAI, KTA•l,20,11 
2100 FORMATl1Hl,25X,,~2~0~A_4~) ___ _ 
t ANNUAL SUMMARY -







MA]NJ l 20 
MAJtllll21 











'1A 11-Jl 133 
__ MAl ~. 1_134_ --
;..,Al r,J l l 3 ':, 
MA l'H J ?t, 














·-·-···--- --- --- -- -· -·----------· ---- - ___ ,, ___ _ 
ABfV = O.O 
- - - ASEV -= o .o 
____ ___:A~N~ET • O.O 
APET = O.O 
AlFV = O.O 
oo 2 iio MONTH-= 1, 12-- -
APREC = APREC + TMPRECIMONTHI 
ABFV = ABFV ·._ TMBFIMONTHT .. 
----- -----···-·· ---- ----- ---- ----·----·--
ASEV = ASEV + TMSEIMONTH) 
ANET= ANET+ TMNET(MONT~H~)----~· 
APET = APET + TMPET(MONTHI 
2110 AlFV .,· AlFV + TMfF(MONTH) 
WRlTElo,21201 
FLOWS I 2120 FORMAT I 111/ //44 X~-2311S YNTHE S l 2(D 
-------=-} f CTR IP .H>. 11 WRJT E lb ,2130 I 
2130 FORMAT(//5X,•SUMMARY WHILE OPTIMIZING VOLUM! VARI AO.LES' I 
CALL DAYSUMIGAFL,MEOCY,DPY,SATFV,TMSTFJ 
lF(TRlP .EO. 11 GO to 2140 
CALL DAYOUTlbAFL,MEDWY,DPYI 
2140 WRIT~lo,21501 (TMSTFIKWUl, KWD=l,12!,SATFV 
2150 FORMAT(lX, 9rlSYNlHETIC,3X 1 12F8.l,2X,Fl0.1,2X,3HSFDI 
00 2 lbO MONTH = 1, 12 . . .. . . .. --·- --
2lb0 TMSTFllMONTHI = TMSTFIMONlH)/CVWINA(Nf,R) 
SATFVl • SATFV/CVWJNAINGRl 
WRITElo,21701 ITMSTFIIKWDl,KWO=l,121,SATFVT 
2170 FORMATllX,5HT01AL,8X,12F6.3,4X,F7.3,2X,6HlNCHESI 
DO 2180 MONTH= 1,12 
THOF (MONTH) = TMSTFI (MONTH I- TMlF(MONTH)-=--·'f,rnF~ONTH I + 
l TMSE(MONTH) 
2180 IFITMOF(MONTH) .LT. 0.0) TMOF(MONTH) = O.O 
AOFV = SATFVI - AIFV - ABFV + ASEV 
IFIAOFV .LT.O.OI AOFV = O.O 
WRITElo,21901 ITMUFIKWD), KWD=l,121, AOFV 
2190 FORMAT(lX,BHOVE:RLAND ,5X,12F8.3,4X,F7.3,2X,6HJNCHESI 
























MAI'!! l I 2 
MAirH 173 













----· ---~----------------- --~--·-··---- . ------------··-·--· 
2 200 FORM A Tl l X t 9HIN1 ER FLOW ,4X, 12FB. 3 ,4X, F7. 3,? X ,t>HJ NCH FS l MAIN 11 £.:. 
wRiTElt>,22101 tTMBFIKwof, KWD=l,121,AflFV___ - - - -- ----MAiN1iii"5 
2210 FORMATl1X,4HBASE,9X,12F8.3,4X,F7.3,2X,6HlNCHESJ MA1Nll8n ----
WRITElb,22201 ITMSEIKWDl, KWD=l,121, ASEV MAIN1187 
2220 FORMATl1X,9HSTRM EVAP,4X,12F8.3,4X,F7.3,2X,6HJNCHESl MA1NllB8 
ri"RiTEtb,22301 ITMPREC(KWDl, KW-D=I,121,APREC - -- -- ----MA:i•filfl9 
2230 FORMAT( lX,bHPRFCIP,7X,12FB.2,3X,F8.2,?X,6HTNCHfSl MAIN1190 
WRilE:16,2240) (TMN~T1i<wor;-1<.wo;1,12,;i1NET - .. - - "1AiNil9l 
2240 FORMAlllX,12HEVP/lRAN-NEl,2X,12FB.3,3X,F7.3,2X,bHINCHESl MA1Nll92 
----------WR IT E ( bt2250TITM-P ET( KWO,. KWD:l, 12, 'APET "1AlNl l 93 
22 50 FORMAT I 3X, lOti-:~O JE_N(T l_~L , 2)( t] 2 Fl3.}_,_3X_. FJ. 3 , 2X_!~Hl NC.HES l MA JrH 1 <; 4 
WRilflb,2260) IEMUZSIKWDl, KWD•l,121 MAIN119~ 
2260 FORIIIA I I!)'<, 12MS TO RAGE s.-uz S, 2X, 12F 8 .:3,12 X ,_t>H!NC:1-if._S_l _ __ MAIN 1196 
WRlTElb,2270) IEMLZS(KWDl, KWO•l,12) MA1Nll97 
2270 FORMATllOX,3HLZS,2X,12F8.3,12X,bHINCHESI ~AIN119B 
- W~ITElb,22801 IEMJFSIKWDl, K~O=l,121 MAIN1199 
2280 FORMAT 11 OX, 3Hl F S ,2 X, 12F 8. 3, 12 )( ,6HINC_HF_ S l MA l'H 2. 00 
WRlTElb,2290) (EMGWS(KWDl, KWD•l,12) MAIN1201 
2290 FORMATllOX,3HGWS,2X,12FS.3,12X,bHINCHESl ~AJN1202 
WRJlE16,2300l (EMUZCIKWOl, KWD=l,12) ~A1Nl202 
2300 FORMATl1X,12HlNOICES- UZC,2X,12F8.3l MA!Nl204 
----------WRlTEfb~2310) IEMSIAMIKWDl, KWD=l,121 - .. . . - - MAJN120°, 





--- AM6ER=I LZS-BYLZS l*FPERAI NGR )+I UZS+-1 FS+GWS-EIYf,WSl * 11.0-FWTRA I NGR l l +MAIN12 l l 
l SATFVl+ANfl*FPERAINGRl+ASEV-APREC MA1Nl217 
WRlTE(b,23201 AMBER MA1Nl213 
2320 FORMATllH/,7HBALANCE,~X,Fl0.4,2X,bHJNCHESl MA1N1214 
C ESTABLISH WHETHER MONTH IS PREDOMINATELY BASE FLOW OR DIRECT RUNOFF "1AJN1215 
NOFM = 0 MAIN1216 
MONlHl = l MAIN1217 




------------------------------ - --··-------- ·----------------
MAJN1219 LZC:LZCl 









00 2340 MONTH :: 1,12 . 
XMPfT(MONTH) : O.O 
IF I MONTH .LT• MONTHl I GO TO 2340 
lFITMSTFIIMONTH) .GT. 0.001) GO TO 2330 
.. XMPFTIMONTHI = 1.0 ... 
GO TO 2340 
2330 lflTMbl'(MONTHI/TMSTFIIMCJNTH) .GT. 0.51 XMPFTIMONTHI : 1.0 
lflTMOFIMONTH)/TMSTFllMONTHI .LT. 0.5) GO lO 2340 
NOFM -., NOFM + 1 
XMPFTIMONlH) = 2.0 
2340 CONTINUE .. - ·-·- - - - - -· . 
NAlURE OF lRIPS 
TRIP l OPTIMIZE VOLUME-VARIABLES WHILE BVPASSHrt ROlliTNG 






















IFITRIP .HJ. l) GO TO 2350 
GO TO 2460 
--------~M-A~l~Nl2-4~0~--
C SYSTEMATIC ADJUSTMENl OF VOLUME VARIABLES CONVERGING ON OPT lMUM 
2350 KRC = KRC + 1 
PLZC. = LZC 
PBMIR = BMIR 
PSU!rs -suzc 
PETLF : ETLf 
PBUZC = BUZC 
PSlAC : SlAC 













1-EMLZS, SS-QM ,LRC ;xMPFT-;FTX,NOFM, LBUZC-;LfTLF ,i..LZC, APREC, AP El I 





-------- - ----- --- -- ---··--- -·--------··----···- ---- ""-- --
FNWS TH:il'fWSTH MA,l Nl 254 
iFf~NQT. l.RC .AND. IFRC .GT. o.ifCALL SETPIVIBIVF,NRS,1F-RC,RSBlF,MAl!'fr25'.:> 
l SlFRS,FNWSTH) MA1Nl256 -----=· 
C ADJUST INflLTRATlON RATE CONSTANT: BMIR MAINl2':,7 
IFC.NOT. LBMIRl GO TO 23b0 MAlN1258 
BMIR = 0.9•BMIR . - -- . "•Al"ll2~9 
GO TO 2370 MAINl260 
.i:.3b0 lFIABS(FTi-1.01 .GT. 0.02-:ANl):·-KRC-~GT •. 5) iFT = 2 .. --- MAI'fl261 
______ CALL SETBMI_( BMlR ,NRS ,UF~yRSBBF, SBFRS, FNWSTH, IFT) 11APH 262 ________ _ 
2370 lfl(KRC .GT. b) .ANO. ILZt .GT. 29.0II LLZC = .TRUf. MA1Nl26J 
IFIIKRC .GT. b) .AND. IETLF .GT. 0.59)) LFTLF = .TRUE. MAlN1264 
1F11 KRC .c;·f. 1, f ~AND~ 1 suit .t 1.- 3~9fi Tat:1zt = :f~lJE. · l"A 1111 l 26'> 
IF(.NOT_. L,_LZC) GO TD_ 2390 _ _ _____ _ _MAINl26b 
LZC = PLZC*SATFV/RATFV MAIN1267 
WRITElb,2380) LZC MAIN126R 
2380 FORMATl/2X, 1 LZC WAS CHANGED TO•,Fb.2, 1 BASED ON ANNUAL RUNOFF VGLUMA1Nl269 
lME•I _ ... _ __ MAINl27fl 
2390 lFIKRC .LT. b .OR. BMIR .LT. 20.0) GO TO 2400 MA1Nl271 
LBMIR = .TRUE. MAIN1~72 
BMIR = 20.0 MA1Nl273 
2400 IF ltONOPTl71 .Eu. 01 GO lo 2410 MA1~1274 
lf(KRC :Eo. CONOPTl7)+1 I GO TO 2460 - . MAIN1215 
GO lO 970 MAIN1276 
2410 lFISSSQM .LE. SSOM .AND. IIKRC .GT. MNRC .ANO. KBRC .G~. 21 .nR. MA1Nl277 
1 I.NOT. LRCIII GO TU 2440 MAIN127P 
IFISSSOM .LE. SSOMI GO TO 970 MAJN1~79 
6LZC = PLZC MA1Nl28C 
6BM1R = PBMIR MAl"ll28l 
BSUZC = PSUZC MA1Nl282 
BETLF "' PETLF MA1N1283 
BBUZC: PBUZC MA1Nl284 
BSlAC s PSlAC MA1Nl285 
S_$SQ_M~ S_~QM MAIN12eb 
BBYLZS = BYLZS MA1Nl287 
KBRC = 0 MA1Nl288 
,_. ,_. 
"' 
lFCSSQM .LT. 0.15 .AND. LRCI GO TO 2420 MAIN1289 GO to 970- - ----- - ----------- ----------- --- -- ----- MAI"Jl29ci-
2420 LRC = .FALSE. MAIN1291 
WRITEl6,2430) MAIN1292 
2430 FORMAT(/5X,'SH1Fl TO FINE ADJUSTMENT BEGINNING AT BEST RO~GH ADJUSMAJ~l293 
itMENT- POINT •J - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - MAHll-29.; 
SSSQM = 1000.0 MAIN1295 
GO TO 2450 - - MAl"Ji296 
2440 CONTINUE MA!Nl297 
lFCLRCI GO TO 2420 MAIN129S 
IFCTRlP .EQ. NLTRI GO TO 2460 MA1~1299 
TRIP ,;--TRIP + 1 -- --- - MA1Nl30(, 
2450 LZC = BLZC MAINlJOl 
BMlR = l:IBMlR ---- MAlNl 30?. 
SUZC = BSUZC MA1Nl303 




BUZC = BBUZC MAJNJ~05 
SIAC = BSIAC MA!Nl30h 
KFFC = l MAI"-11307 
GO TO 970 MAl"JJ:0~ 
2460 CONTINUE MAlNl?OQ 




THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES A TABLE OF ROUTING PARAMFTERS FOR EACH 
















. l.OlS2=Al:.OG[OIO'lSCHII I I 
LOISJ=-A-LOGl:O'IOJ'SC_HC 1-1 I I 
LOAR2=ALOG10 I AREA2 I 
LOARl=ALOGlOIARF.All 






EXPT-(KRKFS,I I = (L01~2-L01Sll/lLDAR2-LOAR1l - iTAB&rit~ 
ALPH I KF\KF S ,_IJ =_ 19•** I Ltl!S_?_-EXPI I KI\ .. KFS ,1J*l.l:l~l<_2_L _____ _ _ ".!A~_Q_Cl 5 _ 
RTA!30016 
P.T A.P.0017 
DARE A( KRKFS, l ): I AREAl+AREA2)/ 2. 
___ ARIA l =A_R"'E"'A-'--'2=-------
10 COl'tT INtlE 
RETURN E~ri --- - ---- -
-------·------- RTASOOl b 
RTA!:>0019 
-. l'Af\0070-
SUSROUT JNE RTGPAR I XAREA, KF S, KRKF S, A LP'"!, E XP"f, DA Pf A, ALPHA, E XPM, RP Al'WC'O I 
1 NOFD,NSC) _ _ ___ _ ___ __ ______ _______ _ __ RPAP0002 
C THJS SUbROUTINE READS THE PROPER TABLE PRODUCFD BY SUBROUTINE ~DU1AB,C(PAROOJ3 
C AND RETURNS THE CURRENT VALUES OF ALPHA ANf THf ~XPONENT M "IU bE C(PA~0004 
C USECI IN THE STREAM ROUTING FOR ONE TIME JNCREMFN"f. RPAKOOO'i 
DIMENSION XAREAl150,21),ALPHl150,SO),FXPT(150,501,DAREAl15D,50l, RPARD006 
-- l NEIFOll561,NSCll50). - RPAP,0007 
AVXAR=&oO R PARO-OOf 
NL=NOF{HkRKf,Sl+l R'!>A·ROOO'f 
DO 10 11=2',Nl. RP·AP,0~10 
10 AVXAR '"' AV.•X,wtet>li,AREAI KFS ,NI, RPA'-0011' 
AVXAR'=t.VXAR+0.5*1 XAREAIKFS, l )-XAREA CKFS ,NL I) RPA!l:0012 
AVXAR= AVXAR/NOFOI.KRKFSI RPAR0013 
00 ZO J.,1, 50 RP·All·0014 
l•J •PAROOlS 
lFIAVXAR .LE. OAREAIKRKFS,JI) GO TO 40 RPAKOOlb 
lFCOAREAIKRKFS,J) .LE. O. I GO TO 30 RPAlW017 
20 CONTllllUE__ _ __ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ RP~ROOte 
30 ALPHA= ALPHIKRKFS,1-11 RPA~0019 






---40-lFCJ.LE~2- .AND. ALPHIKRKFS,11 .EQ. O.OI GO TO 60 -- - R~AR0022 .. 
IFIJ .EQ. l .OR. NSCIKRKFSI .NE. 01 GO TO 50 RPAR0023 
C INTERPOLATE BETWEEN VALUES P.PAR0024 
RAT= ( AVXAR-OAREA I KRKFS, 1-111/ I DARE A I KRKFS, I 1-nAR EA I KRKF S, I-11 I R PAR0025 
ALPHA=AiPHC KRKFS, 1-11 + I ALPHI KRKFS ,I 1-,.LPH IKRKFS, I-111 *RAT- RPAR0026 
EXPM•EXPTIKRKFS,1-ll+IEXPTIKRKFS,II-EXPTIKRKFS,J-lll*RAl RPAk0027 RE.TURN- - - -- - ----- - - --- ---- ------ ------ --- - -------RPA;,:ooze 
50 ALPHA=ALPHIKRKFS,11 RPAl:(0029 
EXPM=EXPTIKRKFS,11 RPAR0030 
RETURN RPAROO~ 1 
bO ALPHA=Ai..PHCKRKFS ,21 - .. .. . - - - - RPAR0032 
~XPM=EXPTCKRKFS,21 RPAR0033 
RETURN - . - --- - . ---- - - Rl'AP.0034 
END RPAR0035 ----
SUBROUTINE CHROUTIXAREA,ROLFl,ROLF2,0ELTAT,OELTAX,ALPHA,FXP~,N,KR,CHRTOOOl 
1 KFS,lNLRI - - -- CHRT000.2 
C THIS SUBROUTINE ROUTES STREAMFLOW THROUGH THF REACHES OF THE CH1'1.lOC(;3 
--C -WA"fERSHED USING THE KINEMATIC. METHODS. CHRl0004 _______ _ 
DIMENSION XAREAl150,Zll,ROLF11151,ROLF2115l C.HRT0005 
C LINEAR SOLUTION CHRT0006 
00 70 NX•2,N CHRT0007 
PXAREA = XAREAIKFS,NX) -- CHRTOOOB 
AX•0.5*CXAREAIKFS,NX-ll+PXAREA) CHRT0009 -----
lFIAX .GT. 1.oe-201 GO TO 10 CHRTOO]O 
XAREAIKFS,NXl•DELTAT*IROLFllKRl+ROLFZIKR)l/2.+PXAREA CHRTCOll 
GO TO 20 . . - C1-iRT0012 
10 CONTINUE CHRT0013 
XAREAIKFS,NXI = IROLFl(KRl+ROLF21KR}l/2.+PXAREA/DELiAT+XA~lAIKFS, CHRt0014 
1 NX-11/0ELTAX*ALPHA*EXPM*AX**IEXPM-ll CHRT0015 
XAREA I KFS ,NX I = XAR EA I KFS ,NX:I / I I 1./DEL T ,('fl+ I 1 ./DEL TAX l *AL PHA*EXPM•CHR TOO lb 
1 AX**IEXPM-111 CHRTOOll 
.... .... 
"' 
------------------- ---- -----·------- -
20 lfl·XAREAl•l(FS,NX) .LT. loOE-201 XAREA(KFS,NX):O.O CHRTOC.lB 
-1FfiN{R .NE.11 GO TO 70 -- - -- -- - -- - - - - - CHRTQ-0,19 
C ITERATION FOR NON-LINEAR SOLUTION USING LlNFAP SOLUTION AS FlRST CHRT0020 
C ESTIMATE CHRTCI02l 
IFIXAREAl•KFS,NX) .LE. O.) GO 10 70 CHRTC022 
THETA : DELTAX/DELTAT - ~- --- - - - - -- ---- -- - CHRT0023 
CONST• THETA*PXAREA+OELTAX*IROLFllKRl+POLFZIKPll/2.0 CHPT0024 
OMEGA = CONSf+Al.PH.t.*X-AREA(KF~-,NX-ll**FXPM - - - - -- - - - - -- CHRT00:?5 
IFfOMEGA.GT.0.001/1000) GO TD 30 CHRT0026 
--------XARfi"f"KFS~NXl=--0:------- ----- - CHRTC.027 _____ ---- -
GO TO 70 CHRT.0028 
30 COffllNUE - - - - -- -- -- -- CHRTOC29 
Nl=O ____ _ ______ _(_H's'!_C,03-0 
40 FUNC : lHETA*XAREAIKFS,NXl+ALPHA*XARE'A(KFS,NXl**EXPM CHRT0031 
Nl=Nl+l CHRT~032 
lF(NloLT •. lO.OR.·OMH,A.GT .l.O) GO TO 50 CHRTC,03~ 
XAREAIKFS,;N·X•I =- C. _ ____ CHRTG034 
GO TO 70 CH1>.T003':> 
50 CONTINUE CHRTOO:,t, 
FUNCl = THETA•ALPHA*EXPM*XAREA(KFS,NXl**lfXPM-1) CHRT0037 
FUNC2 = ALPHA*EXPM*(tXPM-ll•XARE:A(KFS,NXl**IFXPM-2) CHRToo:,r, 
lF{FUNC2~EQrOoOI GO TU 70 - CHRT0039 
XARfAl s XAREAIKFS,NX)-FUNC1/FUNC2+ ( (FUl'JC1/FUNC21*•2-2.•lf'UNC- CHRT004.l· 
l 01'1!:GA-I/FUNC2l**0.5 CHRT0'041 
XARE A2 : XARE:A IK F-S ,NX I-HJNC1/FUNC2-( C FUNC 1 /FUNC2) ••2-2. * I FUNC- CtiRT C.04,; 
l OMEGAI/F-UNC2>*•0.5 CHR1".(W43 
IFCXAREA2.LT.OI XAREA2•XAREA1 CHRTll044 
-------FUNCl = THETA0*XAREAl+A1.PHA*XAREAl**EXPM --- CHRT0045 
FUNC2 : THETA*XAREA2+ALPHA*XAREA2**EXPM CHRT004t, 
OEVl=A&S ( FUNCl-OMEGA) CHKT-0047 
OEV2=A8SCF-UNC2-0MEGA) CHRT0048 
XAREA(KFS,NXI • XAREAl CHRT0049 
F-UNC•F-UNCl CHRT0059_ _______ _ 
IF-(DEV2.GE.OEV1) GO TO 60 CHRT0051 
XAREA(KFS,NX) = XAREA2 CHRT0052 
,__. 
"" 0 
-- - ---- -----·---· 
FUNC•FUNC2 CHRT0053 
Ml CONTINUE . . . .. . CHRT00~4 
IFCNI.GT.201 GO TO 80 _ _ CHRTC•055 
1FCA8SI I FUNC-OMEGAI/OMEGAI.GT .O.(il I GO TO 40 CHRT0056 
70 CONT JNUE CHRT0057 
RETURN - - . . . - . . . . . . . CHRT005S 
60 WRJTE16,901Nl CHR10059 
90 FORMAT I. ,;, EXECUTION lERMINATlNG DUE Tei EXCi'ssivE-iTERATlONS TN CHPT006CJ 
lNONLINEAR ROUTING DETERMINATION. NI= 1 1121 CHRT0061 
- WRITEtb,1001 CHRT0062 
100 FORMATt• •,• CONOlllONS AT TERMINATION: 'l CHRTC063 
WR IT E c b, 110 l KR ,KFS,NX ;xARE:A-11<.F-S,}JX f, PXARf A - CHRT o 06'• 
110 FORMAT(• •,•CURRFNT REACH • 1 ,12,SX, 1 NUMR~R 
2 12,/, 1 NUMBER-tiF ENOAR~A • 1 ,13,J,• ENDA.REA 
2DAREA =- 1 ,El2.4) 
OF FINITE SlCTJONS :',CHRT0065 
=·~Fi2~4,' PREVIOUS ~!\j(HQ_T0061, 
CHRT0067 
---WRiT E 16, 120) ROLf 21 Klf>,ROLFl I KR I, DEL TAT, Of L TAX, ALPHA, E XP~i CHR T OOh~ 
120 FORMAT I 1 ',' LOCAL INFLOW •',El,..4,' PRFVIOUS LOCAL INFLOW = 1 , CHRTO(,t,'l 
l El2.4,/, 1 DELTAT =1 ,FS.o~· DELTAX• 1 ,F5.0,/,~ ALP~A = 1 ,FB.4, CHRl0010 
2 1 EXPONENT M • 1 ,F8~41 CHRTOOll 
WRlTElb,1301 CONST,OMEGA 1FUNC,FUNC1,FUNC2 CHRT0012 
130 FORMAT( 1 CONS1 1 ,El2.4, 1 0MEGA 1 ,El2.4, 1 FUNC 1 ,El2.4, 1 FUNC1 1 ,El2.4, CHRT0013 
j-'FUNC2 1 11:12.41 . . . CHRT0074 
STOP Ct1RTD015 
END (HkT0016 
SUBROUTINE SlORRT(TFCFS,Kk,01::LlAT,ElfV,OTSCH,STORAG,IFST,lLST, SlOROOOl 
l INLST,OUTLST,STOLST,PETI 510~0002 
C THIS SUBROUTINE ADJUSTS lHE CHANNEL ROUTFO FLOWS FOR ANY ~EACft S10R0003 
C TO ACCOUNT FOR THE EFFECTS OF ANY EXISTING STRUCTURf. 510~0004 
DIMENSION DISCHl1000l,STORAGl10001,INLSTIJ51,0UTLST(l51,STDLSTC151STD~G005 
1 ,ELEV(lOOOI SlOROOOb 
REAL lNLST ST0~0007 




OUT LS T IKK ).=o.o 
S TOLSTIKR l=STOLSl (!(R) +( INLSllKR )+TFCF Sl*DELTAT/?.O 
1,0 Tn ,,o 
lC C4 = IINLSTIKRl+TFCFS-OUTLST(KRll*DELTAT+2.*STOLSTIKRI 
J = lFST 
20 J" J+l 
IHJ .GT .. ILST-11 GO TO 30 
C5 = DISCHIJl*UEL1AT+2o*STORAGIJ) 
IFIC~-C4) 20,30,30 
C SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 
JU A2 = DISlHIJl-~JSCHIJ-11 
b2 • SlORAGIJ-11-STORAG(J) 
C2 = DISCHIJ-ll*STORAGIJl-STORAGIJ-ll*DISCH(JI 
AZ= l,*B2-A2*DE~TAT 
JUTLSTIKR) • I-C4*A2-2.C*C2)/AZ 
STULS11Kk) = (L~LTAl'>C2+C4*B21/Al 
4i, !:.LlPE • I SlC'Ul; I JI-STORAGI J-1 l l/(ELEVIJI-ELEVI J-1 ll 
STOL~T(KRI • STOL$T(KRl-PET*DELTAT*SLOPE/1031>800e 
l NL ST ( KRI =l FCF<; 
~ !: 1 Uk N 
~ Nl> 
SU"R(iUlJNE DAVNXT (DAY,DPV I 
C U~TbR~INES NUMBER OF NEXT DAY OF TH~ VEAR 
INTEGEN DAV,DPY 
l)AY =DAV+ l 
lFID&Y oEU. 366) DAV= 1 
IFIDAV oEQ. 60 .AND. OPV .cQ. 36ol DAY: 366 


















<: TOR C.02 4 
S TOR GO?." 
STORrlO:?I> 
S TGR 0027 
~TCR.0028 
s rrR oo;," 












SUBROUTINE DA YSlJM I DR SF• ME DC Y, OPY, AT FV, TMTFWY I 
C SUMS DAILY VALlJlS TO GET MONTHLY ANO ANNUAL TOTALS 
~IMENS\ON DkSFl3b6l,EMATF(l31,MEDCYl121,TMTFCYl121,TMTFWY(l21 
INTEGER DAY,DPY 
C SUM ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE MONTHLY FLOWS 
tMATFll) = O.O 
/J.TF = 0.c 
DO 101 O~Y = l,36S 
ATF = •TF + DRSFIDAYI 
UO 100 KMO • 2,12 
100 IF(DAY .FQ. MEUCY(KMO)I EMATF(KMOI = ATF 
101 CONTINUE 
FM.A TF( :31 = Alf' 
~TFV = ATF + D~Sf(366) 
C CALCULATt MONlHLf FLOWS 
00 102 KMO = 1,12 
10~ TMrFCY(KMOI = EMATF(KMO + 11 - EMATF(KMOI 
TMrFCY(21 = TMTFCY(2) + ORSF(366) 
c CUNVERT MONTHLY F._ows TO A WATER YEAR CRDfR 
LJO 103 KMD = 1,9 
1~3 TMTFWYIKM0+31 = TMTFCY(KMOI 
DO 104 KMO • 10,12 
10~ THTFWYIKM0-91 = rMTFCY(KMCI 
fl E I Ut< N 
!:ND 
SUhROUTINE DAYDUT(VOCY,MEOWY,DPYI 






































ME:UWYDI = 0 
DO 104 DATl = 1,28,1 
IFIMODIDATE,il eNEc 11 GO TO 102 
DO lGl KMO = 1,12 
UAV = MEIIWYIKMOI + DATE 
-01 VDMOIKMOI = VDCY(DAYI 
ilRITHt>,21 DA.1c,\/DMDl121,IVDMDIKWDI, KWO=l,111 
? FORMATl1H0,3X,16,3X,12F8.ll 
GO TD 104 
lD~ DC 103 KMO = 1,12 
UAY = MEl1WYIKMOI + DATE 
•Oj VDMD(KMO) = VOCYIOAY) 
WRIT~l6,3) DATE,VOMOllll,IVOMDCKWDI, KWD = 1,111 
3 fORMAT(lX,3X,I6,3X,12FA.ll 
104 CONTINUE 
!FIDPY .NE. 3661 GO TO 106 
DATE= 29 
VDCYl601 = VDCYl3661 
UO 105 K~O = 1,12 
UAY = MEDWYIKMlll + DATE: 
ID~ VOMOIKMOJ = VOCY(DAY) 
\,RlHl6,3) DATF,VDMDll~l,(VOMDIKWDlt KWD•l,111 
bO TU 107 
l Ot· cor, Tl NUE 
Wk!T~(o,41 VGCY(302),VDCY(3331,VUCY(3631,VDCY(291,VDCY(881, 
l VDCYI 1191,VDCY( 1491,VDCY( 1801,VDCY( 2101,VOCY( 2411 ,VDCY(2721 
4 FORMAT(lX,7X,2H29,3X,4FB.1,BX,7F8.ll 
l O 7 COT~ Tl N lJE 
108 WR1Tc(6,51 VOCY(30jl,VDCYl3341,VDCY(3641,VDCY(301,VOCY(891, 
l VDCYl1201,VDCfll501,VOCY(l811,VDCYl2111,VOCYl2421,VOCY(2731 






















OYOT CO;> I\ 
OYOT00?6 
O YOT 00 ;'7 
D YC'T CO? e 
OYDT C•C?9 
















MFOWY(31 = 3n5 
RElURN 
F~ 
SU&ROUllNE EVPDAY(DPtl, f MAE TI 
DETERMINE~ DATED PAN EVAPORATION TOfALS 
Ul~EN~lON DPET(366l 
I NTE(ER OAY 
lJO 100 DAY = 1,•· 
i 00 L• PET (DAY I = o.u0060*EMA ET 
!J PET ( 61 = o.o0059*EMAEl 
LJ PET ( 71 = DPETI bl 
00 101 DAY= A,10 
lCl [1PfT(DAYI = C • OOU ::;8 *EMA ET 
DO 102 DAY= 11,16 
102 DPtT(DAY) = o.ooo~7*EM .. El 
(;PET( l7)=flP!:1( 81 
an 103 DAY= lH,20 
103 UPtTID~YI = LJPt-T t 61 
[1G 104 DAY= 2:,32 
10., LPET(OAY) = DPiTI l I 
c> Pf TI ~3) = r,.nor,t.1 •EMt.El 
DO l•·~ DAY= 34,38 
10'.> r,n Tl DAVI = 0.uoc,c,2 *EMA ET 
[, PE TI 39) = o.oc,oc,J•EMAET 
LP!: Tl 40) = DP!'l( 39) 
U PE Tl 41) = n.00064*EM•ET 
Uf'tTI 421 = o.ooo65*EMAET 
DPt Tl 43) = O.L006b*EMAE1 
DO lOt DAY= 44,50 
lOb UPtTIDAYI = o.ooot7*EMAE1 











F VDY 0007 
F.VDY0008 
EVC,Y0009 
E VDYOOl O 
EVOYOOll 
EVOYC012 
E VO YOO 13 
F VDY (·014 
( V[1Y 0015 
EVDYOf\16 
F:VDY0017 
E V[W 00 l fl 
rvrw 0019 
EVOYOO?O 
~ VOY002 l 





E VDY 0027 
F VOYC•02E! 
107 .l.il.PET•.fr:l·AY't : c.o006!l*fMAET F.vt)'t't){Tz<J 
OPl::TI 56~ • o.o0069*EMAET E•VO'l''OO'.m 
~o 101 o•v • 57,61 fY{lYt;O·?'l 
1 CR lJPE TlO•Y·) = o •. oov70*EMA ET EYnY1lt:r32 
UP~T( 1:>Zt = o.OOC•7l•EMAE1 fvt)VU033' 
r; PE TC 631 = o.ooo72•EMAET EvtlY'0034 
t)PE TI t>4J = [;PET( b31 Evov·oo'.:'5 
l! Pf TC b.51 = 0. 000 73•t MAE 1 . !'VOYl/036 
lJPETI 1o6l = o.ooc,74•EMAl'T E VOY'C,03 7 
L>PfTl o7l = o .•. 00(•75•EMAE1 E~Y'tlOJ~ 
DPEH 681 = o.oou7b*EMA ET EVOY'00,31,1 
U,PE lC• b9l· = o •. voC.77*1::MAET F Vf'l'i''O'O•l.O 
UPfT( 7,0+ = OPETI 69) 1'· VllY'tJO'-l 
t•Pl- 11 'IU = C, .•. <,O(ill8 *f MA ET F.VOY0042 
UPFTC• 72') = [IJ'fl( 711 F vuvoo .. ::i 
DPI: TC· 73•,) = o, •. ooe1,:,•EM~ET !' V!:IV'0044 
OPl:Tt 7,·41 = CPt.ll 73J EVOY'G04,; 
.... (' PE 11 75l = f•eCC;(!80*EMt.ET EVOY00"-6 .,, !.!PF TC '76,l = (1.000lll*fMAET EVOY'ri0<.7 
"" LPtll 111 = o.col/112 •t:MA El 1='1DY00'48 
u,PfTI 18f = {.: •. O.OC~4*1:MAET F\10YF>'(t4 9 
UP(: TC 1•n, = C .t,Ov<l>'e•EM\lE T ': VOY'00.'50 
tPEll 110·,t = t,.C0(l0'8fl•t:'MAET E VOV'IJO'o.1 
L•PFH t11'J, = (,,,o'oo9o •FMA fl E·vev·ono;;2 
L•'PI: t ( F. 2)' " 'ti• 000 92 •eiol'AE T FYIJ,Ytl'Ci~3' 
Dflif' Tt ~3·J, = 6.,GOC194*H .. AE:'f; f'V0Ytl054 
u,;pf' T'(' fr4J : t,eOOC9l*f'MA:ET £'mV'O(r.;5 
i:.•PlTl ~5) = o .. c:0~9q•el!!A.ET EVU'ft':O!H•, 
OPE. Tt bb.1 = C •C,0}02 *l:MA'E'r EW't:Ul!l•<"1 
to PET( Ill I = (, •. oOl Oe•EMAE T Ell!:Wml~8 
UPI: Tl 88 I :. v•:60109*EMAEl EV0V00'59 
OPE TC f<91 = o.v<>l 13*EMAE1 EVDY0060 
l'Pf H ~o, = o.OOll8*EMAET l'VCIYOC\61 
D PE: T( <;l) = v.oo.i 22 *EMA ET EVOY0062 
OPE Tl '121 :. c, .• 00128*H4AET EVDV00~3 
l>PETI 93) =- Oe00132*EMAET EVOY0064 
OPE Tl Q4) = 0.0.01 :H•[MAEl · EVOY006~ 
uPE TI Q5J = o.OOl42*EMAEl EVOY 0066 
UPETI 96) = o.OOJ47•EMAET EVbY0067 
DPETI 171 = 0~00151,EMAET FVDY 00611 
OPET(. 98) = 0.00157*EMAE1 EVDYOObq 
lJ Pf TI c.91 =- 0.0016:c>*EMAET FVDY0070 
D Pf TI l 00 I = o'.00161\*EMAET EVC•Y0071 
L>P.t T 11011 = 0~00173*EMA I: T EVOY0072 
0Pfll102)' = o.OOl78*EMAfl EVOY007.3 
OPt Tl lu3 I : 0.00185*EMAET FVDY0074 
l!PfTI ll!4) -= o •. 00193*EMAE1 EVOY0075 
DPfTI 1051 :. 0.00201*!:MAEl FVDY00.76 
unn.1061 = 0.,00201!*EMAET EVDY0077 
L•P£TI 1071 = Oe00214*EMI\ET EVOY0078 
DPETllOBI =- o.c,0221•EMAET EVOY007<l 
UPETl1091 = Oo00227*EMAEi FVOYf\OflO 
DPETI 1101 = O,.CiU234*EMAEl EVDYODA 1 >-' 
DPETll:l) = O.OC2~1•EMAFT FVOYOfiF;> "' "' uPt Tl 112 I =- 0.;00249*EMAET F VDY001'3 DPfTlll3f =- O.D0256*EMAE1 FVOY00R4 
LJP~Tlll4l = o.U02b2*EMAET EVOYOOB~ 
uPETl115) : 0o002b8*EMAE1 FVDY00f'6 
OPfTI 1161 = Oo(J0i'.76*~MAE1 E VDY0087 
iJPLTI 117) =- o.c02Hl•EMiET "!'VDYf•OPP 
DPETllll!I ~ Oo0028l*EMAE1 EVOYOOP9 
l) P( 11 11 9 I = o.o0293•EMAEl EVOY 0090 
OPET 1120 I = Oe00299*EMAET EVOYOOQJ 
(JP!:lll.cll = CeCi0305*EMAET EVDY0092 
DPtTl1221 = Ci.0031D*EMAET FVOY009'.'.l 
DPfTll23) = o.oO?ll*E~A~T Evovooq4 
DPE TC 124) :: 0.,00322 *EMA ET EVOY0095 
OPETl125) = o.o032B•EMAEl EVOY0096 
DPETl1?61 = Oe00333*EMAlT FVOY0097 
DPETl127) :: o.u033B*EMAET EVOYOO<lfl 
l>PETl1281 = o.oo:, 44*EMA ET EVDYOO'l9 
DPc:TI 129.) = Oo00348*f.MAE1 EVDYOlOO 
1JP!cT( 1301 "' o.00354*EMAET EVOYOlOJ 
UPET(l3ll = Oo00359*EMAET !'VDYOl.02 
uPFTl1321 = Oo0036S*EMAET FVDY0103 
DPfT( 133 I = o.oo:,70•1:MAET EVDYC10" 
DPETI l:C,4) = o.uo:,7"*EMA ET FVOYOJ0'5 
OPET( 1351 = (i.0037B*EMAET EVDY0106 
OP~T( 1361 = Uo00382*fMAE1 EVDY0107 
OPlT( 1371 = 0.00367*EMAET FVDY010!1 
DPET(l:<81 = Oe0039l*t:MAE:T F VOY C• l O'l 
DPl:TI 1391 = Oo00394*EMAET fVDYOJ 10 
l.,PET(l40) = o. 003 99*fM,t, ET EVDYOl JI 
OPETI 1411 = Oo00402•EMAET EV!JY0112 
0Pt:Tll•2l = Oo00407*EMAET FVDYC>ll'.1 
[,Pi:T(l•,31 = o.u041l•t::MAET fVDYOl 14 
LP':TI 144) = Oo00417*EMAET f VOY0115 
DPET(l45l = Oo00420•EMAET f:V!W0ll6 
"""' OP~T( 1•61 = 0 0 00421.i*EMAET EVf'Y0117 "' ...:, 
DPF Tl 147) : Oo00430*f:MAET EVllY G l JP 
iJPET(l48l : Oo0043o*f.MAET FVCYOll'l 
OPET(l49) = Oo00440*EMAET FVDY0120 
uP!'lll'>Ol = c.00446*EMAET fV!lY0121 
UPET(l~ll ~ 0.004~0*EMAET ~ vnvo12 2 
l!P~T( 1'>21 = Oo00<.55*1:MAET E VDY 012 '.:' 
DPf:Tll53l ~ v.00460*EMAEl FVOY0124 
OPET(l541 = Oo004bb*EMAET f VOYC'• 12 5 
DPET(l~5l = OoG0470*EMAET EVDY0126 
uPETll'>6) = O.OC473*EMAET FVOY0127 
DPi::T(1~7l = 0.00471:l*EMAET EVOY0128 
OPETl1S8l = Oo00482*EMAET EVOY012<l 
DPE T 1159 I = Oo00487*EMAE1 EVOYOI?.O 
UPETlloO) = o.0049l*EMAET EVOYOl'.11 
OPET(lbll = O.C,04.95*EMAET EVOYOI :12 
DPFTl11,2l = c .oosoo•E MAE r f'VDY01?3 
OPET(l631 = Oe00504*EMAET EVDY0134 
DPlT(lo41 = o.o0508•EMAET FVDY0135 
OPET(l65) = o.o05lO•EMAET EVDYOl?b 
DPETll66l = 0.0051Z•EMAET I' VDY0137 
DPETI lt,71 = 0.00514*EMAET EVOYOl31'l 
OPET(lb81 = o.oo515*EMAE1 EVDY0139 
U PE: Tl lt,9) : D.00517•FMAET EVDY0140 
DPtT11701 = Oe00519*E:MAET EVDY0141 
DPETI 1711 = Oe005 ~O*EMAET FVOY0142 
OPET(l721 = 0.0052l*EMAET EVDYC,143 
DPETl1731 "DPE:Tll721 l'VDY0144 
OPET(l74) = DPE1(1721 EVDY0145 
UPFTl175l = De00522*fMAET FVDY0146 
DPET(llbl = D.00523*EMAET EVDY0147 
DPETl1771 = Oe00524*EMAET EVOY 0148 
DPETl1781 = D.00525•EMAET EVOYOl49 
L•PE: T( 1791 ca o.00527*1:MAET EVDYOl~O 
>--' o Pf: Tl 18 0 I = 0.00528*EMAET EV!)Y0151 
NI DPET(lfill = DPET(l801 EVDY0152 co 
DPfT(l821 ~ o.oo529*F.MAE:T EVDY0153 
DPFT( 1q3) = Oo00530*EMAET ~VOYOl54 
DP(Tll~41 = DPETl1831 EVOY0155 
i.JPl::T(lfl51 = Oe0053l*EMAET EVDY01~6 
[)PET( 186) = o.o053l*EMAET EVOYOl 57 
UPET(l871 = o.c0533*EMAET FVDYOl58 
UPET1lfi81 = Oo00534*EMAE1 EVDY0159 
OP£TllH9) = DPETl188) EVDYOl60 
OPETl190) = Oe00535•EMAET EVDYOlbl 
OPl::TI 1911 = Oe00536*EMAET EVDY0162 
OPET( 1921 = Oe00537*EMA ET EVDY0163 
OPET(l93) : o.o0538*EMAET EVOYOl64 
D Pf: Tl 194 I = OPETl1931 fVDY0165 
OP~Tll95) = Oe00539*EMAET EVOY0166 
OPETfl</6) : o.o0540*EMAET EVDY0167 
OPETl1'171 = DPETl196l EVOY016~ 
OPETCl981 = Oo0054l*EMAET EVOY 0169 
uPETI l':191 = Oo00542*EMAET EVDYC-170 
OPE: Tl 200) = 000054:l*EMAET fVDYCl71 
DPE Tl 2011 " 0 .005 45 *EMA ET EVDY0172 
OPE-TC2021 = o.o0546*tMAfT EVDYO.l 73 
DPET(203) = Oo00'>47*EMAET FVOY0l74 
D Pf: Tl 204 I = 0 0 0054!:l*EMAET EVDY0175 
OPETt2051 = Oo00549*LMAET FVOYOl 76 
DP!'TC 2061 =- O.G0550*EMAET EVDYC177 
onrc2rJ71 = n.o055l*EMAE:T EVDY017R 
OPFTC 2(18 I = Oo00552*EMAET EVDY017Q 
unTC 2(1CJ) = o.00553*EMAET FVDYOl~O 
L) Pf TI 210 I " <1.G0555*EMAE1 fVDYC.lRl 
OPETt?:11 = Oo00557*EMAET FVDYOlR? 
[H':'Tl2121 = Q.,OOc; 5A *EMA ET FVDYOl!:l:! 
lJPl'TC2131 = o.o0560*tMAtT EVDYOlR4 
DPt:TC2!41 =- DPr:TI 2131 FVDYOllll\ 
[:;, l.J PET ( 2 l 5 I = u 0 005bl*F.MAE:T !:VOY01"6 
<!) OPETC2161 = Oo005b2*F.MAET FVl)Y0lfl7 
LJl'tTC2c71 = 0 0 00563*EMAET FVDVf>lBP 
LiPETC21!'1 = u.oo',b5*EMA l.:T EVDVOl r<> 
Df.'1:1(2191 a. 0.005b7*El'AE1 fVDYOlQO 
DPfTl2201 = [1PtcTC2191 f V[WOl Q l 
UO 109 DAY= 221,2lb EVDYClQ;> 
109 UPETI UAY I = (•• (,05 6fl *!:MAE T fVDYOl93 
00 llD UAY: 2~7,229 l'VDY0194 
dO DPE T(DbY) = DPfTl2191 !'VDYOlQ':i 
OPETC2301 = o.o05bb*EMAf:l E VDYOl Qt, 
D PE Tl 2311 : Oo00564*FMAE:T EVDY0197 
D PET I 2 32 I "DPETl2171 !:VOYG}Q~ 
OPFTC2?31 = DPfT(2lbl EVDY0199 
DPETl2341 = DPETC2131 l'VOY0200 
DPET(235) = 0.00'>5<;*EMAET EVDY0201 
DPETl2J6) = DPETC2111 E VDY0202 
UPETC2~71 = OPETl2101 FVDY0203 
DPETl2381 = DP[Tl2091 FVDY02C4 
OPETl2391 = DPETl20bl EVDY0205 
DPETl2401 = DPETl2031 EVDYC\206 
OPETl24ll = DPETl199) EVOY0207 
DPc Tl 2421 = DPETI 1931 FVDY0208 
DPl:.112431 = DPETll90) E VOY0209 
D f'E: Tl 2 441 = DPtTll!l5) EVDY0210 
OPET( 2451 = DPET(l791 EVDY0211 
DP!: T( 2461 = OP I:. TI l 7 51 FVDY0212 
DPtTl2471 = OPETllo91 EVDY0213 
OPE Tl 248 I = Oo005ll*EMAET EVOY0214 
DPl:·T( 2491 = DPfT( 1631 EVOY0:?15 
DPETI 2501 = Oo00497*EMAE1 EVDY0216 
DPET(25ll = o.o0490*EMAEl EVOY0217 
0Pt:Tl2521 = OPET( 1581 EVDY0218 
DPET(253l = o.0047o*EMAET EVOY0219 
OPf:T( 2':>41 = Oo00468*t.:MAE:T EVOY0220 
~ DPETl2~51 = Oo0046l*EMAE:T EVOY0221 "' 0 OPETl2~61 = 0.00454*!:MA E:T fVDY0222 
O Pf Tl 2S 71 = OPET( 1501 EVDY0223 
D Pf TI 2 '.>8 I = O~t.0437*FMAET FVLY0224 
DPETl2591 = o.o0427*EMAET EVOY0275 
DPF.T( Zc-01 = Ge00418*fMAET EVOY 0226 
DPt:TI 261 I = DPEl(l421 EVDYC227 
[•Pc Tl 262 I = o.u0397*EMAET EVDY0278 
DPET(2631 = DPfTI 1371 EVOY022Q 
DP£Tl2641 = 0.00377*EMAET EVOY0230 
DPl::TI 2651 = Ool.t0367•EMAET EVOY0231 
DPETl2o61 " 0.(;0356•£ MAET EVOY02'.'2 
D Pl:' T( 26 71 = 0.00347*EMAEl EVDY0233 
DP[Tl2~81 = o.00337*fMAEl EVOY0234 
OPETl2o91 "' 0.00329*EMAET fVOY0235 
UPET(2701 = DPl::TC1241 EVDY023~ 
OPETl27ll = .D.00315*EMAEl EVOYC237 
DPETl2721 = 0.00308*EMAET EVOY0238 
D PE Tl 2-,3) = o.00303*EMAET EV£lY 0239 
Of'!Tt274) = 0.00300*EMAET E'VOY0240 
UP[ Tl 2·r51 = 0 .(•0298•1:MAET EVDY0241 
lJPET(27bl = O.U0294*EMAET EVOY0242 
UPE TC 2771 =- 0.00290•1<!:-MAET EVOY0243 
Oi'tT(2781 = 0.002Bb*EMAET EVDY0244 
DPtcT(279) =- o.u0283*EMAET E VDY0245 
,;l'l Tl 2eo1 = 0.00279*EMAET fVDY0246 
lJPf:1(2811 =- UPFT( llbl F VOYOi.'47 
lJPl::T( 2f,2 I = o .. oo;n1•EMAU EVDY0248 
OPET ( 2 83 I = DPc:Tlll51 l:VDY0?49 on Tl 21:141 =- fJPcT( 1141 EVOY0250 
OPET( 21<5 I = Oc-00259*EMAET F VOY (12".1 
UPET(28bl = U.00254*EMAET EVOYO?'i2 
UPET(2871 ~ 0o00252*FM~fT fVDY025 3 
D Pi: T 12 ell I = ::;.00?47*EMAET !' VDY 0?54 
UPi:TI 2691 = Oo00;>44*i:M~ ET fVDYO?"~ 
,.... D PE Tl 2'J0) = 0.00239*EMAE1 FVDY0256 
UPET(2',l) = DPbT(llO) Fvr.vc,2~1 "" ,.... UPl:T( 2'12 I =- 0.GO:c'30*EMAE1 E VDY02'i P 
UPFT( 2'!3) = 0.(,022:,*i:cMAET ~V[)Y 0?59 
C!Pt:Tl2"41 = O.G0272*1::MAE1 F V0V02£,0 
UPc.Tl2"5) =- Ooh02l7*FMAET EV[;Y0261 
UPE Tl 2<;6 l =- c.oOZl3*FMA~l EVL'Y02h2 
DPFT12a11 : Oo(JOZlO*EMAET E V[IY02t.3 
L· pt T ( 2 '18 l : OoOOlOb*EMAET FVDY0264 
u PF T ( 2 '-19) "'o.oozoo•EMAE'T F VDY0?65 
DPET(300l = 0.00197•FMAET ~VDYC266 
L!PETl30l) = Oo00l94*EMAE1 E VDY 026 7 
DPFT(3<12) =- Oo00189*EMAE:T EVDY026R 
D~(T(3031 = 0.0018b*fMAE1 F.VDY0269 
DPFTl3041 = Oo00183*EMAfl EVDY0270 
OPE.T(305l = o.0010o•EMAET fVDY0271 
OPET ( 3vb) : o.o0177*EMAET EVDY0272 
UPlT(307l = Oo00174*EMAET !:VDY0273 
DPET(3081 = o.00172*f.MAET EVDY0274 
lJ Pt Tl 309 I =DPETllOOI EVOY0275 
DPETl3i01 ~ DPETI 99) EVOY0276 
OPET 13111 = Oc00160*~MAET EVDY0277 
I.) PET l 312 I = Oc0015o*EMAET EVOY027f'l 
OPET(3131 = Oo001S2*EMAET E'VDY0279 
DPFT13141 = 0000149*1::MAET E VDY O:?P O 
OPETl3151 = Oo00l4b*EMAEI FVDY028l 
l•Pi: T(3161 = DP!:-TI <151 ~VDY 02 fi2 
OPE Tl 3171 = o.c,0] 3A*t:MAEl EVDY02P3 
UPtTl3181 = Oo00135*EMAET tVDY0284 
Opt ll 3!91 = uo0013l*EMAE.l EVOY02P5 
LiPFT(3201 = G.001 27*EMAET F VDY0:?86 
OPET( 3211 = 0.00124•EM.6.ET EVDYC2P7 
OP~T(3221 = o.0012o•EMAET EVDY0288 
OPETl3231 = DPETI 901 EVDY0289 
UPl:-T(3241 = O.OOll6*EMAET EVDY0290 
DPET(3251 = OPET( 89 I EVDY0291 w DP[T(326) = OoOOllC•!cMAET EVDV0292 
"' Uf>ET( 3271 = 0.00107*EMA ET EVDY0293 
DPf.113781 = 0.00]04•EMAE:T fVOYO.?O<. 
DPl::113291 ~ DPETI ll6 l EVDY0295 
OPET(3301 = o.001oo•EMA~l ~VDYC20t, 
OPFT(331 I = o.o0098*FMAFT EVDYC297 
lJ Pi, Tl 3: 2 I = 0 • 0 00 97 * F. MAE T E VDY G :?911 
DPfTl3331 = o.0009~*EMAET !'VOY0299 
LIPE T ( 3341 = o.o0093*f'MAEl [VOY0300 
OPET(3351 = OPF.TI Pll FV!WC3G1 
[,PE Tl 336) = OPET( 80) EVOY0302 
D PET 1337 I = c,.c,oc,87*EMAFf EVOY0303 
0Ptl13381 = OPFTI 791 EVOY03C4 
OPl T(3391 = DPETI 781 FVDY030,:; 
Of>ETI 340) = OPET! 771 EVOY0306 
DPET134ll = OPET( 751 EVOYQ307 






DPETl343) = DPF.TI 711 
D PET 1344) = OPET( 71) 
UPET{345) = OPET( 69) 
DPfTl3461 = OPET( 68) 
O Pl: TI 3.41 I = OPET{ 661 
OPET{3~81 = OPET( 63) 
D PET ( 349) = DP[T( 621 
D PE T( 3 50) = OPE Tl 571 
uP[T(3,l) = DP~TI 571 
DPETl3,2) = D Pf TI 561 
LJU 111 DAY = 353,355 
111 DP[T(OAY) = DPFTI 511 
D Pl: Tl 3561 = OPl:T( 44) 
LIPETl3571 = OPET! 44) 
LJPl:T( 358 I = OPET( 421 
DPET(3591 =DPt:1(411 
L•PETI 360) = OPETI 391 
DPET(36ll = (:PET( 341 
OPE Tl 362 I = DPl,11 33) 
DU 112 DAY= 363,365 
112 UP[Tl DAY) = DPF.Tl l I 
uPF. T{ 366 I ~ CIPFT( 5 71 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUB ROUTINE f'RECHK ( URGPM, DRHP, DRSF, VWI N, SGRT, NA TRH) 
CHtCK~ PRFClPJTATICN-STREAMFLDW ANO~AllES AND ADJUSTS PRECIPl1ATJON 
WHE:fl.E NicCI: SS.&.RY 
UIMENSJON ORGPM(3661,0RHP(366,241,DRSF(366) 
INTEGfR DAY,HOUR,SGRT 
AHP = u 0 0 
NRHA: 24 - NATRH 




































DAY = 90 
RMWR = l.25 
100 DAY = DAY + l 
lFIDAY .GT. 200 .DR. VWIN .GT. 750.0) RMWR = 2.00 
>tFKJSE = (DRSF(OAY) - DRSF(DAY-111/VWIN 
00 101 HOUR= 1,24 
IF( HCUR .EQ. SGRT+l I RGPM = DRGPM(DAY I 
AHP = AHP + DRHP(DAY,HOUR)*RGPM 
lFIHCUR .N~. NRHA) GO TO 101 
RWk.AIN = AHP 





I F I Rf R 1 S !: c GT• R W RA IN •AND• R FR IS E .GT e O o ll GO TO 1 D 2 
IFI (KW'<AIN .GT, RMWR oANDo RFRIS!: .. LT• Oo02*RWRAINI .OR. Ce'.WRAIN 
l ,,GT. 3e00 oANOo RFRJSE oLT. CJ.C,5*RWRAJNI) GO TO 104 
GO TO 108 
IF(RwRA!N .GT. o,.CJSI GO TO 103 
RAA = RFR1SE*2o0 - RWRAIN + 1 0 0 
DRHP(DAY,131 = RAA 
WRITF.16,1) DAY, RAA 
f OR MA 11 / 1 0 X , ' F (, R DAY 1 , I 4 , l X , ' RA I N A DD HJ OF ' , F 7 • 2) 
C,O TC :oe 
MAM= 2oO*RFRJSf/RWRAIN 
GO Tfi J 05 
lu4 kAM = lO.O•RHU$[1l{WRAlN 
10~ IFCRAM .LT. O.O) GG TO 108 
WRIT~C6,2) DAY,RAM,RWRAIN 
2 f·ORMAll/'>X,'fOR UIIY 1 ,l4,1X,'iHIN IIDJUSTMENT MULTIPLIER IS',F!le4, 
l IX, 1 RECORD~D RAI~ IS',F7.21 
00 106 HPUR = 1,NRHA 
106 DRHPIOAY,HOUR) = ORHPIDAY,HOUR)*RAM 
IFINAT~H .FQ 0 01 GO TO 108 
NFRHA = NRHA + l 
DO 107 HOUR= NFRH~,24 











































C OlVllJES HIJURLY PRECIPITATluN TOTALS AMONG PERIODS FOR SMALL BASINS 
DlMENSJON DRHPl366,241, PE4P(41 
INTEGER DAY,DPY,HOUR,PRD 
PEP= C.oO 
IF(PRH oEQ. OeO) RETURN 
JF(PRO oEOc ll GO 10 100 
PEP = PE4P( Pf<DI 
RETURN 
l 00 L HOUR = HOUR - l 
LDAY = DAY 
IF(LHOUR c,GE:v 11 Gf '10 101 
LHOUR = 2.4 
LOA Y = DAY - l 
IF(LOl>Y .,Eu. 01 LOAY = 3t:5 
lF(LDAY aE0, 3651 LDAY = 59 
IF( LDAY ~E(1. 59 ,Ar-O. DPV , EOo 3r,61 LDAY = 366 
101 PRLH = RGP"1•DRriP(L!)AY,LHDUR) 
NHOUI' = HO,,R + l 
NOAY = DAV 
lF(NHOuR .L~. 241 GO TO 102 
NHOUf< = 1 
CALL OAYNXT(NDAY,DPYI 
102 PkNH = RGP~*DRHP(NDAY,NHOUR) 
IF(P~H .GT, PRLH oANDo PRH 0 GT. PRNHJ GO TO 103 
GO TO 104 
103 PE4P(ll = UolO 
PE:4P(21 = Oa28 



































P E4 P ( 4 I = 0 • 16 
GO H• 108 
104 IF(PRH oLT. PRLH .AND. PKH .LT, PRNHI GO TO 105 
GO TO 106 
105PE4Plll = 0.28 
PE:4P( 21 = 0.10 
P E4 P ( 3 I = C,. 16 
PE4P( 41 = u.46 
GO Tll 101:l 
lOb IF(PRNH .GF. PRLH) GO 10 101 
PE4Pl 11 =- 0 046 
PE4Pl 21 = 0~16 
Pt4Pt3l = o.2a 
PE4Pl4) : c,.10 
GO Tn 108 
107 Pt4Ptll = C,.10 
PE4P(21 = Oo28 
PE4P(31 = Ool6 
Pf4P(4l = Oo46 
lOR UO 1~9 KPRU = l,4 
lC,9 Pt4P(KPRD) = Pl4PlKPkDl*F'RH 
PE~ : l>l:4P( l) 
R El URN 
i' ND 
SUBROUllNE RECESStDRSF,DPY,fFRC,lFNC,AREA,RSBD,RSBIF,NRS,RSBBFI 









































bFRC = 0.9 
I FRC = O,.(J', 
FRERS = O.l•SQRT(AREA) 
:OO DO 101 KSD = 1,50 
DO 101 KRS = 1,20 
10l KSTF(KSO,KRS) = OoO 
KRS = 0 
DAY= i:.74 
C BEGIN N~W SEQUENC~ 
:02 lFIKRS oGE. 20) GO TO 109 
KRS = KR S + 1 
KSD = 1 
R.SFl = ORSF(DAYI 
CALL DAYNXT(DAY,DPY) 
lF(DtY .EQ. 274) GO TO 107 
KSF2 = DRSFIDAY) 
RSBDI KkS I = DAY 
1FIRSF2 oLT. RSFI+FRERS .ANO. IRSF2 .GT. 0.4*ARFA .DR. RSF2 .GT. 
l 10~01) GG TO 103 
K RS = !\RS - 1 
GO TU lOi 
10:; RSTF( 1,KRSI = RSF2 
KS~ M = RS Fl 
104 KSD =,SD+ 1 
CALL DAYNXT(DAY,OPY) 
I Fl DAY 0 1::Q. 2741 GO TO 107 
i!.SFN : DRSF (LJAYI 
IFIRSFN ~LT. (RSFM + FkERS) oAND. RSFN oGTo OoOI GO TO 106 
IFIKSD .GE. MRSLI GO TO 102 
NORS(KRSI = 0 
DO 105 KSD = 1,MRSL 
105 RSTFIKSD,KRSI = OoO 
K RS = KRS - I 
GO TO 102 









































RSTF(KSD,KRSI = RSFN 
NORSIKKS I = KSD 
IF(KSD .GE. SO) GO TO 102 
GO TU 104 
107 JF(KSD .GE. MRSLI GO TO 109 
NTRS = KRS - l 
00 108 KSD = 1,MRSL 
10& RSlF(KSO,KRS) = O.O 
GO TO 110 
10'< NTRS = KRS 
110 CONTINUE 
lFINTRS .GF. 3) &OTO lll 
lflMRSL .LT. 71 RETURN 
MRSL = 6 
GO TO 100 
WklTE OUT ESTABLISHED ARRAY OF FLOW SEQUENCES 
111 WR!Tf(t,,l) 
l FOkMATl/5X,'FUlW SFQUENCfS USED TO ESTIMATE RECESSION CONSTANTS' I 
uO 113 KRS = l,NlRS 
NDRSC = NORSIKRS) 
DO 112 KSD = 2,NDRSC 
lli RSTF(KSD-1,KRSI = RSlF(KSD,KRSI 
NDRSIKRSI = NDKSIKkSI - 1 
NORSC = NDRSC - l 
~RlTFlh,21 KRS,(RSTFIKSD,KRSl,KSD=l,NDRSCI 
:i:: t'ORM~Tl/lOX,12,51 IGF8.l/l2X II 
113 CONTINUE 
DETERMINE RECESSION CONSTAllllS FROM E.ACH SEOUENCF 
114 DD 116 KRS = 1,NTRS 
IF( (RSTF( 1,KRSI .LT. 0.4•AREA) .AND. (RSTFl2,KRS) .GT. o.e• 
l I RSTFll ,KRSII I I GO TO :15 
LBFO(KRSI = .,FALSE. 
CALL StT2RCIRSTF,KRS,NDRS(KRSl,RSIFRC(KRSl,RSBFRC(KRSl,LBFO(KRSII 
IF(LBFO(KRSI .DR. RSBFRC(KRS) .GT. 1.2 .rn~. RSBFRC(KRS) oLTo 006 






































GO TO 116 
115 LBF-OCKRSI = .TRUE. 
CALL SFTlRC CRSTF, KRS,NDRS(KRS I ,RSBFRC IKRSII 
116 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE WfIGHTED AVERAGE' RECESSION CONSTANTS 
Bf-RC = O.O 
I F-1<.c = o~o 
A BF SL = 0 .o 
AIFSL = OoO 
DO 118 KRS = 1,NTRS 
lF(R~,BFRC(t<.KSI .c;T~ 1.2 .OR. RSSFRC(KRSI .LT. o.71 GO TO 117 
RSL = foDRSC KQ.S I 
BFRC = BFRC + RSRFRCCKRSl*RSL 
A13FSL "' AflFSL + RSL 
IFCLl3FO(KRSII GO TO 118 
IF(RSL .GE. 20.0I RSL = 20.0 
Ifi{C = IFRC + RSIF!',C(KRSl*RSL 
AJFSL = AIFSL + RSL 
GO TU llb 
111 WRIT!: Cb,3 I KkS 
3 FCKMATClOX, 1 SEwUENCE 1 ,13,lX, 1 0MITTED IN AVfRAGlNG 1 l 
.18 CONTINUE 
WR1Tl(6,41 ABFSL,AIF~L 
4 FO~MATClOX,'bASE FLOW DAYS =•,Fs.o,zx,•JNTERFLOW DAYS =',F5.0) 
fl FR. C = BFRC /ABF SL 
lFRC = IFRC/AJFSL 
IFCBFRC .GT. c.qql BFRC = 0.99 
lF(BFRC .LT. 0.701 BFRC = 0.70 
r<.SQ = o 
00 119 KRS = 1,NTRS 
lF(LBFOCKRSII GO TO 119 
CALL SETRBF(RSTF,NDRS,KRS,BFRC,IFRC,CRSBIF,CRS~BFI 
IF(CRSBIF .GT. 95000.0 .oR. CRSBBF .LT. 0.01 GO TO 119 








































RSBDCKSQI = RSBDCKRSI 
HSBIFCKSOI = CRSBIF 
RSBBFCKSOI = CRSBBF 
:..19 CONTINUE 
NRS = KSO 
00 120 KSQ = 1,NRS 
DAY= RSBDCKSOI 
CALL DAYNXTCDAY,DPYI 
120 RSBDCK~QI = DAY 
DO 121 KSQ = 1,NRS 
CRSBlF = RSBJFCKSQI + RSBBF(KSQI 
121 WRITEC6,51 KSQ,RSBO(KSQl,RSBIF(KSOl,RSBBFCKSQl,CRSBTF, 
~ FORMAT(/lOX,'REVISfD FLOW SEQUENCE',13,lX,lX,'BEGINS ON DAY',14, 
l lX,'AT INTERFLOW = 1 ,F7e2,1X,'CFS, BASf FLOW =',F7.2,1X, 1 CFS, 








KEAL*S RAl 1 kA2 ,RA3 ,RA4 ,RA5 ,CRSTF 1501 ,RAb,DBFRC ,DIFRC ,RA,RB ,RD 
DO 100 KSD = l,NDRSC 
100 CRSTFCKSDI = RSTFCKSD,KRSI 
NDR SC2 = NfJRSC - 2 
RAl = o.o 
RA2 = 0.0 
RA3 = v.O 
DD lCl KSO = l,NDRSCL 
RAl = RAl + CRSTFCKSOl••2 



















S T2R 0002 
ST 2R CJ003 
ST?ll.0004 
S 1'2R 0005 
ST2R0006 
S1'2R0007 









iOl RA3 =RA~+ CRSTF(KSDl*CRSTF(KSD+2) 
RA4 = RAl + CRSTF(NDRSC-11**2 - CRSTF(ll**2 
RA5 - ~A2 + CRSTFINDRSC-ll*CRSTFINDRSCI - CRSTF(ll*CRSTF(21 
RA6 = RA4*RA1 - RA2**2 
IF( RA6 .E'Q. o~o I GO TD 1G2 
r,A5 = RA5/RA6 
R A3 = 't<A3/RA6 
RA= RAl*RA5 - RA2*RA3 
RB= RA4*RA3 - RA2*RA5 
KU= RA**2 + 4.0*RB 
IF( R(, cl T • OoOl GO TO 10.!' 
OBFRC =IRA• kD**0.51/2.0 
ulFRL = RA - DBFRC 
hfKC = DBFRC 
I F~C = DI FRC 
WKlHU,,11 KRS,BFRC,IFRC 
• f-ORMAT(lSX, 'KRS = ', 13,5X, 'BFRC =• ,F8~4,5X ,, !FRC =' ,F8 0 4l 
C,CJ TU 103 
102 LbFO = oTRUE. 
.-1RlH(6,2) KRS 
~ FORMAT(/15X,'IMAGINARY VALUES tNCOUNTERED IN SFT2RC, SEQLJFNCF =•, 
l I 3 I 
l C3 f,, ET LIKN 
ENC 
'.,UbRfiUTINE SETlRC(RSTF,KRS,NORSC,BFRC I 
St TS bE~T VALLIE FOR OIJE RECFSS ION CONSTANT 
DIMENSION RSTF(50,2CI 
RAi. = OelJ 
l-(A2 = o.o 
NDRSCl = NDRSC - 1 
DO 100 KSD = 1,NORSCl 





































iOO RA2 ~ RA2 + RSlF(KSD,KRSl*RSTFIKSD+l,KRSI 
11FRC = RA2/RA1 
WRITflo,11 KRS,BFRC 





StTS PEST VALUES Of FLOW VOLUME PARAMETERS 
DIMENSION EMLZSl121,MFDP(l21,MXAl121,TMPET(121,TMPRECl121, 




IFICMFDP(21 + MFDP(311 .r;T. 2.0 .AND. FTX ,LTe 1,051 FTX = 0,9 
IFICMFUPl21 + r1FDP(311 ,LT, -2~0 ,AND, FTX .GT. 0,951 FTX = 1,1-
AUJUSTMtNT OF LZC BASED ON MONTHS WHERE OVER HALF OF TOTAL 
SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF IS OVERLAND FLOW, MINIMUM OF TWO MONTHS 
WITH GREATEST RUNOFF USED 
PLZC = LZC 
FNOFM = NOFM 
JFINUFM ,GT. 21 GO TO 103 
MlR = t 
M2R = l 
IFITMRlFl21 oGT. lMRTFI 111 GO TO 100 
M lR = J · 
M2R = 2 
100 UO 102 MONTH= 3,12 
lF(TMRlF(MONTH) ell. TMkTF(M2Rll GD TO 102 
IF(TMRTFIMUNTHI .GT. TMRTF(MlRII GC TO 101 
M2R = MONTH 

































101 M2R = ,141R 
MlR = MONTrl 
102 CONTINUE 
IFILLZCI GO TO 106 
FLZC = (MFDPIMIRI + MFDP(M2Rll/2o0 
GO TC! 10~ 
i03 SCFML! = OoC• 
i<. Ml = 0 
00 10~ MONTH= 1,12 
I Fl XMPFT( MC.NlHI oll • 1.51 GO TO 10•, 
~OFMD • SOFMD + MFDP(MONlHI 
KMl = i<Ml + l 
MXA(KMll : MCNTH 
l 04 C ll'J l INUE 
FLZC • SOFMD/(FNOFM*0•75l 
105 lF(FLZt .GT. J,Ol FLZC = 1 0 0 
lFIFLZC .LT. -1.01 FLZC = -I.O 
lF(FLZC .GT. 0.01 LZC = (FLZC + loOl*LZC 
IHFLZC elEo O.OI LZC = LZC/Cl .. O + ABSCFLZCI) 
IF-CNl)FM ,LE. 21 ,IRITFl6,ll LZC,M1R,M2R 
l t'GkMAl(/SX, 'LZC ,iA~ CHANGED TO' ,F6.2,' 51,Sf'D ON MONTHS' ,213) 
IF(NDFM ,GT. 21 WklTE(6,2l LZC,(MXA(KWOl, KWD = l,NOFMI 
2 HJRMAT(/'>X, 1 LZL WAS CHANGEU TO• ,Fo.,2, 1 BASED ON MCIMTHS',1213) 
IFCLZC .LT. io0 .ANO. LRC) LZC = 2.0 
IFCLZC ,GT, 30c0 oANDo LRCI LZC = 30.0 
l SELECTIUN Of MONTHS BEGINNING WFT AND BEGINNING ORY SFASCNS 
JOt, MBWS = 0 
MBD S = 0 
DO 109 MONTH" 2,10 
IF(TMP~T(MONTHl .GT. TMPKECCMDNTHII GC TO 108 
IFIMBWS .Ne. Ol GO TO 107 
MBWS = MONTH 
GD TO 109 
107 MtlDS • MONTH + l 












S TFV 003 f< 
STFV00?9 






















~ 08 I Fl MBDS. oNE • 0 I GO TO l lO 
10':I CONTINUE 
110 MBDS = MBDS + l 
C ADJlJSTMENT CF SUZC BASED ON TWO WETTEST SUMMER MONTHS AND LAST TWO 
C BASE FLOW MONTHS 
Mll = 0 
Ml2 :. 0 
PRMl = O.O 
M lS P : 0 
00 ll2 MNX = 7,14 
MONTH = MN)( 
IFIMNX .~T. 121 MONTH: MNX - 12 
IFITMPRECIMCINTHI oLE. PRMll GO TO ill 
M2SP = MlSP 
PRl(2 = PRMl 
Ml$P: MONTH 
PRMl = TMP~ECIMONTHI 
GO TO 112 
lll IFCTMPREC(MONTrll .LE. PRM21 GO TO 112 
M2SP = MONTH 
PRM2 = TMPREC(MONTHI 
112 CONTINUE 
FSUZC = MFDPCMJSPI + MFDP(MZSPI 
IF(ABS(XMPFl(l21 - l.01 .GT. 0.21 GO TO 113 
FSUZC = FSUZ( + MFDPl121 
M 12 = 12 
llj IFIABS(XMPFTClll - leOI .GT. 0.21 GO TO 114 
t- SU ZC : F SU ZC + M f-0 P ( 11 I 
Mll = 11 
:l4 IFlFSULC .GT. l.O) FSUZC = 1.0 
JFIFSUZC eLT. -1.0I FSUZC = -1.0 
IFIFSUZC .GT. 0.01 SUZC = IFSUZC + 1.0l•SUZC 
IFIFSUZC .LE. O.OI SUZC = SUZC/lloO + ABSIFSUZCII 
WRITE(b,31 SUZC,MlSP,M2SP,Mll,Ml2 




































IFCSUZC .LT. 0.3 .AND. LRCI SUZC = Oe3 
lf(SUZC .Gr. 3.0 .ANu. LRCI suzc = 3.0 
C AuJUSTMENT OF ETLF BASED ON SUMMER MONTHS OF RAINFALL EXCEEDING TWO 
C INCHES OR NEFO TO PREVENT MOISTURE BUILDUP 
IFIEMLZSl121 .LT. PLZC .OR$ EMLZSllll oLT. PLZC oOR. APREC .GT. 
l le5*APETl GO TO 115 
FETLF " l.O 
MXAl11=13 
K WSM = l 
GO TO 120 
11~ SW~M(J = O.G 
K WS M = 0 
DO 116 MONTH= 1,12 
IFICMONTH ,.GT. MBWS .,OR. MONTH .GT. 21 eANDe (MONTH .L-io MP.OS 
I .AND. MONTH oLl. 91) GO TO 116 
IFCTMPPECIMONTHI .LT. 2.01 GO 10 116 
SW~MD" SWSMD + MFDPCMONTHI 
KWSM = KWSM + l 
MXl(KWSMI = MONTH 
116 CONTINUE 
IFCKWSM oGEo 11 GO TO 117 
M XA ( l I = Ml R 
KWSM = l 
~fTLF = ~.O•MFDP(MlRI 
GO TO 120 
117 WSM" i<.WSM 
IF( .NOT. LETLF .oR. KWSM .eo. 11 GO TC 119 
LMFDP = O.u 
DO 118 MONTH= l,KWSM 
KMl = MXA(MONTHI 
IFCMFUPIKMll oLT. EMFDPI GO TO 118 
EMF DP= MFDP I KMI I 
KM2 = MONTH 
118 CONTINUE 




































SWSMD = SWSMD - EMFDP 
WSM = WSM - leO 
119 FEH.F = l o2*SWSMD/WSM 
120 IFIFfTLF .GT. 1.01 FETLF = loO 
lFIFfTLF eLTe -I.01 FETLF = -1.0 
lFIFlTLF .GT. o.ol ETLF = IFETLF + leOl*ETLF 
IHFETLF .LT. OoOI ETLF- = ETLFIIJ.O + ABS(FETLFII 
WRITE(o,41 ETLF,IMXA(KWDI, KWD = l,KWSMI 
4 FORMATl4X,'ETLF WAS CHANGED T0 1 ,F6e2, 1 BASED ON MONTHS',12131 
IFIETLF .LTo 0.05 eANDe LRCI ETLF = 0.05 
IFIETLF .GT. 0.6 .•NDo LRC) ETLF = 006 
C ADJUSTMENT OF BUZC BASED ON SEPTEMBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER 
KMl = 12 
KM2 = 2 
KM3 = 3 
FBUZC = Oo4*IMFDl'Cl21 + MFDP(21 + MFOPC311 
IFC.NOT. LBUlCI GO TO 121 
FBUZC = 0.4•(MFOP(91 + MF-OP(lOI + MFDP(llll 
KMl = 9 
KM2 = 10 
Kt,,} = ~l 
121 IF(Fl:.\UZC oGTo loOI Fl:lUZC = leO 
IFCF~UZC oLT~ -1.0I FBUZC = -1.0 
lF(FBUZC .GTo OoOI BUZC = (FBUlC + loDl*BUZC 
lFCFBUZC oLEo OeOI BUZC = BUZC/(l.O • •BSIFBUZCI) 
WRITE(o,51 BUZC,KM1,KM2,KM3 
5 FORMAT(4X,'BUZC WAS CHANGED T0 1 ,Fbe2,' BASED ON MONTHS',3131 
IFCBUZC oLT. 0.2 oANOo LRCI BUZC = 0.2 
JF(BUZC eGTo 4o0 .•NDo LRCI BUZC = 4o0 
C ADJUSTMENT OF SlAC BASED ON THREE FIRST MOISTURE EXCESS AND THREE 
C FIRST MOISTURE DEFICIENT MONTHS 
KMl = MBDS 
KM2 = MBOS + l 
KM3 = MBDS - l 





































KM5. = 0 
KMb = 0 
W,FOX = OeO 
1FlSIAC .GT. 1.01 GO TO 122 
WFOX • (MFl!P(MBWSI + MFD?(MBWS+ll + MFDPIMBWS+21 l/3e0 
IFISlAC .GT. O.bl WFDX = WFDX*ll.O - SIACl/0.4 
KM4 • MBWS 
KM5 = MBWS + l 
KMb = MBWS + 2 
122 SFDX = (MFDPIMBDSI + MFDPIMBDS+ll + MFOPIMSOS-lll/3e0 
FSIAC = l.5*1SFDX - WFDXI 
I.FIFSIAC .GT. 1.01 FSIAC • 1.0 
IFIFSIAC .LEe -1.0I FSlAC = -1.0 
lF(SlA·C .LT. 0.021 Sl.lC =-Oe02 
IFIFSIAC .GT. OeOI SIAC = CFSIAC + J.Ol*SIAC 
IF-CF~lAC oLEe OeOI S!AC = SIAC/(1.0 + ABS(FSJAC)) 
WR! TE: ( b ,.t> I SI AC ,KM4 ,KM5 ,K Mb ,KM3 ,KMl ,KM2 
b fDRMAT(4X,'SIAC WAS CHANGED T0',F6e2,' BASED ON MONTHS 1 ,bl31 
IFISI.lC ,.LT. o.02 .ANO., LRCI SIAC = o.oo 
JF(SIAC .GT •. 4e0 eANDe LRCJ SlAC • 4,0 
R El UR-N· 
EM, 
S.UBRlJ.U,UNE SfTFOI IMFDP, TMSTF,TMRTF,SSQMI 
SE:TS- VA.L,Uf,.S Of FLOW DEVIATION INDICES 
D IMENSlON MFLP 1121, TM RTF 1121, TMSTF ( 12 I 
REAL MFOP 
DC 101 MONTH= 1,12 
1FlMON1H .LE. 21 SSQM = O.O 
SMFX = TMSTF1MONTHI + 20.0 
RMFX. = TMRTFIMONTHI + 20.0 
MFDPIMDNTHI = SMFX/RMFX - leO 

































IFIMfOPIMDNTHI ell. o.OI MFDP(MONTH): 1.0 - RMFX/SMFX 
lf(MFOP(MONTHI eLTo -8.01 MFDPIMONTHI = -8.0 
100 SS~M = SSQM + MFDPIMONTHl*MFOPIMONTHI 
101 CONTINUE 
wRITElb,ll IMFOPIMONlHI, MONTH=-1,121, SSQM 
l FORMATl//2X, 1 M[1NTHLY DEVI AT JONs•,iu,x ,l21F7.3,1Xl, 'SSQM = 1 ,F7.3) 
RETURN 
END 
SUB ROUT !NE SE TB Ml I BMIR, NRS., BFRC ,RSB EF, SBFRS ,FNC TRH, IF TI 
C SETS BEST VALUE OF BASIC MAXIMUM INFILTRATION RATE WITHIN WATERSHED 
DIMENSION RSBBFl20l,SBFRSl3,201 
ARSTR = O.O 
1.)0 101 KRS = IFT,NRS 
RBF = RSBBFIKRS)/BFRC 
DO 100 KDY = 1,3 
KBF = RBF *B F..:C 
SBF = SBFRSIKDV,KRS)*BFRC**IFNCTRH/48.0) 
KSTR = SBF/RBF 
IFIRSTK .GT. 3.01 RSTR = 3.0 
ARSTR = ARSTR + RSTR 
WRJTFlo,ll KRS,KOY,SBF,RBF 
1 FCRMAlllOX, 1 KRS =',13,2X,'KDY =',12,ZX,'SBF =',F7ol,!>X,'RBF =•, 
1 F7.l) 
100 CONTINUE 
1 0 l CONT I NVE 
H\RO = NRS*3 
ARSTR = ARSTA/TBRO 
ARSTR = ARSTR**le3 
PBMIK = BMIR 
eMIR = PRMIR/AKSTR 
WRITEl6,2) PBMIR,BMIR 
2 FORMA115X,'BMIR CHANGED ~ROM 1 ,F6.2,2X,'TO',Fbe2//) 
STFDOOll 
STFDOOl 2 
































SUBROUTINE SETRBF(RSTF.NDRS.KRS 9 BFRC,JFRC,CRSBIF,CRSBBFI 




FUil = O.O 
RAZ= o.o 
i<.A'3 = O.O 
RA4 .:. o.o 
RA5 = o.o 
MNDRS = 12 
TFINORSIKRSI oLTo 121 MNORS = NORSIKRSI 
IFIIFRC .GE. Oo31 GO TO 101 
CRSBIF = o.c 
DO 100 KSD = 1,MNDRS 
RAl = RAl + BFRC*•l2•KSDI 
loo RA4 = Ri4 + KSTFIKSD,KRSl*(BFRC**KSOI 
CRSObF = RA4/RA1 
CRSBBF = CRSOBf*bFRC 
RElUt<N 
10. CRSBIF = 100000.0 
00 102 KSD = l,MNDRS 
RAJ= RAl + BfRC•*l2*KSDI 
RA2 =RAZ+ IFRC**l2*KSOI 
RA3 = RA3 + (BFRC*IFRCl**KSO 
RA4 = RA4 + RSTFIKSD,KRSl*IBFRC**KSDI 
RA5 = RA5 + RSTF(KSD,KRSl*IIFRC**KSD) 
10.!. CONTINUE 
RA6 = RAl*RA2 - RA3**2 




































CRSOIF = -IRA3/kA6l*RA4 + IRA1/RA6)*RA5 
CRSBIF = CkSOIF*IFRC 
CRSOBF = IRA2/RA6)*RA4 - IRA3/RA6l*RA5 




L SETS BEST VALUE OF BASIC INTERFLOW VOLUME FACTOR 
U!MENSJON RSBlf1201,SIFkS13,20) 
REAL IFll.C 
ARSTR : o.o 
00 101 KRS = 1,NRS 
RlF = RSoJF(KRS)/lFRC 
LIO 100 KDY = 1,3 
t<IF =- ><IF*IFRC 
!,If : ~IFRS (KOY ,KRS l*IFRC*• IFNCTRH/48 .OI 
RSTR = o.o 
lFlklF .GT. Oovl RSTR = SIF/RIF 
I H RST~ oG1 • 3~0 .llR., I SIF .GT. O.O • ANO., RIF .EO. 0.,0) )RSTR=3.0 
ARSTR = ARSlR + RSTR 
WRITF (6, 11 KRS,KDY,SIF,RIF 





PBIVF = BIVF 
BIVF = Oo40 
IFIARSlR .GT. O.Ol BIVF = I (PBIVF - Oe40l*TIRDl/ARSTR + 0 0 40 
WR1Tfl6,2) PBlVF,BlVF 

















S TfW 0009 
ST'\VOOlO 
S Tf<VNll l 
STFV0012 
STD. VC•Cl·l 3 
ST!:IV0014 
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Ji. Rf SL R 
A 6 F V R 













DICTIONARY OF VARIABLES USED IN MOPSFT 
llEM l - VARIABLE NAME 
IIF 1~ 2 - l'IHtTHEP, VARIABLE IS REAL, !NTE'GER, nR l(11;!CAL 
ITF~ ~ - VAklABLE DIMENSIONS 
! TE'~ '- - UN Tl S 































AlCUMULtTED RASE FLOW ScQlfENCF LENGTH 
ANNLIAL RASE FLC1W VC1LUME 
ACCUMIILATt:D DAILY BASF FLOW 
ACCUMULtTED DAILY INTfRFLOW 
AVE~AGE DATED RECC'ROING GAG~ PRfCIPITATirN MULTIPLl"'R 
A~nvE GAGED REACH 
ANNUAL EVAPOTKANSP!RATJO"I INDEX 
ANTFCFDENT EVAPORATION INDEX, DFCAV RATE= o.q 
ANTeCEDENT EVAPORATION INOFX, DFCAV R~TF = o.qr, 
ACCUMULAT~D HOURLY PRECIPITATION 
ACCUMULATED lNTERFLnw S~QUENCF LFNGTH 
ANNUAL INTERFLOW VOLUME 
TABLE OF ALPHA VALUES 
CIJRRENT ROUTING PARA MFTER ALPHA 











































l I 1\1 
1 SQ Ml 
l SO FT 




1 S FD 
l SFD 
l SQ FT 
l ~Q FT 











ANNUAL MOISTURE BALANCE ERROR 
ACCUMULATED MONTHLY BASE FLOW 
ACCUMULATED MONTHLY INTERFLOW 
ACCUMULATED MONTHLY NFT EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
ACCUMULATED MONTHLY POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
ACCUMULATED MONTHLY PRECIPITATION 
ACCUMULATED MONTHLY STREAM EVAPORATION 
ANNUAL NET EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
ANNUAL OVERLAND FLOW VOLUME 
ANNUAL POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
ANNUAL PREClPITATION 
AREA OF WATERSHED 
TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR lST ENO AREA DURING ROUTING 
TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR 2ND END AREA DURING ROUTING 
ACCUMULATED ROUTED HYDROGRAPH FLOW 
ACCUMULATED RATIO OF SYNTHESIZED TO RECORDED FLOWS 
ANNUAL STREAM EVAPORATION VOLUME 
ACCUMULATED TOTAL FLOW 
ANNUAL TOTAL FLOW VOLUME 
AVERAGE FLOW END AREA FOR CURRENT REACH 
AVERAGE END AREA AT TWO SUCCESSIVE ROUTING TIMES 
DUMMY VARIABLE USED IN STORAGE ROUTING 
DIFFERENCE IN DISCHARGE BETWEEN TWO SUCCESSIVE POINTS IN 
STORAGE RATING TA8LE 
CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF BASIC MAXIMUM INFILTRATION RATE 
CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF BASIC UPPER ZONE STORAGE 
CAPACITY FACTOR 
CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF BEGINNING OF YFAR LOWER ZONF 
STORAGF 
CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION LCSS FACTOR 
BASE FLOW HOURLY RECESSION CONSTANT 
BASE FLOW RECESSION CONSTANT 
BASE FLOW RECESSION LOGARITHM 
BASIC INTERFLOW VOLUME FACTOR 
STORAGE FOR AVERAGE BIVF 
BLZC R 
BMIR R 




RUZC l R 
BYGWS R 


















































DAREA R 150,50 SQFT 
DATE I 1 -
CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF LOWER ZONE STORAGE CAPAClTY 
BASIC MAXIMUM INFILTRATION RATE WITHIN WATERSHFD 
STORAGE FOR AVERAGE BMIR 
CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF SEASONAL INFILTRATION ADJUSTMENT 
FACTOR 
CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF SEASONAL UPPER ZONF. STORAGE 
CAPACITY FACTOR 
BASIC UPPER ZONE STORAGE CAPACITY FACTOR 
STORAGE FOR AVERAGE BUZC 
BEGINNING OF YEAR GROUNDWATER STORAGF 
BEGINNING OF YEAR LOW~R ZONE STORAGE 
DIFFERENCE IN STORAGE BETWEEN TWO SUCCESSIVE POINTS 
CURRENT BASE FLOW 
CURRENT INTERFLOW VOLUMF MULTIPLIER 
CURRENT MAXIMUM INFILTRATION RATE DURING PERIOD 
l =A.Ke, 2 = P. M• 
CONTROL OPTION 
NONLINEAR ROUTING ITERATION CONSTANT 
CURRENT RECESSION SFQUENCE BEGINNING EASE FLOW 
CURRENT RECESSION SEQUENCE BF.GINNING INTERFLOW 
CURRENT RF.CESSION SEQUENCE BEGINNING TOTAL FLOW 
CURRENT RECESSION SEQUENCE TOTAL FLOWS 
CURRENT RECESSION SEQUENCE BASE FLOW ON DAY ZFRO 
CURRENT RfCES~ION S~QUfNCE INTERFLOW ON DAY ZERO 
CUMULATIVE VWINA FOR PREVIOUS REACHES 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF CVWINA FOR RE~CH 1 
CUMULATIVE WCFSA ~OR PREVIOUS REACHES 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF CWCFSA FOR REACH 1 
DUMMY VARIABLE UStD JN STORAGF ROUTING 
FUNCTION OF KNOWN QUANTITIES IN STORAGE ROUTING 
EQUATION 
FUNCTION OF UNKNOWN QUANTITIES IN STORAGE ROUTING 
EQUATION 
TABLE OF END AREAS FOR CHANNEL ROUTING 
CURRENT DAY OF THE MONTH 
DAY I 1 - CURRENT DAY OF THE YEAR 
DBFRC R 1 - DOUBLE PRECISION BFRC 
OELTAT R i SEC ROUTING TIME INTERVAL 
DEi.TAX R 1 FT FINITE DIFFERENCE LENGTH FOR CURRENT REACH 
DEVl R 1 - DEVIATION BETWEEN lST TRIAL VALUE ANO EXPECTED SOLUTION DEV2 R 1 - DEVIATION BETWEEN 2ND TRIAL VALUE AND EXPECTED SOLUTION DIFRC R 1 - DOUBLE PRECISION IFRC 
DISCH R 1000 CFS TABLE OF DISCHARGES 
DIV R 1 CFS DIVERSION INTO BASIN, MEAN DAILY FLOW 
OPET R 360 IN DATED POTENTIAL EVAPDTRANSPIRATION 
OPRD I 1 - CURkENT DAILY 15-MINUTE PERIOD 
OPY I 1 - DA VS PER YEAR 
DRGPM R 15,366 - DATED RECORDING GAGE PRECIPITATION MULTIPLIER 
DkGPMl R 366 - TEMPORARY STORAGE OF ORGPM FOR REACH I 
DRHP R 366,24 IN DATED RECORDED HOURLY PRECIPITATION 
DRSF R 366 CFS DATED RECORDED STREAMFLOW 
DRSGP R 5,366 IN DATED RECORDED STORAGE GAGE PRECIPITATION 
!:;: DSSF R 366 CFS DATED SYNTHESIZED STREAMFLOW 
"" EDAREA R 150,21 SQ FT ENO OF DAY FLOW END AREA 
EHSGD I l - ENDING HOUR OF STORAGE GAGE DAY 
EHSGDF R 1 - ENDING HOUR OF STORAGE GAGE DAY - FLOATING POINT 
EID R 1 - EXPONENT OF INFILTRATION RATE DECAY WITH INCREASED ~-OIL 
MOISTURE CONTENT 
ELEV 'R 1000 FT ELEVATION OF STORAGE ROUTING TABLE 
EMA ET R l lN ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL EVAPOTRANSPJRATJON 
EM.6TF R 13 SFO END OF MONTH ACCUMUL.6TED TOTAL FLOWS 
EMFDP R 1 - EXTREME MONTHLY FLOW DEVIATION PARAMETER 
EMGWS R 12 IN END OF MONTH GROUNDWATER STORAGE 
EMIFS R 12 IN END OF MONTH INTERFLOW STORAGE 
EMLZS R 12 IN END OF MONTH LOWER ZONE STORAGE 
EMSIAM R 12 - END OF MONTH SEASONAL INFILTRATION ADJUSTMENT MULTIPLIER 
EMUZC R 12 IN END OF MONTH UPPER ZONE STORAGE CAPACITY 
EMUZS R 12 IN END OF MONTH UPPER ZONE STORAGE 
EPAET R 1 IN ESTIMATED POTENTIAL ANNUAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 



































































EQUILIBRIUM DEPTH OF OVERLAND FLOW 
EQUILIBRIUM DEPTH FACTOR FOR OVERLAND FLOW 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF EQOF FOR REACH 1 
EQUILIBRIUM DEPTH.FACTOR FOR OVERLAND FLOW,IMPERVIOUS 
SURFACES 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF EQDFIS FOR REACH l 
EQUILIBRIUM DEPTH OF OVERLAND FLOW ON IMPERVIOUS SURFACES 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION LOSS FACTOR 
STORAGE FOR AVERAGE ETLF 
CURRENT ROUTING EXPONENT - M 
TABLE OF M EXPONENTS 
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR BUZC 
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR ETLF 
FRACTIONAL HOUR PER PERIOD 
FRACTION OF SUBAREA BEING IMPERVIOUS 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF FIMPA FOR REACH 1 
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR LZC 
FRACTION OF MOISTURE NOT RETAINED IN UPPER ZONE 
FLOATING POINT NUMBER OF CURRENT TIME ROUTING HnuR, 
WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO FNWSTH IN MAIN PROGRAM 
FLOATING POINT NUMBER OF OVERLAND FLOW MONTHS 
FLOATING POINT NUMBER OF WATERSHED TRAVEL HOUR 
FRACTION OF SlJBAREA BEING PFRVIOUS 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF FPERA FOR REACH 1 
FLOW RISE ENDING RECESSION SEQUENCE 
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR SIAC 
LENGTH OF FINITE SECTION 
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR SUZC 
FALL TROUBLE INDEX 
FUNCTION USED IN NONLINEAR ROUTING 
FIRST DERVIATIVE OF FUNCTION USED IN NONLINEAR ROUTING 
2ND DERVIATIVE OF FUNCTION USED IN NONLINEAR ROUTYNG 
FRACTION OF WATERSHED BEING WATER 
FRACTION OF SUBAREA BEING WATER 













R 3bb CFS 
R 1 SQ MI 
R 1 IN 
R 1 -
R l IN 





R l IN 











































DAILY SYNTHESIZED STREAM FLOW FROM GAGED REAC~ 
DRAINAGE AREA ABOVE THE GAGE 
CURRENT HOURLY GROUNDWATER EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
GROUNUWATER EVAPOTRANSPIRATION FACTOR 
CURRENT GROUNDWATER STORAGE 
GWS FOR SUBAREA 
CURRENT HOUR OF THE DAY 
LAST HOUR 
FIRST HOUR OF LOOP 
LAST HOUR OF LOOP 
CURRENT HOURLY STREAM EVAPORATION 
DAILY STORAGE FOR OUTFLOW HYDROGRAPHS TO RE USED 
AS INFLOW HYDROGRAPHS TO THE NEXT LOWER REACH 
DO-LOOP COUNTER 
IDENTIFICATION OF CYCLF NUMRER IN TRIP 1 
INDEX TD 10-DAY PERIOD 
INDEX WITHIN ID-DAY PERIOD 
STORAGE ELEMENT COUNTER 
FIRST ELEMENT IN STRUCTURE RATING CURVE 
LAST ELEMENT IN STRUCTURE RATING CURVE 
LENGTH rF AVAILABLE ARRAY FOR STORAGF ROUTING 
lNTERFLOW PERIOD RECESSION CONSTANT 
JNTERFLOW RECESSION CONSTANT 
INTERFLOW RECESSION LOGARITHM 
JNTERFLOW STORAGE 
IFS FOR SUBAREA 
FIRST ELEMENT IN STRUCTURE RATING CURVE STORAGE ARRAY 
INDICATOR OF FALL TROUBLE (SKIP FIRST RFCESSION IN 
EVALUATION OF BMIRI 
UPSTREAM HYDROGRAPH COUNTER 
LAST ELEMENT IN STRUCTURE RATING CURVE STORAGE ARRAY 
INDEX EQUAL TO 1 FOR NONLINEAR ROUTING 
INITIAL STRUCTURE INFLOW 
RATING CURVE POINT COUNTER 
INTEGER PERIODS PER HOUR 
IROUT I 


































































REACHES WHOSE OUTFLOW IS TO BE PRINTED 
IDENTITY OF REACH CONTAINING STRUCTURE 
STORAGE GAGE DESIGNATION 
INDEX OF STORAGE GAGE MOVEMENT DURING THE YEAR 
CURRENT STORAGE GAGE RAINFALL DAY 
IDENTITY OF UPSTREAM HYDROGRAPHS TO BF ADDEO 
INDEX NUMBER OF WEATHER BUREAU PRFCIPITATJON GAGE 
DO-LOOP COUNTER 
COUNTER OF ROUGH CYCLES SINCE BEST ONE 
COUNTER OF CURRENT DAY IN RECESSION SEQUENCE 
COUNTER FOR DAY 
COUNTER EQUALLING ONE ON FIRST FINE ADJUSTMENT CYCLE 
COUNTER FOR FINITE SF.CTION 
STORAGE GAGE COUNTER 
COUNTER FOR HOUR OF DAY 
COUNTER SPECIFYING CURRENT HYDROGRAPH 
COUNTER INDEXING MONTH OF THE YEAR 
MONTH COUNTERS 
COUNTER FOR FlNITE SECTION FROM HFAD OF I~T RFACH 
COUNTER FOR REACH OUTPUT 
COUNTER FOR PERIOD 
REACH COUNTER 
COUNTER OF CURRENT ADJUSTMENT CYCLE 
COUNTER FOR READING DATA ARRAYS 
ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY FOR IKR,KFSI 
COUNTER FOR RECfSSION SEQUENCF NUMBFR 
5TRUCTURE COUNTER 
COUNTER FOR RECESSION SEQUENCE DAYS 
COUNTER FOR REVISED SEQUENCES 
COUNTER FOR TITLE ARRAY 
COUNTFR FOR WRITING DATA ARRAYS 
COUNTER OF WET SUMMER MONTHS 
LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRUE WHERE BASE FLOW ONLY 
ENCOUNTFRED 


































































APPROACH FOR EVALUATING BMIR 
LOGICAL VARIABLE' SET TRUE WHEN EXERCISING SUBSTITUTE 
APPROACH FOR EVALUATING BUZC 
LOG OF END AREA FOR POINT l 
LOG OF END AREA FOR POINT 2 
LAST OAY OF YEAR 
LOG OF DISCHARGE FOR POINT l 
LOG Of DISCHARGE FOR POINT 2 
LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRUE WHEN [XERCISING SUBSTITUTE 
APPROACH FOR EVALUATING ETLF 
LASl HOUR OF DAY 
LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRUE WHEN FXERCISING SUBSTITUTE 
APPROACH FOR EVALUATING LZC 
LOGICAL VARIABL~ SET TRUE FOR NONEQUAL PERIOD RAINFALL 
LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRUE DURING ROUGH ADJUSTMENT CYCLES 
SET TRUE WHEN CURRENT REACH CnNlAINS STRUCTlJRF 
LOWER ZONE STORAGE CAPACITY 
STORAGE FOR AVERAGE LZC 
LOWER ZONE MOISlURE RETENTION INDEX 
CURRENT LOWER ZONE STORAGE 
LZ S FOR SUBAR E:.A 
CURRENT LOWER ZONE STORAGF RATIO ILZS/LZCI 
MONTH BEGINNING DRY SEASON 
MONTH BEGINNING WEl SEASON 
DAY OF YEAR OF LAST DAY OF PREVIOUS MONTH 
MONTH ENO OATES - CALENDAR YEAR 
MONTH END DATES - WATER YFAR 
MEOWY OF PREVIOS MONlH 
MONTHLY FLOW DEVIATION PARAMETER 
MAXIMUM NtJMBER OF DAYS IN RECESSION SEQUENCE 
MINIMUM NIIMBEK OF ROUGH CYCLES 
MfAN ANNUAL NUMBER OF RAINY DAYS 
MONTH INDEX 
CURRENT MONTH OF THE YEAR 



































































MINIMUM RECESSION SEQUENCE LENGTH 
MONTH INDEX ARRAY (SPECIFYING MONTHS USED IN PARAMFTfR 
ADJUSTMENT) 
MONTH WlTH MOST RUNOFF 
MONTH WITH MOST SUMMER PRECIPITATION 
SET AT 11 IF AUGUST IS A BASE FLOW MONTH 
SET AT 12 IF SEPTEMBER IS A BASE FLOW MONTH 
MONTH WITH SECOND MOST RUNOFF 
MONTH WITH SECOND MOST SUMMFR PRECIPITATION 
DO-LOOP COUNTER 
NUMBER OF ANTICEPPATFD TIME ROUTING HOURS, WHICH IS 
EQUIVALENT TO NWSTH lN MAIN PROGRAM 
NUMBER OF CURRENT UPSTREAM BRANCHES 
NfXT Df,.Y OF YEAR 
DAY NUMBER FOR TERMINATING CHANNEL ROUTING 
NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH 
MJMBER OF DAYS IN RECESSION SFOUENCF 
NUMBER OF DAYS IN CURRENT RECESSION SEQUENCE 
NUMBFR OF DAYS IN CURRENT RfCFS~JON <;FQUENCE LE~S 1 
NUMBER OF DAYS IN CURRENT RECESSION SFQUENCE LESS 2 
NUMBER OF ELEVATIONS IN STRUCTURE R~TING CURVF 
NUMBER OF FIRST RAINFALL HOUR ADJUSTED, PREVIOUS DAY 
NUMBER OF FINITE SECTIONS IN EACH REACH 
NUMBER OF FINITE SECTION FOR REACH KR 
NUMBER OF FINITE SECTIONS AT THE END CF PRFRIOUS REACH 
NUMBER OF FIRST TRIP TO BE RUN FOR A GIVEN STATION YEAR 
IDENTIFYING NUMBER OF GAGED REACH 
TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR NGR 
NUMBER OF HYDROGRAPHS 
NEXT HOUR OF DAY 
COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN NONLINFAR ROUTING 
NUMBER OF FINI TE DIFFERENCE PLUS l 
NUMBER OF LAST REACH 
NUMBER OF LAST SECTION 













































































ARRAY NUMBER OF NEXT JUNCTION TO BE CALCULATED 
NUMBER OF FINITE DIFFERENCE DIVISION FOR EACH FTNJTE 
SFC TION 
NUMBER OF OVERLAND FLOW MONTHS 
NUMBER OF REACHES WHOSF OUTFLOWS ARE TO Bf PRINTED 
NUMBER OF POINTS IN RATING CURVF 
MJMBER OF PERIODS PFR HOUR OF ROUTING 
NUMBER OF REACHES IN WATERSHED LAYOUT 
NUMBER OF RAINFALL HOURS ADJUSTED, CURRFNT DAY 
NUMBER OF RECESSION SEOUENCES 
TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR NR 
NUMBER OF SLOPE CHANGE IN RATING CURVF 
NSC FOR IKR,KFSI 
NUMBER OF STORAGE GAGES 
NUMBER OF STORAGE GAGE RAINFALL DAYS 
NUMBER OF STRUCTURES 
NUMBER OF SUM HYOROGRAPH 
NUMBER OF STATION YEAR, CURRENT ONE BEING RUN 
NUMBfR OF STATION YEARS, TOTAL INCLUDED IN A r.TVEN JOB 
NUMBER OF TENTATIVE RECESSION SEQUENCES 
NUMBER OR UPSTREAM HYDROGRAPHS TO BE ADOFD 
NUMBER OF WATERSHED TRAVEL HOURS 
NUMBER OF CURRENT XAREA BEING CALCULAlFD 
OCTOBER FIRST BASE FLOW 
OVERLAND FLOW MANNING'S N 
OVERLAND FLOW MANNING'S N • IMPERVIOUS SURFACES 
CURRENT OVERLAND FLOW RUNOFF 
OVERLAND FLOW ROUTING FACTOR 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF OFRF FOR REACH l 
OVERLAND FLOW ROUTING FACTOR, IMPERVIOUS SURFAC~S 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF OFRFIS FOR Rf•CH l 
CURRENT OVERLAND FLOW RUNOFF, IMPERVIOUS SURFACES 
OVERLAND FLOW SURFACE LENGTH 
OVERLAND FLOW SURFACE SLOPE 
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CURRENT OVERLAND FLOW UNROUTED STORAGE, IMPERVIOUS 
SlJRf=ACFS 
N1 .. 1NLINEAR ROUTING ITERATION VARIA?,LF 
INITIAL OUTFLOW FROM STRUCTURF 
PRES-ENT VA LUE OF AEX90 
PRESENT VALUE OF AEX9b 
VALUE OF ALPHA AT PO.FVIOUS TJ~F 
PREVIOUS VALUE OF BIVF 
PREVIOUS VALUE OF BMIR 
PREVIOUS FSTIMATF OF BASIC lJPPF~ ZONF STORAG~ C•PACJTY 
FACTOR 
PREVIOUS DAY OF THE YflR 
PO.ECIPITION EXCESS AFTFR INFILTRATTnN 
PRECIPITATION EXCFSS BEFnRF TNFJLTRAT!fN 
PRFCIPI1ATION EXCESS ON ]MPFRVIOUS ~URFAC[S 
PPfCIPITATION ESTIMATFO FOR pcRTOD 
CURRE'IT DIILY POTENTIIL FVAPOTRINSPIRITJON 
P~EVIDUS fSTIMATE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION Lns~ FICTOR 
UNAiiJ!JSTED CUKRFNT DAILY POTENTIAL cv1Pr·TR,~ISPI'?AT!ON 
Vi,LUE OF f'XPM AT PREVIOUS TJMF 
PRECEPITATICN E~TJMATFS coR 4 PERIODS 
PfRCOLATION TD GROUND WATER 
P~EVIOU~ ESTIMATE OF LZC 
PFRCOLATIDN TO LOWER ZONE STORAGE 
P~RIOD~ PfR HOUR 
PAFCIDITATION PASSING INTFRCfPTJON 
CURRENT PERIOD OF THE HOUR 
CURRENT PERIOD OF THE HntlR-rLOATI''1r, PC!NT 
PRECIPITATION RECORDED FOR HOUR 
PP.ECIPITATION RECORDED FOR LAST HOIJR 
PRECIPITATION DURING WETTEST MONTH 
~RF.CIPITATION DURING SECOND WCTTF.~T MCNTH 
PRECEPITATION RECORDED FOR NEXT HOUR 
PREVIOUS ~STIMATE OF SEASONn TNFJL TRATJOt·J AOJllSTr-'E'NT 















































































PQEVIUUS FLOW END AREA AT CURRENT SECTION 
R~CESSION ALPHA 
RAINFALL ADJUSTMENT ADDITION 
RAINFALL ADJUSTMENT MULTIPLIER 
INTFRPOLATING RATIO 
RECORDfD ANNUAL TOTAL FLOW VOLUME 
REGRESSION ACCUMULATORS 
RECESSION BETA 
RECGRDED ~ASE FLOW 
RATIO GF BIVF FOR sueAREA Tn AVERAGE BIVF 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF RBIVF FOR REACH 1 
RATIO OF 9MIR FOR SUBAREA T~ AV•RIGF RMIR 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF RBMJR FOR REIC4 l 
RATIO OF BUZC FOR SIJBAREA TO AVFRAGE PUZC 
lEMPORARY STORAGE OF R8UZC FOR REACH 1 
REACH LENGTH 
RFCES5,IUN DISCRIMINANT 
P.c-CORDED DATLY PRfCJPITATION lOTAL 
RATlO OF ~TLF FOR SUBARFA TO AVFRAGE ETLF 
TfMPORAkY STORAGE OF RETLF FOR REACH l 
RrcnRDED FLOW RISF 
RfCORDING GAGE PRECIPITATION MULTIPLIFR 
RECORDING GAGE PRECIPITATION ~ULTIPLicR - 8ASIC 
ROUTE~ HYDRAGRAPH FLOW 
RECnRDED INTERFLOW 
RATIO GF LZC FOK SUGAREA TO AVFRRE LZC 
TFMPORARY ~TORAGE OF RLZC FOR REACH 1 
RFCORDED MONTHLY FLOW INDEX 
REQUESTlD MINIMUM DAILY P~AK FLOW TO RE PRJNTfD 
RAINFALL MAXIMUM WlTHUUT RUNOFF 
RUNOFF (LOCAL INFLOWI PER LINEAR FOOT OF STRE~M FnR 
lH~ PREVIOUS TIME lNTFRVAL 
RUN OFF (LOCAL INFLOW) PER LINEAR FOOT OF STRFAM FOR 
THE CURRENT TIME INTERVAL 
ESTIMATED BASE FLOW Al AEGJNNJNG OF RECESSION s~mJENCr 
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RECESSION SEQUENCE ~ASE FLOW RECESSirN CONSTANT 
ESTIMATED !NTERFLOW AT BE(;INNJN(; Qt= RECES~ION SFQUENCF 
RECESSI~N SEQUENCE FLOW MINIMUM 
RECORDED STREAMFLOW ON NFW DAY 
RECORDED STREAMFLOW ON DAY 1 
RECORDED STREAM"'LOW ON DAY? 
RATIO OF SIAC FOR SUBAREA TO AVERAGF SIAC 
TFM?ORARY STORAGE OF RSIAC FOR REACH l 
RFCfSSION SEQUENCE INTERFLOW RECESSION CONSTANT 
CURRENT RECESSION SF.Q\JENCE LFNGTH 
RECESSION SEQUENCE TOTAL FLOWS 
RATIO OF SYNTHESIZEn TO R.ECORDFO FLOW 
RATIO OF SUZC FOR SUBAR[A TO AVFRAGF SUZC 
TfM..,ORARY STORAGE OF RSllZC FOR REACH J 
RECORDED WATERSHED RAINFALL 
Sll8AREA A•,EA IN SQUARE MILES 
T[MPOR.ARY STORAGE OF SARF.A ~OR RFACH 1 
SYNTH~SIZ~D ANNUAL TOTAL FL"W VOLUME 
SYNTHFSlZFO ANNUAL TOTAL FL"W VOLUME IN INCHES 
SET TRUE WHEN CURRENT REACH OUTFLOW IS SU 0 JFCT TO PRINT 
SYNTHFSlZFD BASF. FLOW 
SYNTHfSlZEO BASE FLOW DURING THE FIRST THRFF DAYS OF FACH 
REC~SSIUN SEQUENC~ 
cuqRENT H"URLY SOIL fVAPOTRANSPIRATTON 
SIIMrlF.R FLCW DF.VlAT ION INOF.X 
~TO>-',AGE GAGF. MOVING DAY (WHFN IT IS "IOVFD DIJR ING 
WATFR YfAR) 
STORAGE GAGE READING TIME 
SECOND STORAGE GAGE READING TIME 
SfASONAL INFILTRATION AOJUSTMFNT CONSTANT 
STORAGE FOR AVFKAGE SIAC 
SfASONAL INFILTRATION ADJlJSTMFNT MULTIPLIER 
SYNTHF.Sizco INTERFLOW 
SYNTH~SIZED ItlTERFLOW DURIN(; THf FIR.ST THREF DAYS OF fACH 
ll.FCFSSH'N SFQUENCF 
SLOrF. OF STORAGE OVFR ELFVATICN 
SMF R l SFD SUM OF MONTHLY SYNTHESIZED FLOW 
SMFX R I - SYNTHESIZED MONTHLY FLOW INDEX 
SOFMD q ' SiJM DF OVERLAND FLOW MONTH DEVIATIONS . 
SSQM R l - SUM OF THE $QUA.RE'S OF THE MPNTHLY FLOW DEVIATIONS 
SSRT R 1 - SQLJARE ROOT OF OVfRLAND FLOW SURFACf ~,LOPE 
SSS QM R l - CURRENT SMALLF:ST ~ ST !MAT!'' OF SSQM 
STOL ST R 15 cu FT INITIAL STORAGE IN STRUCTIIRF 
SH1Rt,G R I no c, AC FT TABLE or- STRUCTURE STORAGES Fil.OM P, AT ING CURVE 
SU'lWF R l SUBSURFACE WATER FLOW OUT OF f'ASIN 
SUP,WFA R l~ IN SUBWF FRO)ol SUBAKEA 
:'.Ut.WFl R l IN TFMl'ORARY STORAGE OF SUBWFA FOR RFACH 1 
suzc R ' SE A SONA L UPPER ZONE STORAGE CAPACITY FACTCR • 
suz C 1 R ' STC1RAbE FOR AVERAGE suzc . 
SWSMD R l - SUM OF WET SUMMER MONTH nEVIATIQNS 
TBRD R 1 - TOTAL BASE FLOW RFCE SSION DAYS 
TOFP12 R 1 - TIMF OF DAILY FLOOD PF A'< , 12-HQUR CLOCK 
TDfP24 R l - Tl ME OF DAILY FLOOD PEAK, 24-YOUR CLOCK 
TDSF R • CFS TCTAL DAILY STRfAf'FLOW .... TFCFS R. 1 CFS CUR.RE'NT TOTAL FLOW 0, 
"'" TF"IAX R l CFS M~XIMIJM TC!TAL FLOW DUR ING CURl<FNT DAY 
THETA R 1 •T/S~C {)FL TAX/l•EL TAT 
THSF R 24 CF5 Tf'TtL Hf'lJI'{ LY STi>.EAMFLCW 
TIKD R. I - TDTAL INT\:RFLtJW R.FCESSION DAY<; 
TIT u: A 20 - TITLE Of CURRf::NT STATION YEAR ( STREAM f.AGE LOCiTinN ANO 
DA Tf: l 
TMBF R 12 IN TCTALS OF MONTHLY BASE FU'lW 
TMIF R l.? IN TOTALS (! i= MOI\ITHLY INTfRFLOW 
TMNF. T R 12 IN TOTALS CF MONTHLY NET EVAPOTRANSPJRATION 
TMOF R 12 IN TOTALS L~F MONTHLY OVERLAND FLCJW 
TMP\:T R 12 HJ TOTALS OF MONTHLY POTENT JAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
TMPRFC R. 12 IN TflTALS DF MflNTHLY PRECIPITATlllN 
TMRTF R 12 SFO TCT ALS DF MONTHLY RE CORD En TOTAL FlflW 
TMSE K 12 IN TllT /,LS OF MONTHLY ST RFAM EVAPrRATIClN 
TMSTF R 12 SFll TOTALS GF MONTHLY SYN THE SI Z FD TOTAL FLOW 
TMSTFI R 12 lN TOTALS OF MONTHLY SYNTHESIZFD TOTAL FLOW IN INCHES 
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Tl]TALS OF MONTHLY TOTAL FLnw RY WATFR YFAR 
CURR ENT TOTAL OVERLAND FL!lW RUN f'JF F 
TCTAL TO DERVIOUS LAND RATJC> 
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF TPLR FnR RFA(H 1 
COUNTER SPECIFYING PROGRAM PORTIONS 
CURRENT UNRnUTED HYORGGRAPH FLOW 
UPPER ZONE STORAGF CAPACITY 
CURRENT UPPER ZONE IN~ILTRATION TO LOWER ZONE 
UPP~~ ZONE MOISTURE' RE-TENTION IM()FY 
CURRENT UPPER ZONF STORAGE 
IJZS FOR SUBAREA 
VILIJE DATED BY CALENDIR DAV 
VALIJE DATED BY MONTH DAY 
VEGETITIVF INTERCFPTION - Ct!RD,fNT RATF PF~ PFRIOO 
VEGETATIVE INTERCEPTION - MAXIMUM Rare 
T~MPORARV STORAGE OF VINMRA FOR RFACH l 
VOLUME OF AN INCH OF RUNOFF FROM WATERSHFD 
VW HJ FOP. S Uf\ ARE A 
lfMPOPARY STORAGE OF VWINA FOR REACH l 
WAT~RSYED CFS FQUALLING ONE INCH PFR HOUR 
WCF~ FCR SURAREA 
Tfi4PORARV STORAGE OF WCF5A FOR RFA(H 1 
WATfR E~TERING INTERFLOW STfRIGc 
WINTER CLOW DEVTATJON INOEI 
WAT~R REMAINING AFTER INF!LlRATION INCLUOJNG TNTERFLOW 
WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR STORAGE RAIN GtGE 
SECONU WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR STORAGE RAIN ~AGE 
NUM~ER OF WET SUMMER MONTHS 
END AREi ilF WATER DURING ROUTING 
lST SOLUTION OF ENO AREA DURING NONLTNFAR ROUTING 
ZND SOLUTION OF ENO ARFA DURING NONLINEAR ROUTING 
INDEX OF MONTHLY PREOOMINATF FLOW TYPE 
LAST TWO DIGITS OF CURRENT YEAR 
LAST TWO DIGITS OF FIRST CALENDAR V~AR IN WATFR YFAR 





INPUT DATA FOR SOUTH FORK BEARGRASS CREEK AT LOUISVILLE, KY. 
1970 WATER YEAR 
********************************** 
• NUMBER OF CASES AND TITLE CARD* 
********************************** 
l 
SOUTH FORK BEARG~ASS CREEK 
******************* 
* CONTROL OPTIONS* 
******************* 
~ 1 0 0 
**************¥******* 
• CTHER CONT~OL 11ATA * 
******* ***•* ~··· ****''* 
6 1 2 400 
1 
~ 3 lU l 5 






* CHANNEL CRnss SECTIONS* 
********************•***** 
5 0 l 2300.0000 
l 0 
3 .2 1.27 33. 32.42 66. 44.02 132 o 78.39 
264. 12e .23 
lo39 1.33 
5 0 1 3000~0000 
5. 40027 57 .5 66022 l 02 • 73.19 2040 96.52 
408 • 126.72 
0.57 l.67 
5 0 1 3000.0000 
11. 6.11 106067 37.31 71306 80.24 4290 148.53 
858. 270.68 
lol4 1.33 
5 0 1 3000.0000 
24.6 18069 246. 61.81 492. 116.09 9A4. 232.24 
1968 • 519.32 
0.47 l.67 
" 0 1 3000.,0000 -29o5 18.26 296.2 133.06 ~·92 .5 231005 11850 46~.42 ,.... 
2370. 97~.65 "' __, Oe32 1.67 
5 0 1 3000.0000 
3tJ. l~.44 300. 7'>.45 600. 1 ?5 .96 1200 • 229.47 
2400 • 449 .58 
0.3 l .67 
" 0 1 3000.0000 J 
35.6 26 • 3 356.6 qf_,.~l 713.3 1 ~3 • 63 l4U,.6 2R5.99 
2520 • 544 0 2R 
1.5 1.33 
5 0 1 3000.0000 
40.4 21.i; 4150 145096 830. 238.55 16600 485.66 
3320. 1038.69 
Oo3 1.67 
5 0 1 3000.0000 
460 29o9 460. 623087 9200 714.24 2R2Ro 1039.27 
36800 2153.66 
0.22 l.67 
'"' 0 l 3000.0000 ~ 
65 ~ 40.43 650. 202.26 1301.82 ~s1.os ? ,; 'If,. C/17.86 
5207 • 2374.64 
0.66 1.33 
7. l 52?Lt00e 
Or-4!) 1 "?? 99q949. 
<:, 0 ' 21100 • 000() • 
79 • 5 2 c-0 J 790 • ?34.47 E>!lO • 402.44 3160. 10'51.03 
6320. 200':,.65 
0.1 ],,6-/ 
~ 0 : ?fiCO c,.0000 
79. 41.~-0 190' • 204.66 l~RO, 370.64 3160. 75'1oR7 
6320 • l 77, .:<:; 
0.3 1.67 
5 0 ' z roo .00 oo • 
84. 51.89 p 4(,. 269,44 1980 • 465.1:> 3•60. 032.30 
6728e 1P2:-'io93 
""' O, ll l ~·6 7 "' a, ~ 0 l 2rion,oc,no 
84 &,. 5-s,.1,i:, e40e 253.~:5 16RO. 427.'i,l 33600 041.14 
6720 • 222i:_,eF6 
0~2~ l .f."/ 
~ 0 l : ? ('.(,. 
81:,. 3'J ~0 s 86C. 20'- .4 3 17?Co 525.2'+ 3440. 217l.P7 
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* REACH PARAMETERS * ******************** 
zq:::soo. 1.2 0 .023 0.035 ll l'1.4fl90 0.01~- 0o06fl n.005 
22400. 4.t,6 (,.017 o.c,3~ 91P.3';0J 0.01~ 0 .o 34 o.oo~ 
14500. 5.25 OoC23 0.035 803.02 0.015 0.0082 o.oos 
1.03 0.96 1. I • 1. I • 1. 
0.9-, 1.05 l • lo 1. 1. 1. 
o. 99 l .02 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
1. ' •• •• o. o. 
0.12 o.oo O ol l o.oo 0.10 o.oo 
*********************** 
:;t CLIMATOLOGICAL DAT A * ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
70 71 
46.? I 10~. 
'<.i:COkDfG DA!L.Y STRcAM FLOW 
**************•*********** 
3.20 ?. .20 1.eo 1.60 1.60 1.~o lo30 4.40 1e.oo 17 .oo 
3 .. 00 48,00 146.0C, 4P.OO 29.00 21.00 15 .. 00 12 .oc, 7.80 40.00 
;:2.00 :1~oc s.co 6,,2C 5.40 'io9(\ 6 .60 17.C>O 11.00 P .00 
'"" 5 .2 CJ e.oo 1.00 6.,C>o s.oo 4.30 3.~o 3.70 3.50 4.oo "' <!) 4. 7(• 3.90 3.30 2. 9(1 21.00 19.00 11.00 9o30 7 0 RO 1.00 
<;4.c,0 74.0(, zo.00 1 ~\ • 00 12 .oo l 1.00 9 • 3 0 7 .8(• <;. ',(' 5 .10 
4c-i6(J 4,.20 :I" 4(1 5.,3(1 7.00 4 .10 3.60 :.30 :? .oo 7 o9C• 
2.10 1 l. oc, ~5.00 1 7. ul, 13.0(l 11.00 62.00 38.00 ?9.00 ?4 .oo 
~9,.00 1~3.00 221 .cc ·17, cc 48.00 39.00 :,2~00 21.00 ?3.oc, l Q .oo 
i.7,0u 15,.0(J 13,00 l 2 .oc., 16 .,oo 91 .oo :o.oo ?3,00 21.00 !Q.00 
16.00 14.00 12.00 11 .oo E?.00 11.00 '·l,00 ':>? .oo ?7.0() ?3 •. oo 
;:o. oo 18,00 14.00 14.00 12.00 11.00 10.00 1.eo 6.30 7 .so 
7.50 8 •. 6(, 8.40 6.80 4.,40 4.10 'i3.0() 79~00 33.0() 26 .oo 
23~00 ;.?.,00 20 .. 00 22.00 59.00 5A.OO 36.00 2 9.oo 29.00 36 .oo 
29.0CJ <, 1 ~oo 1,9.00 12.00 664.00 113.00 59.00 4c;.oo 49.00 3e .00 
30.00 ?5 .. 00 21.00 23.00 IR,00 I 5 .,00 34.,00 ?6 .. 00 20.00 11.00 
43.00 30.00 23.00 zo.oo 11.00 s s.oo 23 • 0 r, 19.00 17.00 ;>9 .oo 
19 .oo 0,.42 0.29 0 0 0P Oo04 0.02 0.01 0.14 0.0:1 o .o'I 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.46 0.01 0.04 0.01 0 .02 
0 .o o.o 0. Ob 57.00 1 o4(J 7 o .oo 4.10 4.1 (• 3 • 70 3.30 
2 .10 2,40 3 0 1 0 4.20 2.PO 2.30 1.90 ? .oo ?6.00 7? .oo 
1.ao 4.20 2.60 12.00 2.60 2.00 3.00 278.00 132.00 50.00 
34.00 26.,00 24.00 21.00 62.00 32.00 24.00 19.00 15.00 12.00 
15 .oo 9.30 1.00 5.30 4o80 11.00 180.00 21.00 41.00 22.00 
16.00 14.00 11.00 9.30 12.00 6030 5.oo 4.20 z.90 2.20 
2. 70 1. 70 1.60 1.60 6.30 1.10 33.00 110 •. 00 29.00 12 .oo 
-, .oo 4.80 3.90 179.00 33.00 16.00 9.30 6.30 4 .. 80 4.10 
3.90 3 .. 90 4el0 24.00 6.30 3o40 z.10 5 c30 46000 16.00 
a.50 87 .,oo 43.00 48.00 24 .. 00 s2.oo 42.00 13.00 7.BO 5.30 
840.00 198.00 ':i0.00 36.00 21.00 21.00 17.00 1e.oo 22.00 lB.00 
14.00 25.00 17.00 10.00 3.50 11.00 103.00 113.00 46.00 31.00 
23.00 17 •. 00 12.00 11.00 1.00 5.10 4.40 3.20 2.70 2.20 
1.ao 19.00 3.50 1.00 1.60 2.90 1.eo 1. 70 1.60 12 .oo 
l .60 1.40 1.30 lo30 13.00 1.10 1.00 1.20 1.10 o.97 
eo.oo 4.20 2 .so 1.10 1.10 1.00 5.30 1.30 0.11 0 .57 
0.54 o.53 o.s1 0.53 58.00 3.40 2o60 1.70 l.40 Z .10 
1.00 3.40 1.40 1.40 1.20 
STROAGE GAGE .... ..., ************ 0 
l 
100 0 17 
i8J 0.52 283 0.21 286 2 .55 287 0.24 288 0.26 
293 1.00 294 0.05 2911 0 .o 5 301 0.15 302 o.33 
306 0.24 313 0.01 314 0.18 318 o.45 319 0.17 
324 0 .65 338 0.35 345 0.30 346 0.47 350 o. 74 
351 o.?3 3 5'> 0.<15 356 1 .oa 357 0.06 365 c.os 
4 1.15 14 0.44 23 0.01 28 0.03 30 0.25 
34 0.29 35 0.52 36 0.26 38 0.01 39 0.54 
43 0.11 44 0.05 48 0.06 51 0 .54 53 2 068 
57 0.38 62 0.26 65 0.41 66 0.04 69 o.58 
74 0.12 78 o.34 85 0.13 91 o.2e 92 0.32 
96 0.30 104 0.11 113 0.20 118 0.01 122 0.26 
125 0.02 126 1.30 127 0.99 128 0.01 131 0.11 
132 0.22 133 0.50 140 0.20 144 0.06 145 0.77 
147 0 .57 153 0 .25 163 0 .13 164 0.12 165 0.42 
166 1.05 167 <' • 2 0 172 1.46 173 0.11 182 0.11 
186 0.14 187 o.97 191 o.o4 192 1.02 193 0.32 
195 0.24 zoo 2.43 205 0 .10 207 Oe90 2.10 0.61 
211 0 .16 214 0.30 215 0.28 216 o.62 231 0.16 
234 o.o3 238 0.51 243 0.31 245 o.se 249 0.48 
254 1.03 260 0.01 263 0.90 2.69 0.19 270 o.os 





4954 70 10 8 1 
o.o 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.01 o.o o.o 
4954 70 lo 8 2 
0.03 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 10 9 2 
0.01 o.o o.o 0.08 0.02 0.14 o.o 0.09 0.03 o.o o.o o.o 
..... 4954 70 10 12 l 
-.J 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0 .01 ..... 4954 70 10 12 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.60 0.13 0.04 o. 12 o.35 0.20 0.02 0.45 
4954 70 10 13 l 
0.03 o.o o.o 0.04 o.o o.o 0 .11 o.1e 0.02 0.03 0.01 o.o 
4954 70 10 13 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. o o •. o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 
4954 70 10 14 1 
0.05 0.04 0.10 0.13 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 10 14 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 10 19 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.03 0.05 
4954 70 10 20 l 
0.01 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.05 o.o o.o 0.03 0.01 0.03 
4954 70 10 20 2 
0.02 0.01 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.03 o.o o.o o.o 
495,. 70 10 28 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.03 0.04 
4954 70 10 28 2 
0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 
4954 70 10 29 l 
0.02 0.02 0.01 o.oa 0.05 0.10 0.01 o.o 0 .01 o.o o.o 0.01 
4954 70 11 2 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.01 0 .011 0.04 o.o o.o 
4954 70 11 9 2 
o.o o.o o.o5 0.01 0.03 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.06 0.03 
4954 70 11 10 1 
0.01 o.o o.o o.,o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 11 14 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.05 0.02 
4954 70 11 14 2 
0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.04 o.oa 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 o.o 
4954 70 11 19 2 
>-" o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.01 o.oa o.1a _, 4954 70 11 20 l 
"' o.oa 0.11 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 11 22 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.04 o.o o.o 
4954 70 11 23 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 11 29 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o~o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 12 3 1 
o.o o.o 0.09 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 12 3 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.14 o.,o o.o 
4954 70 12 11 2 
0.01 0.13 0.18 o.o 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.03 0.14 
4954 70 12 12 l 
0.16 0.06 0.09 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 12 16 1 
o.o 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.01 o.oe 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01 
4954 70 12 16 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.oo 0.05 0.01 o.o o.o 0.01 0.02 o.o o.o 
4954 70 12 21 1 
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.18 0.11 0.05 0.14 0.13 0 .14 0.14 
4954 70 12 21 2 
0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o.oa 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.22 
4954 70 12 22 1 
0.15 0.09 0.01 o.os 0.01, 0.11 o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 12 23 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 70 12 31 1 
o.o o.o 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4'!54 71 l 3 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.10 0 .05 0.03 o.o o.o? 0.21 0.09 0.03 
4954 71 1 4 1 
0.01 0.10 0.18 0.01 0.10 o.o4 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 l 13 l 
>--" 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.04 0 .10 _, o.o o.o o.o 
"' 4954 71 1 13 2 
0.15 0.20 0.15 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.03 0,09 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
.... 954 71 1 14 1 
0.03 0.01 0.04 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 l 22 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 1 24 l 
o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o c.o 0.01 o.o 
4954 71 l 28 1 
o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o 
4954 71 1 30 l 
o.o o.o 0.05 0.03 o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.04 0,06 o.oo; 0.02 
4954 71 2 3 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.06 0.06 
4954 71 2 3 2 
o.o 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.03 0.06 
4954 71 2 4 l 
0.22 0.03 0.03 0 .. 01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 2 4 2 
o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o 0.21 0.05 
4954 71 2 5 1 
0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 2 7 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4r,54 71 2 7 2 
o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.01 
,-954 71 2 8 1 
0.01 0.05 0.03 0.04 O.Ob 0.03 0.04 0.02 o.oa 0.01 0.10 o.oa 
4954 71 2 8 2 
0.05 0.04 0.03 o.o 0.01 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 2 12 1 
0.01 o.o 0.01 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o 0.02 o.o 0.01 0.02 0.01 
4954 71 2 12 2 
.... o.o 0.01 o.o 0.09 0.06 0.09 o.os 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.03 ..., 4954 71 2 13 l 
II> 0.04 0.03 0.02 0 .. 03 0.01 0.01 o.o o.o 0.02 0.01 0.01 o.o 
4954 71 2 17 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 2 19 2 
o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.30 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 2 21 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. os 0.22 0.20 0.21 0.37 0.50 
495'> 71 2 22 1 
0.32 0.2& 0.14 0.20 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 2 2b 1 
o.o o.o 0.02 o.oa 0.01 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 2 26 2 
o.c, o.oa o.oa o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 3 2 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 
4954 71 3 3 1 
0.05 c.os 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 0.03 o.oa 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.03 
4954 71 3 3 2 
o.o 0.01 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71. 3 6 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 0.11 
4954 71 3 b 2 
0.13 0.01 0.01 0.03 o .. o 0 .. 03 0.01 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 3 10 1 
o.o o.o 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 o.os 0.01 OoOb 0.06 0.03 0.03 
4954 71 3 10 2 
0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 3 1! 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.47 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. o 
4954 71 3 18 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.os 0.01, 0.03 
4954 71 3 19 1 
o.o ... 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 3 19 2 .... 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 o.o _, c.n 4954 71 3 20 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o 0 .o o.o o.o 
4954 7-1 3 25 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.01 0.03 o.o 0 .. 01 o.o 
495"t 71 3 26 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71' 4 l 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.03 o.o 
4954 71 4 1 2 
0.10 0 .. 10 0 •. 04 o.os 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.15 o.os 0.02 o.o o.o 
4954 71 4 6 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.09 
4954 71 4 6 2 
0.01 o.os 0.01 0.03 0.03 o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 4 13 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.os o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 4 21 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.15 0.03 o.o o.o o.o 49S4 71 4 27 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.22 0.60 o.o 0.03 o.o o.o 4954 71 5 l 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 4',154 71 5 2 1 
0.04 0.13 0.01 o.o o.o 0.02 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4954 71 5 5 l 
o.o o.o 0 .. 04 o.,o o.,o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o 1 o.o o.o 49S4 71 5 5 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o 4954 71 5 6 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.oe 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.2e 0.40 o.o o.o 4954 7! 5 6 2 
0.21; 0.03 0.01 o.o o .. o Oe40 0.13 0.15 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 4954 71 5 7 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .. 01 0.04 0 .01 o.o 0.02 0.19 
>-' 4954 71 5 7 2 ..., 
°' o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.01 0.02 4954 71 5 p l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.,03 o.o 0.02 0 .,o o.o o.o 495',- 71 5 11 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.09 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 4954 71 5 11 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.02 o.o 4954 71 ~ 12 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .. o o .. o o.o o •. o o.o o.oe o.o o.o 495.,_ 71 5 12 2 
o.o 0.10 o.oo; o.oe 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.02 o.o 0.04 0.04 0.05 4954 71 5 13 l 
0.02 0.06 0.08 0.01 o.os 0.03 0.01 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 4954 71 5 19 2 
o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o.so 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4954 71 5 24 l 
o.o o.o o.o 0.05 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 " 24 2 J 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.50 Oo79 0.05 4954 7-,1 5 27 l 
o.o o.o o.o 0.02 o._22 0.12 o.os 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.03 o.o 495'1 71 6 1 2. 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0 .01 o.o 0.01 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 4954 71 6 8 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 6 12 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.03 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4954 71 6 14 1 
0.14 0.06 o.oi o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 495,. 71 6 14 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.50 0.20 0 .15 0.01 o.o o.o 
4954 11 t, 1~- 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.11 
4954 71 6 15 2 ...... o.o o.o o.o 0 .o 0.02 o.o o.o ... 0.10 0.01 o.o o.o o.o ..., ..., 4954 11 t, 21 2 
0.31, 0.25 0.01, 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0 .01 
4954 71 b 22 1 
0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 7} b 30 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .o 0.01 0.1 ... 0.03 
4954 71 1 ~ 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 O. Oil 
4954 71 1 5 2 
0.02 9.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.20 o.o o.o o.o 
495'1 71 1 6 1 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.68 0.111 0~01 c.o o.o o.o o.o 
'1954 71 7 9 2 
o.o o.o 0.05 0.29 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 7 10 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.02 0.20 0.36 0.02 0.01 o.o o.o 
4954 71 7 11 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.1s o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 7 13 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.45 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 7 14 l 
o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.01 o.o o.o 
4954 71 7 l fl 2 
o.o o.o 0.95 2.40 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 7 19 l 
o.o 0.01 o.o 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 r 24 l 
o .. o 0 .. 01 0.01 o •. o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 1 25 2 
o.o 0 .. 01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 7 26 2 
o.o 0.01 0.04 0.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 1 28 2 
0 .. o o .. o l o .. o o .. o o.o o.,o o.o 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.01 o.o 
>--' 4954 71 1 30 1 
-.J 
"' o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o .. o o.o 4954 71 1 30 2 
0.02 0.01 O o 14 0.01 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 f3 2 2 
o.o o.,36 0.01 O,·H· 0.,01 0.02 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 B 3 1 
o.o o.o OocO o.o o.o o,,o o.o o.o o.o 0.21 0.02 0.04 
4954 71 8 3 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.04 0.02 o.o o.o 0.02 0.06 
4954 71 8 4 l 
0.02 0.03 o.o 0 .. 01 o.o 0 .01 0.01 0 .. 01 o.o o.o Ool4 0.03 
4954 71 8 4 2 
o.o 0.01 0 .o:, 0.04 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.03 
4954 71 8 5 l 
0.01 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 8 18 2 
o.o o.o 0.01 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o 
4954 71 8 22 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.03 0.01 
4954 71 8 2~ 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .. 01 0.01 
4954 71 8 26 l 
0.03 o.o o.oq O c, 12 0.02 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 9 l 2 
o.c o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.01 0.01 o.o 
4954 71 9 2 2 
o.o 0.20 o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0€0 o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 9 6 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .14 
4954 71 ~) 6 2 
0086 0.15 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.02 o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o 
495 .. 71 9 11 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.22 0.,46 0.21 0.,04 0.03 0.,05 o.o 
4954 71 'I 11 2 ..... o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.66 -J 
<O 4954 11 9 16 1 
o.o O.OB 0.01 o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 11 9 20 l 
o.o o.o Ool6 0.11, Oo04 0 .1 ;> 0.,3F, o .. oq o.o o.o o.o o.o 
4954 11 9 2•, 2 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.18 o.o 0.03 o.o o.o o.o 
4954 71 9 26 l 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.os 0.01 o.o o.o 0.06 o.o o.o o.o 
4954 98 
APPENDIX D 
PERMEABILITY AND AVAILABILITY WATER 
CAPACITY OF KENTUCKY SOILS 
Soil Perm. AWC Soil Perm. 
Series in. I hr in. Series in. I hr 
Adler 2.53 7.54 Crevasse 10. 00 
Allegheny 2. 93 7. 17 Crider 1 • 34 
Armour o. 91 10. 26 Cruze 2 . 11 
Ashton 2. 53 10. 25 Cuba 1 , 31 
Ashwood 0.50 2.97 Culleoka 2,07 
Atkins 3. 12 9. 11 Cumberland 1. 31 
Cynthiana 1. 32 
Barbourville 5.50 5,99 
Baxter 2.08 6.87 Danridge I. 32 
Beasley !. 74 7. 75 Dekalb 3. 79 
Bedfcrd 1.19 11. 18 Dekoven 1. 32 
B el.knap I. 32 9. 50 Dewey l. 32 
Berks 3.47 3.22 Dickson l. 84 
Beulah 7.50 3.90 Donahue 4.15 
Bewleyville 3.75 5.84 Done rail I. 32 
Birds I. 48 11. 66 Dowell ton 1. 32 
Bl ago 3.75 8.19 Dubbs 1. 65 
Bondine 4.34 2.64 Dundee 1. 65 
Bonnie 1. 30 12. 13 Dunning 1. 09 
Brandon 1. 40 7. 41 
Brashear o. 91 8.56 Eden 0.88 
Braxton 1. 36 7. ll Egan I. 40 
Brookside 1. 30 8.52 Elk I. 47 
Bruno 7.77 3. 95 Enders 1. 40 
Burgin 0.13 7.22 Ennsi 3. 50 
Epley l. 30 
Calloway 1. 43 10. 19 Etowah 2. 12 
Caneyville 2.22 5.26 
Captina 1. 62 8.65 Fairmount 1. 20 
Chagrin 1. 30 6. 90 Fala ya 1. 16 
Chavies 4.15 9.10 Faywood l. 32 
Christian 2. 77 7.09 Fleming l. 88 
Clarksville 2. 76 5.09 Forestdale o. 50 
Clifty 2.02 5. 55 Frankstown 3. 78 
Clymer 4.15 5.29 Frederick l. 30 
Colbert o. 86 6. 61 Fredonia l. l O 
Collins 1. 95 10. 20 Frondort l. 31 
Colyer 2.26 1. 92 
Commerce l. 08 9.72 Garmon l. 31 
Cookeville 3.75 13. 53 Gilpin l. 35 
Corydon 1. 36 4.04 Ginat l. 34 
Cota co 4.12 7.15 Grenada l. 42 











































Soil Perm. AWC Soil Perm. AWC 
Series in. I hr in. Series in. I hr in. 
Hagerstown 2. 88 9.63 Newark 2.03 8. 99 
Hamblen 1. 32 10, 28 Nicholson 2. 53 7, 70 
Hampshire o. 95 9. 66 Nolickucky 3. 54 11. 58 
Hart sells 4. 12 4.54 Nolin 1. 30 12.98 
Hayter 2.45 9.55 
Heitt 1. 32 6. 18 Otway 1. 01 3.38 
Henry 0.50 13.54 Otwell 1. 32 8.49 
Henshaw 1. 32 10.45 
Holston 2.45 8.47 Patton 1.33 11. 16 
Humphreys 3. 88 5.46 Pembroke 1. 73 10. 69 
Huntington 3.35 7.98 Philo 2.86 8. 49 
Pickwick 1. 30 13. 97 
Jacob 0.42 6. 71 Pope 4.70 7. 28 
Jefferson 4.53 5. 72 Purdy 1. 22 8. 73 
Johnsburg 1. 94 9. 64 
Ramsey 5.68 1. 57 
Karnak o. 13 7, 35 Rarden 1. 97 5.45 
Renox 2. 26 7.63 
Lakin 6.90 4.07 Highley 4. 15 5.87 
Landisburg 2. 61 7.96 Robertsville 1. 43 8,90 
Lanton o. 66 8.85 Robinsonville 3.22 6~ 82 
Latham 1. 31 5.42 Rockcastle 0.99 4.44 
Lawrence 1. 39 9, 93 Roell en 1.32 7. 61 
Lindside 1. 54 9,26 Russellville 1. 37 11. 81 
Linker 4.00 6.40 
Litz 2.04 4. 71 Sadler 1. 30 9. 93 
Loradale 2.04 8.94 San go 2. 13 8.60 
Loring 1. 42 9.96 Sal visa 2.77 3. 91 
Loudon 1. 32 8. 55 Sciotoville 1. 34 8. 16 
Lowell 1. 74 6. 21 Sees 1. 65 7, 86 
Sequatchie 3. 95 6.44 
Markland 1. 34 6. 75 Sharkey o. 39 8. 59 
Maury 3. 93 11. 51 Shelbyville 2. 88 8.20 
McAfee 3.79 3. 68 Shelocta 1. 31 8.06 
Mc Gary 1. 36 7.51 Shrouts 1. 03 3. 91 
Melvin 1. 37 9,74 Skidmore 4.15 4.31 
Memphis 1.35 10.91 Staser 3. 14 6. 77 
Mercer 2.04 8. 79 Steff 1. 30 7.79 
JVIonogahela 2. 77 8.40 Steins burg 4. 15 2.21 
Montevallo 7.50 1. 92 St errlal 4. 11 7. 76 
Montgomery 0.42 7.42 
Morehead 1. 32 10. 97 Taft 1. 60 8. 62 
Morganfield 1. 32 9.24 Talbott 1. 66 6. 96 
Mountview 1. 92 9.44 Tork Lin 1. 31 6.52 
Mullins 1. 87 8.90 Tate 3.47 7, 68 
Muse 1. 90 8.42 Tilsit 1. 27 9. 15 
Muskingum 5.23 4.76 Trappist 2.07 5.45 
Trimble 1. 31 11. 74 
Needmore 1. 82 5. 72 Tunica o. 13 7.35 
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Soil Perm. AWC 
Series in. /hr in. 
Tyler 2.68 8.92 
Uniontown 1. 32 9. 77 
Upshur o. 13 6.54 
Vicksburg 2.45 10.06 
Wakeland 1. 43 11. 47 
Waverly 1. 42 9. 84 
Waynesboro 1. 30 14. 85 
Weibach 1. 04 8.44 
Weikert 1. 32 1. 58 
Wellston 1. 64 7.33 
Westmoreland 3.63 3. 24 
Wheeling 1. 34 8. 35 
Whitley 1. 31 8. 91 
Whitewell 4.10 8.28 
Wilbour 1. 32 9.50 
Wolftever 1. 75 7.46 
Wool per 1. 29 7.76 
Zaleski 1. 40 8.05 
Zanesville 1. 34 10.54 
Zipp 0.50 6.02 
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